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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nico Keilman and Stefano Mazzuco
1.1 Demographic Forecasting
Future trends in population size, age structure, regional distribution, and other
demographic variables are of paramount importance for a wide range of planning
situations. Government policy for old-age pensions and long-term care depends on
the number of elderly in the future. An assessment of future trends in population
variables also is an important prerequisite for exploring environmental issues and
the demand of resources in the future. Other things remaining the same, a larger
population implies more use of water, electricity, fuel, food etc. in a certain region.
Stronger needs for transportation are another effect of growing populations. Local
planners have to decide on investments in hospitals and schools. Retailers of certain
products (such as baby food) are interested in the size of particular age groups in
the future.
Demographic projections and forecasts rely on assumptions of the future devel-
opments for components of change for population size, that is, births and fertility,
deaths and mortality, and international migration when the interest is in the
population for a country as a whole. In case one considers the future state of a
certain population sub-group (e.g. persons who live in a specific region or those
who are currently divorced), additional components are relevant (regional migration,
marriage and marriage dissolution).
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Given the importance of insight in future demographic trends, many statistical
agencies routinely compute national population forecasts. They do so by means of
the so-called cohort-component model, which has become the standard approach
in population forecasting (National Research Council – NRC 2000; UNECE
2018). This model requires assumptions on future trends of fertility, mortality, and
international migration. We will discuss this approach further in Sect. 1.2.
To make accurate demographic forecasts is both an art and a science, similar
to predictions in other fields (Tetlock and Gardner 2016). The scientific part is in
the model, and in the fine mathematical and statistical details of the computations.
However, to formulate reliable assumptions for the future course of fertility,
mortality and migration is an art, largely. Most of the research on demographic
forecasting aims at increasing the scientific part, and reducing the impact of
selecting the right assumptions – the “art part” in population forecasting. “The
quest for knowledge about the future has moved from the supernatural towards
the scientific” (Willekens 1990, 9). One way to achieve this aim is to formulate
explicit models for fertility, mortality and migration. In that case, one attempts
to find a model that describes the historical development of these components of
change accurately enough. The model may be an explanatory model with exogenous
variables, or a purely statistical (e.g. time series) model. In either case, the model is
used to extrapolate the components into the future, and next their future values are
used as inputs for the cohort-component model.
The primary aim of this book is to sketch new developments in the scientific part
of demographic forecasting. It does not give an extensive review of the field. Such
reviews have appeared regularly; see, for example, Hajnal 1955; Keyfitz 1972; Land
1985; Willekens 1990; Keilman and Cruijsen 1992; National Research Council –
NRC 2000; Wilson and Rees 2005; Booth 2006; Alho and Spencer 2005; Alho 2015.
In contrast, with this book we wanted to show the readers examples of promising
new research on demographic forecasting.
In the remainder of this chapter, we discuss selected topics in demographic
forecasting, thus sketching the wider context of many of the problems that our
authors address. We start with a brief overview of the cohort-component tradition
(Sect. 1.2). Next, we describe in Sect. 1.3 how population forecasters account
for the inherent uncertainty in their results. Common approaches are to use
various deterministic scenarios or, alternatively, a probabilistic model. An important
distinction in the statistical modelling of the components of change is that between
a Bayesian and a frequentist perspective. We discuss both approaches in Sect. 1.4.
Population forecasters often rely on the opinions of experts, when they formulate
their assumptions on the future trajectories of demographic components. However,
in some cases these trajectories are purely data-driven. This is the topic of Sect.
1.5. Another issue, taken up in Sect. 1.6, is whether one should use data from
the country of interest only, or also include trends in other countries. A recent
development in demographic forecasting is the evaluation of probabilistic forecasts.
Forecasts of this type have been computed since the mid-1980s, and some statistical
agencies, too, produce them regularly. After a few decades, one knows the actual
development of the variables of interest. Hence, one may want to know how well
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the forecast, published in terms of a predictive distribution, has performed. This is
taken up in Sect. 1.7. Once the forecast has been computed, an important question
concerns the best way to communicate its results to the user. Demographers could
learn from forecasters in other disciplines, where this question has been analysed.
We summarize the most important findings in Sect. 1.8. Section 1.9 gives a brief
presentation of the chapters that follow.
1.2 The Cohort-Component Approach1
The main idea of the cohort-component model (CCM) is to update a table with
known numbers for the population pyramid, taken from a recent census or from a
population register, to a new table 1 year later. The update requires assumptions on
mortality (the share of persons of a given age who survive 1 year later), fertility
(the mean number of children per woman born during the year), and migration (for
instance, age- and sex-specific numbers of net-migration). Based on assumptions
of this kind for many years in the future, the process can be repeated, resulting in a
population forecast for many years in the future. See demographic textbooks such as
those by Preston et al. (2001) or Rowland (2003) for technical details, and O’Neill
and Balk (2001) for a non-technical introduction.
Edwin Cannan first developed this forecasting approach in 1895. By the 1930s,
it had become generally accepted by the statistical agencies of many countries
(De Gans 1999). In the 1970s, the model was extended to include a regional
breakdown of the population (multiregional model; see, e.g., Rogers 1995), or
an extra dimension in general, such as educational level, labour market status, or
household status (multistate/multidimensional model). Chapter 10 by Zhang and
Bryant and Chap. 11 by Raymer, Bai, and Smith focus on inter-regional migration
and follow the tradition of multiregional models.
The CCM is by its nature a pure accounting approach. The new population
equals the old one minus deaths and emigrants, plus surviving births and surviving
immigrants. This process is repeated for each age group, men and women separately.
Assumptions for the three components of change are in terms of age-and sex-
specific rates, used as inputs by the CCM. Chapter 4 by Castiglioni, Dalla-Zuanna
and Tanturri, and Chap. 9 by Keilman and Kristoffersen discuss certain aspects of
this approach.
The mechanical nature of the CCM-approach has been criticized, since it ignores
possible feedback mechanisms. Rapid population growth, resulting from high rates
for fertility and immigration leads to increasing population density. However, the
1Parts of this section and the next one are based upon the paper “Uncertainty in population
forecasts for the twenty-first century” by the first author, forthcoming in Annual Review of
Resource Economics 2020. Permission to reuse this material is gratefully acknowledged. https://
www.annualreviews.org/page/authors/author-instructions/distributing/permissions
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CCM does not account for a direct effect of population density on future fertility,
mortality, or emigration. More generally, in the long run, one should take into
account that the scarcity of resources and degradation of the environment may
have an impact on human behaviour and population dynamics (Cohen 2010; De
Sherbinin et al. 2007). Also, if the crude birth rate is lower than the crude death
rate for a number of decades, population size will fall (assuming that migration
has little or no effect), and authorities will likely attempt to promote a pro-natalist
policy. Feedbacks of this kind are not included in demographic forecasts that follow
the CCM-tradition, at least not explicitly. In some cases, this is reasonable, because
demographic variables are much less important than non-demographic variables.
For instance, Raftery et al. (2017) combine country-specific probabilistic population
forecasts with forecasts of CO2-emissions and temperature change to 2100. They
find that population growth is not a major factor that contributes to global warming,
and a feedback mechanism is not necessary. Other studies do include an explicit
feedback. For instance, in its population forecast, Statistics Norway assumes that
future immigration numbers for various immigrant sub-groups depend, among
others, of the stock of migrants already present in the country (Cappelen et al. 2014).
See also National Research council – NRC (2000, pp. 31–32) and O’Neill and Balk
(2001) for explanations and discussions of the feedback problem, and Sanderson
(1998) for the lack of explanatory factors in population forecasts. Burch (2003)
gives a more general critical review of the CCM.
1.3 Deterministic Scenarios and Probabilistic Forecasts
Most statistical agencies in the world that compute population forecasts do so using
a deterministic approach (NRC 2000). They analyse historical trends in fertility,
mortality, and migration, and extrapolate those trends into the future, using expert
opinion and statistical techniques. The extrapolations reflect their best guesses. In
addition to computing a likely development of population size and structure, many
agencies also compute a high and a low variant of future population growth, in
order to tell forecast users that future demographic developments are uncertain.
For example, the previous official population forecast for Norway, published in
2018, indicates 6.5 million inhabitants in 2060, if current trends continue (see
https://www.ssb.no/en/statbank/list/folkfram). However, population growth to 2060
might be weaker or stronger than what current trends suggest, leading to population
sizes between 5.8 and 7.8 million persons. The forecasters assumed low and high
trajectories for future fertility (leading to 1.6 or 1.9 children per woman on average
in 2060), life expectancy of men (between 86.0 and 90.4 years in 2060) and women
(between 88.1 and 92.1 years), and international migration (a migration surplus
between 10,700 and 41,400 persons annually).
Different projections or scenarios can be produced by systematically combining
different assumptions. Collectively, those different scenarios can give some impres-
sion of the degree of uncertainty, but not in any quantified way. The probability
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that an outcome will be within a certain range is unknown (Dunstan and Ball
2016). We do not know if chances are 30, 60, or 90% that Norway in 2060 will
have between 5.8 and 7.8 million inhabitants. Yet in many planning situations, it
is important for the users to know how much confidence they should have in the
predicted numbers. How robust should the pension system be with respect to fast
or slow increases in life expectancies? Should we plan for extra capacity in primary
schools, in case future births turn out to be much higher than expected? Indeed,
as Keyfitz (1981) wrote almost 40 years ago: “Demographers can no more be held
responsible for inaccuracy in forecasting population 20 years ahead, than geologists,
meteorologists, or economists when they fail to announce earthquakes, cold winters,
or depressions 20 years ahead. What we can be held responsible for is warning one
another and our public what the error of our estimates is likely to be”.
Indeed, the statistical agencies of some countries have started to publish their
forecasts in the form of probability distributions, following common practice in,
for example, meteorology and economics. A key use of probabilistic demographic
forecasts is in modelling the long-term fiscal impact of an ageing population by
policy agencies (Tuljapurkar 1992; Lee and Tuljapurkar 2000; Alho et al. 2008;
Dunstan and Ball 2016).
Various methods for probabilistic population forecasting have been developed
since the 1960s, although Törnquist (1949) was probably the first to integrate
probabilistic thinking into population forecasting. In this approach, the fertility
and mortality rates, as well as the migration parameters are random variables.
This means that the predicted population becomes random. Early contributions
were made by Pollard (1966), Sykes (1969), Schweder (1971), Alho and Spencer
(1985), and Cohen (1986). The initial aim was to find analytical solutions for the
predictive distributions of the variables of interest. Due to correlations between
components, between ages and between men and women, as well as autocorrelations
in all variables, approximations were necessary (Tuljapurkar 1992). Later work
(e.g., Keyfitz 1985; Kuijsten 1988; Lee and Tuljapurkar 1994) used Monte Carlo
simulation.
Statistical agencies of some countries have started to publish the results of
probabilistic forecasts, following common practice in, for example, meteorology
and economics. Statistics Netherlands pioneered the field; see Alders and De Beer
(1998). Statistics New Zealand (2011) and Statistics Italy (ISTAT 2018) are the
other two known examples. In Chap. 3, Dion, Galbraith, and Sirag suggest that
Statistics Canada is likely to follow soon. In addition, we should mention the
Population Division of the United Nations, which is responsible for regular updates
of population forecasts for all countries of the world. In 2014, the Population
Division issued the first official probabilistic population forecasts for all countries,
using the methodology developed by Raftery et al. (2012). See also Gerland et al.
(2014) and Ševčíková et al. (2016). These probabilistic forecasts do not replace the
traditional deterministic UN population forecasts, but supply additional information
to the user. After 2014, the UN updated the probabilistic forecasts a few times.
The most recent revision is from 2019; see http://esa.un.org/unpd/wpp/Graphs/
Probabilistic/POP/TOT/900. The aim of a probabilistic forecast is not to present
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estimates of future trends that are more accurate than a deterministic forecast, but
rather to give the user a more complete picture of prediction uncertainty.
1.4 Bayesian vs Frequentist
What emerges from the pages of this book is consistent with the most recent
literature: the Bayesian approach to population forecasting (we would better say
to population studies, in general) is rapidly gaining ground. This has already been
noticed by Bijak and Bryant (2016) who also highlight that such an increase has
certainly been accelerated – if not triggered, by work at the United Nations, when
the World Population Prospects in 2014 for the first time were based on a Bayesian
hierarchical model (Gerland et al. 2014). The model is “hierarchical” as it considers
a single model for all countries, but there are country-specific parameters, leading to
a “hierarchy” in the model structure. However, other explanations of the increasing
number of Bayesian population forecasts can be given, as Bayesian analysis is
on the rise in general, due also to increasingly fast algorithms which make the
computational burden of Bayesian inference lighter and lighter. Indeed, in past
years, the main obstacle to Bayesian inference was its intractability: apart from
specific cases, deriving posterior distributions cannot be done analytically, thus
approximation should be used. Nowadays, several algorithms (MCMC, Hamiltonian
MonteCarlo, Variational Bayes, to mention some of them) allow fast solutions.
Moreover, it should also be noted that forecasting is a natural product of Bayesian
inference. As Geweke and Whiteman (2006) note, forecasting means that one uses
the information at hand to make statements about the likely course of events,
or said differently, to predict future outcomes, conditionally on what we know.
Bayesian inference implies conditioning on what we know (data) to predict what
is unknown (the so-called posterior distribution), so one might say that Bayesian
forecasting is actually Bayesian inference with missing data: missing data is future
value of the outcome considered, which posterior distribution is derived based
on the prior information, represented by the past values of data. Therefore, it
is quite natural that if the number of Bayesian inference applications increases
in population studies, also Bayesian forecasting follow the same trend. However,
this does not clarify whether the Bayesian approach provides something more (or
something different) than the frequentist one. One suggested advantage is that within
a Bayesian framework, information from previous studies or from experts’ opinions
can easily and transparently be incorporated into the forecasting model through
a proper informative prior. This is certainly attractive for the field of population
forecasting, where experts’ opinions have been used in a non-systematic manner,
and where it has been already proposed to use such opinions even in the framework
of probabilistic population forecasting (Lutz et al. 1996). However, we do not always
see the use of priors as elicitation of experts’ opinions, neither in Chaps. 2, 5, or
10 proposing a Bayesian approach, nor in the UN methodology (Gerland et al.
2014). Aliverti, Durante, and Scarpa (Chap. 5) use prior distributions to specify the
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structure of temporal dependence, but experts’ opinions are not considered. Graziani
(Chap. 2) uses experts’ opinion, but she treats them as observed data, while non-
informative priors are used. Finally, Chap. 10 uses a “weakly informative” prior for
several parameters and a generalized random walk with drift to parameters with
a time trend. Even UN methods use priors as a way to include statistical noise
and temporal dependence to the forecasting model, and experts’ opinions are not
included. In facts, if we consider, for example, the UN-model for fertility forecasting
(see Alkema et al. 2011), we could say that experts’ opinions are rather incorporated
in the statistical model while priors are essentially non informative. Thus, while
in theory it might look appealing to mix in a formal and transparent way expert’s
opinions and information coming from observed data, in practice this is rarely done.
Dunson (2001) provides a much more pragmatical answer on why it could be
advantageous using a Bayesian approach in some cases: the class of statistical
models that can be estimated via Bayesian inference is much broader than would
be possible with other approaches. In some cases, this involves retrieving the full
conditional distribution of parameters and this might be far from straightforward.
For example, Aliverti, Durante, and Scarpa (Chap. 5) use a particular result on
skew normal distributions (a posterior distribution from a Gaussian prior combined
with a skew normal likelihood gives a unified skew normal distribution, see Canale
et al. 2016), while Zhang and Bryant (Chap. 10) combine the Gibbs Sampling
algorithm with a Metropolis-Hastings step. In other cases, this is not necessary: for
example, the software STAN (see Carpenter et al. 2017) use a Hamiltonian Monte
Carlo method for which retrieving the full conditional distribution of parameters is
not necessary. Another practical advantage of the Bayesian approach is that once
that computation has been implemented and posterior distributions of parameters
have been obtained, also the posterior of any function of model parameters can be
easily achieved. For instance, Zhang and Bryant (Chap. 10) after the estimation step,
provide the predicted posterior distribution of migration rates, which are functions
of the estimated parameters.
However, complex models can be estimated using a frequentist approach, too:
Basellini and Camarda (Chap. 6), for example, decompose mortality age patterns
into three components, with a specific model for each of them, and the parameters
of these models are jointly estimated with maximum likelihood. In their case,
given the complexity of the model, prediction intervals can neither analytically nor
numerically be obtained, so a bootstrap procedure (Efron and Tibshirani 1993) is
implemented. Such a procedure involves resampling data for K times, which in
some cases can be computationally intensive, but not necessarily more intensive
than MCMC algorithms that are needed to obtain posterior distribution (from which
credibility intervals can be calculated) of parameters.
Summarizing, we believe that an increasing understanding and application of
the Bayesian approach in the field of population forecasting is certainly beneficial
to this research area, as it enlarges the forecaster’s possibilities by broadening the
class of models that can be used. At the same time, frequentist approaches remain a
valid opportunity, not necessarily a second choice. Our suggestion is to choose the
inference approach to be used after having determined what the most appropriate
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forecast model is. Once this has been decided, inference method can be determined
more easily, on the base of the considerations exposed above.
1.5 Expert Opinions vs Data Driven
In the past, much discussion on population forecasting methods was devoted to
experts’ opinions based forecasts as opposed to probabilistic ones. Experts’ opinions
based methods are usually referred to as synonym of deterministic methods, until
Lutz and Scherbov (1998) proposed an expert judgment based probabilistic method.
Thus the discussion in the literature involves the issue of uncertainty quantification:
probabilistic models provide a natural assessment of forecast uncertainty, while
experts-based methods specify some scenarios (usually three, labeled “high”,
“medium” and “low”) with no possibility of variation (Booth 2004). However, even
in case one uses a probabilistic approach (see Sect. 1.3 for examples), experts-
based method are still used but integrated in statistical models that ensure random
variability and uncertainty quantification. United Nations population forecasts, for
instance, are still strongly based on experts’ opinion, and, based on demographic
transition theory, the UN World Population Prospects (United Nations 2017) suggest
all countries’ mortality, fertility, and migration rates will converge, eventually, to the
same patterns. Castiglioni, Dalla-Zuanna, and Tanturri demonstrate in Chap. 4 that
such a convergence is not confirmed by observed data and that it might be useful to
reconsider this assumption. This example shows that, while the opposition between
experts’ opinions based forecasts and probabilistic forecasts no longer has any
reason to exist, forecasters have to decide whether, and to what extent, they can rely
on experts’ judgments or whether they let the data speak for themselves, by using
a data-driven method. In this book, you can find two examples of purely experts’
opinion based forecasting method (exposed by Graziani in Chap. 2 and by Dion,
Galbraith, and Sirag in Chap. 3) and an example of a strongly data-driven method
(exposed by Aliverti, Durante, and Scarpa in Chap. 5). Graziani (Chap. 2) does
not consider observed data but embeds experts’ judgments into a statistical model,
so that prediction intervals can be derived with a proper uncertainty quantification.
Of course, we have to bear in mind that experts shape their opinions on observed
data, so basing forecasts on their judgment does not mean disregarding evidence
coming from data. What is paramount when using experts’ opinion is the elicitation
process of their judgements. Dion, Galbraith, and Sirag (Chap. 3) show an extremely
detailed expert elicitation protocol that allows experts to have an appropriate
feedback of their judgments, forcing them to reflect more on the likelihood of their
opinion. On the data-driven side, Aliverti, Durante, and Scarpa (Chap. 5) propose
an extremely flexible statistical model to make forecast, so that no specific pattern
is imposed to the data or to forecasts of the fertility age schedule. Interestingly,
Graziani (Chap. 2) reports that the experts-based forecast of the Total Fertility Rate
in Italy in 2018 on average is above the actual estimates of the Italian national
institute of statistics. The explanation is that “experts did not perceive the persistence
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of the great recession”, and this means that if you want to rely on experts’ opinion,
you have to bear in mind that such opinions are not necessarily right. On the other
hand, Aliverti, Durante and Scarpa (Chap. 5) expect that the mean, variability, and
skewness of Italian fertility age schedule will remain approximately constant in the
future. The simple explanation of this prediction is that the most recent observed
age schedules have remained stable, and this trend has been extrapolated to future
years. However, an expert could have objected that also between 1995 and 1999
age schedules have remained stable, but the mean age at childbearing has increased
after 1999, while the age pattern became less skewed. These two cases help us to
understand that the choice on whether relying more on data or on experts’ judgment
is a delicate one, as both experts and data can be misleading, and a forecaster
needs needs to consider very carefully, for each specific case, which of the two
sources is reliable. For example, Bergeron-Boucher, Kjærgaard, Pascariu, Aburto,
Alvarez, Basellini, Rizzi, and Vaupel (Chap. 7) show that in the case of Denmark,
mortality forecasting is difficult due to broken trends generated by a life expectancy
stagnation starting in 1980. Therefore, they compare different extrapolative methods
and find a high sensitivity of forecasts to model selection. Actually if we use a cohort
perspective, Denmark’s life expectancy trend is much smoother than what period
life expectancies suggest. This is another example showing that data, even though
seemingly “neutral”, can also misguide forecasts.
1.6 Coherent Modelling
Another dilemma that a forecaster has to deal with is whether the forecasts of
a demographic component of different populations should be considered jointly
or separately. Should, for example, male and female mortality be forecast by one
common model, or by two distinct models? Recently, coherent forecasting models
have gained ground in the field of mortality (not so much in fertility forecasting),
since Li and Lee (2005) have proposed a coherent model, assuming that future
trends of mortality in similar (or neighbor) countries are mutually dependent.
One may use the same argument for mortality of male and female populations
of a given country, assuming that they follow similar trends. However, is pooling
countries or population sub-groups always beneficial? Raftery et al. (2013) propose
information pooling for mortality forecasting, and actually this might be a good
idea in case of scarce or bad-quality data for some specific population. However,
in other cases, things might go in the opposite direction. Booth (Chap. 8) shows
that implementing a coherent model not necessarily improves the forecasts: for
example, a sex-coherent model improves forecasts for the mortality of males, but
not for females, compared to independent forecasts. Interestingly, she also shows
that much of the performance depends on the standard used in coherent modeling
and a same-sex low-mortality-standard is optimal. However, the point that we stress
here is that pooling information from other countries (or other populations) has not
necessarily a positive effect.
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Perhaps the concept of exchangeability – well known in Bayesian statistics
literature – can help to explain this issue. Exchangeability means that one can re-
order and re-label data while the joint density remains the same. In our context,
assuming exchangeability with data from multiple countries means that inference
(and prediction) can be equivalently done exchanging data even across countries,
i.e. data can be pooled together irrespective of the country where the data come
from. This is clearly not realistic at a country level (however it is normally done
at the regional level, as national forecasts normally pool regional data), even for
very similar countries. A “partial pooling” solution might be more acceptable, and
this solution is naturally achieved with a hierarchical model: all data are used
for inference and forecast but when forecasting for a specific country, data from
other countries are differently weighted. In terms of exchangeability, data can be
exchanged across countries, but a “penalty” (or a lower weight) is given to other
countries’ data, the penalty depending on countries’ sample sizes and variabilities
(see Jackman 2009, Section 7.1.2 on exchangeability in connection with hierarchical
models). Thus, whether pooling (completely or partially) countries together or not
depends on the extent to which their data are exchangeable. However, in many cases
modelling and forecasting without pooling data is not a viable choice. Raymer,
Bai, and Smith (Chap. 11) and Zhang and Bryant (Chap. 10), for example, face
the challenge of predicting internal migration. Their main issue is that flows from
one region to another may have very low sample sizes (see, for instance, Figure
8 in Zhang and Bryant, where it turns out that migration rates from East to North
West are estimated only for one age group). Therefore they are obliged to borrow
information for these flows, which leads to some kind of data pooling. Raymer,
Bai, and Smith use a multiplicative model for that purpose, while Zhang and Bryant
implement a hierarchical model. Are data from different region, at least partially,
exchangeable? The answer can be given only by experts, not directly by data.
1.7 Evaluating Probabilistic Forecasts
Once a forecast has been published, some 10–20 years later its accuracy can be
evaluated, when ex-post facto observed data for population size and age structure
have become available. Evaluating deterministic forecasts against empirical data
has a long history, which goes back at least to the work by Myers (1954). The
topic received systematic attention in the 1980s, by Keyfitz (1981), Ahlburg (1982),
and Stoto (1983); see NRC (2000) for a review. However, to assess the accuracy
of a probabilistic forecast is difficult, because it requires that one compare a
forecaster’s predicted probabilities with the actual but unknown probabilities of the
events under study. For that reason, statisticians have developed “scoring rules”:
distance measures between the predicted distribution of the variable in question,
and the empirical value it actually turns out to have. Gneiting and Raftery (2007)
and Gneiting and Katzfuss (2014) review the field. The score that one finds for a
certain variable has no intrinsic meaning. Only in a comparative perspective, one
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can interpret the scores in a useful manner. Indeed, scoring rules are frequently
used in comparing two or more competing probabilistic forecasts. A second type
of application is to study how fast the quality of the forecast deteriorates with
increasing lead-time (forecast horizon).
The results of a probabilistic forecast can be made available in different ways.
For demographic forecasting, we distinguish between forecast results in the form
of simulation samples or as prediction intervals. Each category has its own scoring
rules.
Although the methodology around evaluation of probabilistic forecasts and
scoring rules has been known for some time, there are very few applications of
scoring rules to population forecasting. Shang et al. (2016) analyse the accuracy of
probabilistic cohort-component forecasts for the UK, and compare two forecasting
methods. They use a scoring rule for prediction intervals. Shang (2015) and Shang
and Hyndman (2017) evaluate interval forecasts for age-specific mortality rates in
various countries, and use interval scores to select the best among several methods of
forecasting mortality. Alexopoulos et al. (2018) employ interval scores to prediction
intervals of age-specific mortality of England & Wales and New Zealand, and
evaluate the predictive performance of five different mortality prediction models.
All four papers use holdout samples to evaluate the probabilistic demographic
forecasts. We are aware of only one example of genuine out-of-sample evaluation
of probabilistic demographic forecasts (Keilman 2020).
As an alternative to using scoring functions to prediction intervals, one could
check how large the share of actual data is that fall within the intervals. An
example is the work by Raftery et al. (2012), who validate their Bayesian method
of forecasting populations for 159 countries by estimating the model based on
data for the 40-year period 1950–1990. Next, they use the model to generate a
predictive distribution of the full age- and sex-structured population for the 20-year
period 1990–2010. They compare the resulting 80% and 95% prediction interval
distributions with a test data set of actual observations, and check the proportion of
the validation sample that falls within their intervals. These proportions are close to
the nominal values of 80% and 95%, and the authors conclude that their approach
is satisfactory.
Similarly, in Chap. 10, Zhang and Bryant present Bayesian forecasts for internal
migration in Iceland. They consider two models: a baseline model that does not
include region-time interactions, and a revised model that does. Both models
are estimated with data for the period 1999–2008, and 80% prediction intervals
(“credible intervals” in the Bayesian perspective) for the migration rates predicted
for the years 2009–2018 are checked against a test dataset with empirical rates for
these years. The authors inspect the proportion of values of the test dataset that lie
within the 80% credible intervals and find that the revised model is much better
calibrated than the baseline model, in that actual coverage (71–73% for the revised
model) comes quite close to the nominal coverage (80%). Therefore, the authors
base their forecasts on the revised model.
Also Raymer, Bai, and Smith (Chap. 11) forecast inter-state migration for
Australia for two 5-year periods: 2006–2011 and 2011–2016. The model they use
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for forecasting was fitted to observed values for 5-year periods from 1981–1986 to
2001–2006. The authors investigate two versions of the model, and note that the
proportions of observed data for the two recent periods that lie within 80% or 95%
prediction intervals agree quite well with the nominal values of 80% and 95%.
One important drawback of this approach is the fact that the values from the
test dataset are not necessarily independent of each other. They may be generated
by correlated variables. This means that one has less information in the test data
than the sheer number of values suggests. Thus, a comparison between observed
proportions and nominal values is not valid, strictly speaking (Alho and Spencer
2005, 248; Gneiting et al. 2007, 253).
1.8 Communicating Forecast Results
As noted in Sect. 1.3, forecasters use deterministic scenarios and probabilistic
forecasts to express the inherent uncertainty in statements about the future size
and structure of populations. Since many population forecasts and projections are
general-purpose calculations that serve the needs of many different users, often there
is no frequent systematic contact between users and the producer of the forecast.
However, to communicate forecast results in an appropriate way to the users is of
paramount importance. Various questions arise in this context. Does the forecast
produce predictions of the type of variables (age groups, components of change,
regional disaggregation, persons or households, etc.) that satisfy user needs? Is there
enough detail in the predicted variables (one-year age groups, short-term versus
long-term forecasts)? Are the results available as data files or in print only? Is the
forecast updated when new information on current demographic trends becomes
available?
Following up on points made by the National Research Council – NRC (2000) on
the presentation of demographic forecasts, a Task Force on Population Projections
working for the United Nations Economic Commission of Europe (UNECE)
recently formulated a large number of recommendations on communicating pop-
ulation forecasts and projections (UNECE 2018). The task force based its work
on information from three distinct sources: a survey among users of national
and international population forecasts and projections, a survey among national
statistical agencies of UNECE member countries, and a consultation round among
a small group of experts in the field of population projections. Finally, a literature
review using insights from demography, psychology, and science communication
complemented the analysis of perspectives from users, statistical agencies, and
experts. The task force addressed a number of issues, including ways to provide
pertinent and accessible results, the need for transparency, accounting explicitly
for uncertainty, and ways to foster relationships with users. Many of the 26
recommendations for good practice seem obvious, although they are not always
followed by statistical agencies. Examples are to communicate results in clear and
simple language, to disseminate results by single age and calendar year whenever
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possible, to make electronic dissemination materials accessible, to provide clear
descriptions of data, methods and assumptions, or to clearly define key terms
used in dissemination products. However, other recommendations are more novel
for official forecasts and projections, such as developing an explicit strategy for
characterizing and communicating the uncertainty of population forecasts and pro-
jections, identifying and characterizing the major sources of uncertainty, providing
both sensitivity and uncertainty analyses, and engaging directly with users in a
substantive manner, for instance by using new media.
A number of chapters in this book address demographic uncertainty explicitly
(e.g. Graziani in Chap. 2, Dion, Galbraith, and Sirag in Chap. 3, Aliverti, Durante,
and Scarpa in Chap. 5, Basellini and Camarda in Chap. 6, and Zhang and Bryant
in Chap. 10, Scherbov and Sanderson in Chap. 12). Therefore, an important
question is whether forecast users want to know about the uncertainty of the
forecast. There is little evidence from systematic investigations, but available data
suggest that the answer is yes. The survey organized by the UNECE task force
mentioned above showed that 69% of the users who answered the relevant question
(N = 148) considered quantification of uncertainty of the projections important or
very important for their own work. Of 119 users who gave their opinion about the
way uncertainty was stated in the projection they use, 42% noticed it was stated,
but that it could be stated more clearly, whereas 29% found uncertainty not clearly
stated. On the other hand, about one-third of the statistical agencies were of the
opinion that the lack of knowledge about uncertainty among users is a challenge in
communicating uncertainty. At the same time, one-third of the agencies noted that
users are interested in one single scenario.
The interest of population forecast users in forecast uncertainty noted above
is similar to the findings by Wilson and Shalley (2019) for Australia. Using data
from a small online survey and subsequent focus groups of subnational population
forecast users, the authors find that 90% of users who responded were in favour
of receiving information on forecast uncertainty. Reasons selected from a list of
options for wanting information on uncertainty consist of the need to emphasise
the fact that forecasts are not exact (73%), to aid decision-making based on a
range of projected population numbers (58%), and to allow consideration of risk
or contingency strategies (57%).
In this connection, it is also worth to report the user and producer experiences
of Dunstan and Ball (2016) of Statistics New Zealand after they had implemented
a probabilistic approach in 2012; see also Dunstan (2019). They stress that the
change from a deterministic to a probabilistic forecast was less difficult to make
than one might expect. Uncertainty in fertility, mortality and migration can be
modelled simply or with more complexity, and progressively applied to different
types of forecasts (national forecasts first, followed by derived forecasts: regional,
labour market, ethnic groups, level of education, households etc.). A close contact
between forecaster producers and main users is essential in the process of preparing
the probabilistic forecast. Many users will be interested in deterministic results
only and do not need prediction intervals or the full set of sample paths. They
can still employ the probabilistic results, for instance the median forecast, possibly
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supplemented by the upper and lower bounds of the 80% prediction interval.
Moreover, probabilistic forecasts, with their quantified measures of uncertainty, can
help statistical agencies to define an appropriate horizon for the forecast. Prediction
intervals for demographic variables far into the future become progressively wider
and flatter, and hence they do not contain much useful information. However,
the situation is very different for different demographic variables. Forecasts for
subpopulations are often more uncertain than those for aggregate populations. This
means that users of probabilistic forecasts can inspect prediction intervals to make
their own informed decisions about the usefulness of different forecasts across any
projection period.
Closely related is the notion of the “shelf life” of a forecast, recently developed
by Wilson and colleagues; e.g. Wilson (2018), Wilson and Shalley (2019), Wilson
et al. (2018), Simpson et al. (2019). The concept is borrowed from perishable food
labelling to describe the number of years into the future a population forecast is
likely to remain of reasonable quality. In practice, ‘reasonable quality’ could be
defined as the period in which the 80% prediction interval (for a probabilistic
forecast), or 80% of past errors (for a deterministic forecast for which past errors are
available) remain within ±10% error. When the forecast horizon exceeds the shelf
life, the forecast is no longer of reasonable quality. In an illustration using Australian
data, Wilson et al. (2018) suggest a shelf life of 8 years for forecasts of a population
of 10,000 persons, 12½ years for a forecast population of 50,000, and 14 years when
population size is 150,000. Using data for a number of past official subnational
English forecasts, Simpson et al. (2019) find shelf lives of 6 years for London
Boroughs forecasts, and 21 years for Metropolitan Districts. While the choice of
10% for the absolute error is rather arbitrary, the respondents to the Australian user
survey found the concept of shelf life very useful (Wilson and Shalley 2019).
Demographers may learn from experiences in other fields when the interest
is in communicating the results of a probabilistic forecast. Bijak et al. (2015)
remind us of meteorology and climatology, aviation, macroeconomics, as well
as cognitive sciences. See also Raftery (2014) and Spiegelhalter et al. (2011).
Building upon experiences from weather forecasting, Fundel et al. (2019) highlight
several recommendations for communicating probabilistic forecasts. It is important
to explain probabilities as relative frequencies to a lay audience, for instance
when presenting an 80% prediction interval: “In 80 out of 100 situations with a
forecast like this . . . ”. At the same time, we should be aware of the limitations of
probabilistic forecasts: people may misinterpret them, there may be a mismatch
between the information one needs and the prediction interval, and too wide
prediction intervals may cast doubt on the competence of the forecaster who
produced them (Goodwin 2014). In any case, it is useful to remember the words of
Bank of England’s Governor Mervyn King. He said, in his Annual Lecture for the
British Academy on 1 December 2004: “ . . . in a wide range of collective decisions,
it is vital to think in terms of probabilities . . . (W)e must accept the need to analyse
the uncertainty that inevitably surrounds these decisions . . . (I)n order that public
discussion can be framed in terms of risks, the public needs to receive accurate and
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objective information about the risks. Transparency and honesty about risks should
be an essential part of both the decision-making process and the explanation of
decisions.” (King 2004). For demographic forecasting more specifically, we refer to
UN Population Division Director John Wilmoth, who said in 2013: “ . . . I expect that
demographers will continue to be surprised by trends that do not follow our prior
expectations. It is for this reason that the Population Division has worked hard in
recent years to be more explicit and precise about the degree of uncertainty affecting
projections of future population trends.” (http://www.un.org/en/development/desa/
news/population/population-division-director.html as of 6 December 2019).
1.9 A Brief Presentation of Chapters 2–12
In Chap. 2, Graziani proposes a procedure for deriving expert based stochastic
population forecasts within the Bayesian approach. The joint distributions of all
summary indicators are obtained based on evaluations by experts, elicited according
to a conditional procedure that makes it possible to derive information on the centres
of the indicators, their variability, their across-time correlations, and the correlations
between the indicators. The forecasting method is based on a mixture model within
the Supra-Bayesian approach that treats the evaluations by experts as data and the
summary indicators as parameters. The derived posterior distributions are used as
forecast distributions of the summary indicators of interest.
Chapter 3 by Dion, Galbraith, and Sirag also focuses on modeling experts
opinions. Particular care is given to experts’ opinions elicitation and their uncer-
tainty quantification: experts are asked to provide estimates of ‘most likely’ values
for a series of demographic indicators, along with corresponding 80% prediction
intervals. A flexible distribution (metalog) is used to estimate experts’ forecasts
uncertainty for all components of population growth.
In Chap. 4, Castiglioni, Dalla-Zuanna and Tanturri evaluate the “convergence”
hypothesis that is assumed by UNPD in several population revisions. They find out
that in fact, such a convergence does not find empirical support, especially for life
expectancy.
Chapter 5 by Aliverti, Durante, and Scarpa provides a data-driven model to
forecast age-specific fertility rates (ASFRs). The model is based on a Gaussian
process applied to a model of ASFRs. The latter is based on the skew normal
distribution, a generalization of the normal distribution that allows for skewed
shapes. The Gaussian process allows including model time dependent parameters,
used to forecast future values of ASFRs. Forecasting ASFRs might be useful as in
many cases forecasts of the TFR are available, but the age schedule is also needed
to forecast the number of births.
Basellini and Camarda propose in Chap. 6 to analyse and forecast mortality
developments over age and time by introducing a nonparametric decomposition
of the mortality age pattern into three independent components corresponding
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to Childhood, Early-Adulthood and Senescence, respectively. Each component-
specific death density is modeled with a relational model that associates a time-
invariant standard to a series of observed distributions by means of a transformation
of the age axis. This approach allows to capture mortality developments over age and
time, and forecasts can be derived from parameters’ extrapolation using standard
time series models.
Chapter 7 by Bergeron-Boucher, Kjærgaard, Pascariu, Aburto, Alvarez, Rizzi,
and Vaupel questions the assumption of linear (or log-linear) development of
mortality indicators, such as death rates or life expectancy. This assumption can
be problematic in countries where mortality development has been non-linear, such
as in Denmark: the country experienced a stagnation of longevity improvement from
the 1980s until the mid-1990s. The forecast performance of 11 models for Danish
females and males and for period and cohort data are evaluated.
Chapter 8 by Booth focuses on coherent models, where a standard mortality
pattern has to be defined. The chapter investigates the impact of different standards
used in sex-coherent forecasts and standard-coherent ones. The analysis confirms
that low mortality standards usually bring about lower bias, even though some
exceptions, especially for males are found.
Chapter 9 by Keilman and Kristoffersen considers the uncertainty in mortality
forecasts and analyses the extent to which life expectancy predictions for 2030
and 2050 were revised in subsequent rounds of population forecasts published by
statistical agencies in selected countries. In a previous study, the conclusion was that
life expectancy forecasts for some European countries for the year 2050 had been
revised upwards systematically. Here they show that the period of upward revisions
seems to have ended for some European countries.
Zhang and Bryant construct in Chap. 10 a forecasting model for internal
migration, with an application to Iceland. The model proposed is a Bayesian
hierarchical one. The motivation of using a hierarchical model stems from sparsity
of data, which requires information borrowing, especially for flows characterized by
low numbers.
Chapter 11 by Raymer, Bai, and Smith also considers internal migration, but
the authors propose a log-linear model, which they apply to Australian regions.
In particular, they show that multiplicative components can be used to capture the
structure of migration flow tables. They combine the model with time series models
to produce a hold-out sample of forecasts of interstate migration with measures of
uncertainty. Goodness-of-fit statistics and calibration are then used to identify the
best fitting models.
Scherbov and Sanderson consider in Chap. 12 a quite different matter: provided
that demographic components are evolving over time (especially mortality), ageing
could also be defined as an evolving concept. A prospective measure of ageing
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Chapter 2
Stochastic Population Forecasting: A




Probabilistic population forecasting has recently received growing attention from
researchers and, to a lesser extent, from official agencies, which traditionally derive
population projections deterministically. As discussed in Keilman et al. (2002)
and Keilman (2018), there are three main approaches to stochastic population
forecasting. The first approach relies on the theory of time series, with models
suggested both by the frequentist and the Bayesian approaches. The best-known
time series approach in a classical framework is due to Lee and Carter (1992),
originally proposed to forecast mortality, and later modified to address fertility
forecasting, see Lee (1993) and Lee and Tuljapurkar (1994). Many extensions,
generalizations and modifications have been proposed: see, among others, Booth
et al. (2002), Booth and Tickle (2008), Booth (2006) Cairns et al. (2006, 2011),
Hyndman and Ullah (2007), Hyndman and Booth (2008), and Hyndman et al.
(2013). Using the Bayesian approach, Alkema et al. (2011) suggest a Bayesian
hierarchical time series model for fertility forecasting, Raftery et al. (2013) for
mortality forecasting, and Bijak and Wiśniowski (2010) and Bijak and Bryant
(2016) for migration forecasting. As a sign that probabilistic approaches are entering
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the mainstream of demographic forecasting, in 2014 the United Nations for the first
time issued official probabilistic population projections for all countries up to 2100,
see Alkema et al. (2015).
The second approach derives population forecasts based on the extrapolation
of empirical errors. The observed errors from historical forecasts are used in the
assessment of the uncertainty, see, among others, Stoto (1983). Following this
approach, Alho and Spencer (1990) proposed the Scaled Model of Error, which
was used to obtain stochastic population forecasts within the UPE (Uncertainty
Population of Europe) project, see Alders et al. (2007).
The third approach, known as random scenarios or expert based approach,
derives the forecast distribution of demographic components based on suitably
elicited expert evaluations on their future trend, see, among others, Lutz et al.
(1998). This is the approach that we follow in the present paper. The advantages
and disadvantages of methods that rely on expert evaluations have been widely
discussed in the literature. Goldstein (2004) and Lutz and Goldstein (2004), among
others, stress how the random-scenario approach might be appealing to official
agencies, due to its simplicity, the fact that its framework is based on scenarios,
and the direct involvement of experts. The use of expert opinions allows taking into
account behavioural theories on the future of the population (as argued by Lutz
2013) and allows incorporating in the forecasting exercise the knowledge of trends
(such as policy changes and environmental changes) that might have an impact on
the population dynamics. A further important advantage of expert based forecasting
is that it does not require data on the past and therefore can be especially useful
for developing countries, for which past data are usually poor. The main criticism
of the expert based approach is related to the well-known and widely observed
tendency of experts to underestimate the uncertainty. Keilman (1990) observed that,
particularly when recent trends have been stable, the overconfidence of experts
results in overly narrow prediction intervals. Among others, Alho and Spencer
(1990) stress the conservativeness of expert opinions with respect to the decline
in mortality, while Lee (1993) and Booth (2006) express concerns with respect to
the accuracy of fertility forecasts. A further recognized drawback is that a forecast
approach based on expert evaluations needs to focus on summary indicators of the
demographic changes, and therefore turns out to be inflexible in forecasting age-
schedules. Moreover, existing random-scenario methods, being generally based on
trajectories that are obtained by the interpolation of a starting known and a final
random value, are characterized by a variance and covariance structure which is
not particularly flexible. Finally it is commonly emphasized that it is not easy to
elicit from experts opinions on the across-time correlations for a single indicator
and correlations between indicators.
Our method derives probabilistic population forecasts based on expert opinions
in such a way as to take into account relations both between the demographic
components and between the expert evaluations. As for the first kind of relation,
between demographic components, there is a certain debate about the advisability
and/or need to model such dependence. Indeed, if for some pairs of indicators
the dependence is not under scrutiny, as for male and female life expectancies at
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birth, in other cases, as for immigration and fertility, it is more questionable. It is
common practice in population forecasting to assume independence between the
three components of demographic change, fertility, mortality and migration, for
which separate forecasts are provided. Our method lets expert evaluations on the
future trends of the demographic components drive the detection of the presence and
assessment of the strength of any relations between them. Indeed, in principle the
method we suggest can take into account any type of dependence between any pair
of indicators. Our method does not exclude independence between the demographic
components, an independence that can be the result of expert opinions.
Our method also takes into account any dependencies between expert evalu-
ations. Indeed, we expect that experts who have been trained and work in the
same field would share a certain amount of knowledge and information, which
could induce associations between their opinions. In an expert based approach, an
important and delicate issue to face is how to combine the opinions provided by
several experts. A wide literature is available on the problem of the aggregation
of expert opinions, see, among others, Genest et al. (1986) for a review. Popular
pooling methods suggest combining expert opinions by working out averages. For
instance, the linear rule derives the collective assignment through their (possibly
weighted) average. Similarly, one can define geometric or logarithmic pooling rules.
Such pooling techniques take into account the variability of the expert evaluations,
but do not take into account their potential associations, associations that we think
cannot be neglected. Here we suggest a method for combining expert opinions that
allows modelling both the associations between them and their diversity, taking into
account several sources of uncertainty.
We suggest combining the expert evaluations by resorting to the so-called Supra-
Bayesian method of pooling, introduced by Morris (1974) and then developed by
many authors, see, among others, French (1980, 1981), Winkler (1981), Lindley
(1983, 1985), Gelfand et al. (1995), and Roback and Givens (2001). In this
approach, expert opinions on unknown quantities are treated as observations and
combined based on the theoretical framework provided by the Bayesian approach
to statistics. The analyst specifies a likelihood function, to be parametrized in terms
of the unknown objects, and a prior distribution for the parameters. The posterior
distribution, obtained by applying Bayes’s theorem, updates the analyst’s prior
opinion, on the basis of the evaluations provided by the experts, and can then be
used as a forecast distribution for the unknown quantities of interest. This approach
takes into account and exploits the variability of the expert evaluations. Hence, the
larger the number of experts, the more informative the procedure is.
In the next section, we provide a description of the method that was first
suggested in Billari et al. (2014). We discuss in detail the elicitation procedure,
the model, and the Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm. In Sect. 2.3 we describe
the results of applying the model to forecasting of the Italian population from 2010
to 2065. In Sect. 2.4 some concluding remarks are provided.
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2.2 The Supra-Bayesian Forecasting Method
As is common practice in the expert based approach, our method focusses on sum-
mary indicators of the three components of demographic change: fertility, mortality
and migration. Population forecasts by age and sex are then obtained, relying on
the commonly used cohort-component model, with age-schedules derived from the
corresponding summary indicators, based on suitable models. In the following we
describe the method, considering the case of two summary indicators R1 and R2 to
be jointly forecast from time t0 to time T . The inputs of the method are the expert
opinions, which we presume to have been elicited according to the conditional
elicitation procedure suggested in Billari et al. (2012).
The elicitation procedure works as follows. Split the forecast interval [t0, T ] into
two subintervals, considering a time point t1 in it. In the first stage, the expert is
asked to provide a forecast for each indicator at time t1 and at time T , and an
upper quantile for one of the two indicators at time t1, say for instance R1, as a
value such that R1 takes on a greater value with a predetermined probability. In the
implementation of the method, this probability is set equal to 10%. In the second
stage, the expert is asked to provide the following conditional forecasts:
• A forecast and an upper quantile at t1 for the second indicator R2 presuming
that R1 takes at t1 a value equal to the elicited upper quantile and the forecast
respectively;
• A forecast and an upper quantile at T for R1 presuming that it takes at t1 a value
equal to the elicited upper quantile and the forecast respectively;
• Three different forecasts at T for R2 presuming three different combinations of
values for R1 at t1 and T and R2 at t1.
In order to understand how the indicators’ mean and variance, along with their
correlations, can be derived from the elicited values, consider the case of one single
indicator. In the case of the forecast of one single indicator, the expert should provide
at the first stage forecasts for times t1 and T , say mt1 and mT , and an upper quantile
at time t1, say qt1 as a value such that there is a probability equal to α that the
indicator takes on a value greater than qt1 . We assume Gaussian distributions for
the indicator at the two time points, with means mt1 , respectively, mT . Under the
Gaussian assumption, the variance σ 2t1 of the indicator at time t1 can be easily






with z1−α being the quantile of order 1−α of a standard Gaussian random variable.
At the second stage, the expert is asked to provide a forecast, say mT |t1 , of the
indicator at time T presuming that it takes at time t1 a value equal to the elicited
quantile qt1 and an upper quantile of the indicator at time T , say qT |t1 , presuming
that at time t1 the indicator is mt1 . Under the assumption of Gaussian distributions
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at the two time points, the conditional distribution of the indicator at T given that
it is equal to qt1 at t1 is Gaussian, has mean mT |t1 and variance σ 2T |t1 that can be
derived as before from mT |t1 and qT |t1 . The conditional distribution of the indicator
is in this way completely specified, so that the correlation between the indicator at
the two time points can be derived from standard results on Gaussian distributions.
This method can be easily generalized to the case of two indicators to be jointly
forecast at t1 and T . Therefore, the elicitation procedure allows indirectly eliciting
across-time correlations for a single indicator, as the correlation between the rates
at the two considered time points t1 and T , and correlations both at the same time
and across time for a pair of indicators, by asking for conditional forecasts.
This elicitation procedure yields vectors of forecasts of the two indicators at
the two time points and their covariance matrix, one vector for each expert. In the
method we suggest, the forecasts and the covariance matrices are used in a different
way. We follow the Supra-Bayesian approach and suggest treating as data the
forecasts provided by each expert at the two time points. In a Bayesian approach to
inference, the analyst should, then, specify both the likelihood function, describing
the random mechanism generating the evaluations and therefore to be parametrized
in terms of the demographic summary indicators, and a prior distribution of these
parameters, incorporating any information the expert has on them.
The likelihood function shapes the dependences between the expert evaluations.
In Lindley (1983, 1985) a multivariate Gaussian distribution is used. Such a
choice is motivated primarily by mathematical convenience, since it simplifies all
computations related to the derivation of the posterior distributions. Nevertheless,
the construction of a likelihood function of this kind is cumbersome, due to the large
number of terms to be specified. Indeed, in the case of opinions elicited on several
indicators at different time points, the choice of a multivariate Gaussian distribution
requires the specification of all marginal means and variances and covariances.
Albert et al. (2012) suggest relying on a hierarchical random effects model, as
a more parsimonious approach. At the beginning of the analysis, the experts are
grouped by the analyst into a fixed number of homogeneity classes, corresponding to
similar backgrounds or similar schools of thought. At the first level of the hierarchy,
the opinions provided by the experts belonging to the same group are assumed to
have the same distribution, indexed by parameters varying across groups. Then the
different groups are assumed to have a common knowledge that is linked through a
common distribution assigned to the group parameters and indexed by the parameter
that represents the object of the expert evaluations. Finally, at the last level, a prior
is assigned to this parameter, representing the overall uncertainty of the elicitation.
We suggest choosing a mixture model for the likelihood. Through this choice,
we assume, as in Albert et al. (2012), that there are several different random
mechanisms generating the expert evaluations, but we do not know which is the
random mechanism generating the evaluations provided by each expert. Again, we
presume that the experts can be grouped into a given number of classes, based
on their shared knowledge and information, but for each expert we do not know
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Fig. 2.1 The mixture model
experts determine their group membership, so as to implicitly derive the dependence
structure of the expert evaluations.
On the side of the prior distributions, as in Albert et al. (2012), the group centres
are assumed to be independent and to have the same distribution, centred at the
vector of summary indicators. In this way, we take into account the heterogeneity
of the expert evaluations due to their possessing different pieces of information.
Finally, we use the elicited covariance matrices to specify the prior distribution of
the unknown clusters covariance matrix.
The resulting hierarchical model can be schematized as in Fig. 2.1, for the case
of K experts where xi is the vector of forecasts provided by expert i on the two
indicators at two time points and R = (R1t1, R1T , R2t1 , R2T ) with Rjt being
the random variable associated with indicator j at time t . The evaluations of the
two summary indicators at the two time points are assumed to be conditionally
independent and drawn from a mixture of J multivariate Gaussian distributions of
dimension 4, each denoted by N4(μj ,j ), for j = 1, · · · , J and with J fixed
by the analyst, being the number of groups of experts, with weights p1, . . . , pJ .
We assume in this way that each expert evaluation is distributed according to
N4(μj ,j ) with probability pj . As for the prior distributions, the group means
μj are assumed to be independent conditional on the covariance matrix j and
distributed according to a multivariate Gaussian distribution centred at the vector of
summary indicators at the two time points R, and with covariance matrix equal to j
scaled by k0 so as to end up with a diffuse prior, as discussed below. The covariance
matrices j are assumed to be independent and identically distributed according
to an inverse-Wishart distribution with scale matrix 0 and n0 degrees of freedom.
The group probabilities p1, . . . , pJ are assumed to have a Dirichlet distribution with
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parameters (α1, . . . , αJ ). The vector of summary indicators at the two time points R
is assumed to have a multivariate Gaussian distribution. It is worth emphasizing that
this choice of prior distributions ensures conditional conjugacy (see, among others,
Lavine and West 1992), which is something we draw on in the design of the Markov
Chain Monte Carlo algorithm needed for the simulation of the posterior distribution
of the vector of summary indicators R, described later.
The analyst needs then to specify the number J of components of the mixture and
the parameters of the priors 0, k0, n0, α, μR,R. The number of components can
be chosen by fitting models with different J and then comparing them on the basis of
indexes such as the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) or the Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC). Since 0 is the centre of the prior on the groups covariance
matrix, we suggest specifying it based on the elicited covariance matrices. In our
implementation of the model, we set 0 equal to the arithmetic average of these
covariance matrices, scaled so as to increase the variance of the elicited indicators.
In this way we take into consideration and can correct the over-confidence of the
experts, who tend to underestimate the variability of their forecasts. Since μR is
the centre of the prior assigned to vector R, it represents a prior guess of the future
values of the indicators and can then be specified using all available information.
For instance, it can be fixed based on the central scenarios provided by national and
international statistical agencies.
As for the remaining hyper-parameters, we suggest specifying them so as to end
up with very diffuse priors. In this way, the posterior distribution can be mainly
determined by the data, the expert elicited forecasts. Indeed, k0 and n0 affect the
spread of the prior distributions on the group means and on the group covariances,
respectively: the smaller they are, the larger is the spread. We suggest setting them
as small as possible in order to increase the variability of the priors. Due to the
properties of the Dirichlet distribution, the smaller is the value of αj , the larger
is the variability. Moreover αj is the probability for an expert to belong to group
j . A standard choice to depict no prior information on the group membership is
αj = 1J . R is the covariance matrix of the prior distribution on R. We suggest
choosing rather high variances so as to end up with a diffuse prior, and setting the
covariances equal to 0, which corresponds to assuming the a priori independence of
the indicators.
The joint posterior distribution of the indicators (R1t1, R1T , R2t1 , R2T ) can then
be used as their forecast distribution at the two considered time points. Since this
cannot be expressed in closed form, we suggest a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
algorithm to draw samples from it. More precisely, we develop an auxiliary variables
Gibbs-sampler, with full-conditionals that are all available in closed form due to the
conditional conjugacy ensured by the choice of the prior distributions. For each
observation, we introduce at each iteration an auxiliary variable Zi taking values
in {1, 2, . . . , J }, which flags its group membership and is updated each iteration.
At each iteration of the algorithm, the group means and covariance matrices are
updated by drawing them from a multivariate Gaussian distribution and an inverse-
Wishart distribution respectively, the vector of latent variables is updated by drawing
each component from a discrete distribution on {1, 2, . . . , J }, the vector of group
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probabilities (p1, . . . , pJ ) is updated by drawing it from a Dirichlet distribution and
the vector R of summary indicators is updated by sampling it from a multivariate
Gaussian distribution. The draws of the summary indicators from the joint posterior
distribution are used as forecasts of the two summary indicators at the two time
points, while forecasts for all points of the interval are obtained by resorting to
suitable interpolation methods. In the application discussed in the next section,
standard elementary quadratic interpolation techniques are used. As a by-product,
the draws of the latent variables Z1, . . . , ZK can be used for the estimation of the
composition of the groups, that is, the clustering of experts in the J groups.
The Matlab package supraBayesian_popproj, downloadable from the web site of
the publication, provides the codes implementing the Gibbs-sampler along with the
codes for the derivation of the population forecasts by age and sex based on the
simulations from the posterior distribution of the summary indicators.
2.3 An Application: Forecasting the Italian Population
In this section we illustrate an application of our forecasting method. The experts
opinion used as inputs of the model were elicited according to the described proce-
dure, through a questionnaire administered in 2012 in collaboration with the Italian
Statistical Office (ISTAT). Experts were provided with information on the latest
scenarios depicted by Eurostat and by the United Nations on the Italian summary
indicators of demographic change. In 2015 the first official probabilistic population
forecasts of the Italian population were issued by ISTAT starting from such elicited
opinions. The Italian Statistical Office followed the method suggested in Billari et al.
(2012) for the derivation of expert-based forecasts of the summary indicators. In
the ISTAT forecasting exercise, the indicators were treated as independent and a
multivariate Gaussian distribution was taken as the forecast distribution, with mean
and covariance matrix obtained by averaging across the experts’ elicitations. In
2017, ISTAT provided an update of the population projections of 2015, based on
the same elicited opinions; a detailed description of the implemented methodology
is provided in ISTAT (2017).
The forecasting period was 2010–2065 and was split into two sub-intervals,
employing 2030 as the midpoint. The opinions were elicited on the following
summary indicators: Total Fertility Rate, Mean Age at Birth, Male and Female Life
Expectancies at Birth, Total Number of Immigrants and of Emigrants. The opinions
on Total Fertility Rate and Total Number of Immigrants were jointly elicited, as were
the opinions on Male and Female Life Expectancies at birth. Figure 2.2 displays
the forecasts of the Total Fertility Rate and of the Total Number of Immigrants at
2030 and 2065 provided by 14 experts, while Fig. 2.3 depicts the corresponding
correlations indirectly elicited.
With the Total Fertility Rate, there was low variability across expert evaluations:
almost all the experts foresee a moderate increase in the rate from 2030 to 2065.
With the Total Number of Immigrants, the evaluations show a higher variability,
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Fig. 2.2 Expert forecasts of
Total Fertility Rate and Total
Number of Immigrants
especially for 2065; the majority of experts forecast a decrease in the Total Number
of Immigrants. As to the correlations, there is a general agreement on a positive
high correlation between Total Number of Immigrants at 2030 and Total Number
of Immigrants at 2065 and on a positive moderate/high correlation between Total
Fertility Rate at 2030 and at 2065. For the majority of experts there is a positive
correlation between Total Number of Immigrants at 2030 and Total Fertility Rate at
2030 and no correlation between the two rates at 2065. With regard to the correlation
between Total Number of Immigrants and Total Fertility Rate at two different time
points, for one-half of the experts there is no correlation and for the other half a
moderate/high negative correlation between Total Number of Immigrants at 2030
and Total Fertility Rate at 2065, while all experts agree on there being no correlation
between Total Fertility Rate at 2030 and Total Number of Immigrants at 2065.
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Fig. 2.3 Elicited correlations: Total Fertility Rate (average number of children per woman) and
Total Number of Immigrants (in thousands)
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Fig. 2.4 Expert forecasts of
Male and Female Life
Expectancies (years)
Figure 2.4 presents the forecasts of the Life Expectancies for males and females
and Fig. 2.5 presents the corresponding correlations. Note that the forecasts were
provided by 16 experts, but only nine provided all inputs needed for the derivation
of the correlations. All forecasts show a low variability, both at 2030 and 2065. With
regard to the correlations, there is agreement among the experts on the correlation
of Male Life Expectancy at the two time points and on the correlation between
Male and Female Life Expectancies at 2030, all experts forecasting a positive high
correlation. Similarly, almost all experts forecast a positive high correlation between
Female Life Expectancy at 2030 and Male Life Expectancy at 2065. Regarding the
correlation between Female Life Expectancy at the two time points, we observe for
three experts a positive high correlation, for one expert a negative high correlation,
and for all other experts, correlations almost equal to zero. In the case of the
correlations between Male and Female Life Expectancies at 2065, three experts
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Fig. 2.5 Elicited correlations: Male and Female Life Expectancies
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forecast a negative high correlation, one expert a very low positive correlation and
the remaining five experts a positive high correlation.
Similar disagreement is expressed about the correlation between Male Life
Expectancy at 2030 and Female Life Expectancy at 2065: Two experts forecast a
negative high correlation, three experts a zero correlation and four experts a positive
high correlation.
Figure 2.6 displays the forecasts and correlations for Total Number of Emigrants
provided by 16 experts. There is a high variability in the forecasts, both for 2030
and 2065. In particular, we can notice that six experts provided the same forecasts
at 2030 and 2065, this is the reason why in the top panel of Fig. 2.6 only red asterisk
is displayed for these experts. Regarding the across-time correlations, almost all
experts forecast a positive high correlation. We could work out correlations only for
14 experts, since two of them did not provide the needed conditional forecasts.
Based on the results of the elicitation procedure, the forecasting method
explained in the previous section was then used to simulate the joint forecast
distribution of Total Fertility Rate and Total Number of Immigrants at 2030 and
2065 and of the joint forecast distribution of Male and Female Life Expectancies
at 2030 and 2065. The same method was applied to the separate simulation of
the forecast distributions of the Total Number of Emigrants and of the Mean Age
at Birth at 2030 and 2065. The prior parameters were specified as described in
the previous section. In particular, the means and variances of the priors for the
summary indicators were specified based on the ISTAT scenarios available in 2012:
μR was set equal to the vector of central scenarios and the variances for R were
derived from the high–low ISTAT scenarios available in 2012. The covariances
were all fixed to 0. The mixture model was fit for different choices of the number
J of components of the mixture, ranging from two to five. The model with two
components was selected, since it had the smallest BIC.
The results shown in Tables 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 were obtained through a
long run of the MCMC algorithm that provided 20,000 samples from the joint
Fig. 2.6 Expert forecasts (in
thousands) and correlations,
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Table 2.2 Prior and posterior correlations, Total Number of Immigrants and Total Fertility Rate
Prior correlation Posterior correlation
Tot. Num. Immigrants in 2030 and 2065 0.4473 0.4381
TFR at 2030 and 2065 0.2084 0.3233
Tot. Num. Immigrants in 2030 and TFR at 2030 0.2448 0.1288
Tot. Num. Immigrants in 2030 and TFR at 2065 −0.2175 −0.0814
Tot. Num. Immigrants in 2065 and TFR at 2030 0.0003 −0.0233
Tot. Num. Immigrants in 2065 and TFR at 2065 −0.476 −0.0712
Table 2.3 Prior and posterior correlations, Male and Female Life Expectancies at birth
Prior correlation Posterior correlation
Male Life Expectancies at 2030 and 2065 0.8569 0.6702
Female Life Expectancies at 2030 and 2065 0.1413 0.082
Male Life Expectancies at 2030 and Female Life
Expectancies at 2030
0.9636 0.9066
Male Life Expectancies at 2030 and Female Life
Expectancies at 2065
0.1017 0.018
Male Life Expectancies at 2065 and Female Life
Expectancies at 2030
0.8418 0.6427
Male Life Expectancies at 2065 and Female Life
Expectancies at 2065
0.0496 −0.0065
Table 2.4 Total population
forecasts and ISTAT
estimates (in millions)
Year Forecast %85 forecasts interval ISTAT estimates
2011 60,484 (60,479 60,490) 60,626
2012 60,659 (60,637 60,679) 59,394
2013 60,814 (60,767 60,862) 59,685
2014 60,952 (60,870 61,045) 61,035
2015 61,073 (60,948 61,199) 60,796
2016 61,180 (61,004 61,357) 60,666
2017 61,275 (61,041 61,512) 60,589
2018 61,361 (61,061 61,666) 60,484
posterior distribution of the indicators at the two time points, 2030 and 2065; the
first 10,000 were discarded, as burn-in. The convergence of the algorithm was
assessed though different techniques, the trace plots of the chains run for Total
Fertility Rate and Total Number of Immigrants and discarding the first 10,000
draws are depicted in Fig. 2.7. The analysis can be replicated using the Matlab code
“supraBayesian_popproj” available in the online material of this book.
Table 2.1 shows the prior and posterior means and standard deviations for
the summary indicators at 2030 and 2065, along with the arithmetic average
and standard deviations of the corresponding expert opinions. For all indicators,
as expected the posterior standard deviation at 2030 is smaller than the one at
2065, and both posterior standard deviations are smaller than the prior ones, since
noninformative priors are used. Our forecasts show a lower variability compared
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Fig. 2.7 Trace plots, TFR as average number of children per woman, Total number of Immigrants
in thousands
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against the one induced by ISTAT scenarios. The ISTAT central scenario, used as
prior mean, predicts a Total Fertility rate equal to 1.5 both for 2030 and 2065,
the arithmetic average of the expert opinions is 1.55 at 2030 and 1.65 at 2065,
and our model predicts, as posterior mean, 1.53 at 2030 and 1.64 at 2065. The
same kind of pattern can be observed for the Total Number of Immigrants, for
which the ISTAT central scenario, used as prior mean, predicts for 2030 321,000
and for 2065 304,000; the arithmetic average of the expert elicitations is around
254,000 for 2030 and 212,000 for 2065; while the model forecasts, as posterior
mean of the indicator, are 280,000 for 2030 and 262,000 for 2065. Regarding the
Life Expectancies, the ISTAT central scenario, used as prior mean, predicts a Male
Life Expectancy equal to 82.80 at 2030 and equal to 86.60 at 2065, a Female Life
Expectancy equal to 87.70 at 2030 and equal to 91.50 at 2065, while the arithmetic
averages of the expert opinions are 83.01 for 2030 and 86.96 for 2065 for males and
87.24 and 90.88 for females. The mixture model predicts posterior means of Male
Life Expectancy equal to 82.93 at 2030 and to 86.89 at 2065, and a Female Life
Expectancy equal to 87.21 at 2030 and to 91.02 at 2065. The ISTAT central scenario
on Total Number of Emigrants predicts 101,000 emigrants in 2030 and 128,000 in
2065; the arithmetic average of the expert evaluations is 70,000 and 62,810 for 2030
and 2065 respectively; and the model predicts a Total Number of Emigrants equal
to 91,480 in 2030 and 91,010 in 2065.
Table 2.2 provides the prior and posterior correlations at the same time (2030
and 2065) and across time for the Total Fertility Rate and the Total Number of
Immigrants, and the correlations at the same time and across time between the
two summary indicators. It is worth emphasizing that the prior correlations are
derived from 0, which was obtained as the scaled arithmetic average of the
covariance matrices elicited from each expert, while the posterior correlations are
obtained from the 10,000 draws of the two rates at the two time points. The model
predicts a moderate positive posterior across-time correlation for the Total Number
of Immigrants and a moderate/low positive across-time correlation for Total Fertility
Rate. All posterior correlations between the two rates are around zero, apart from the
correlation between Total Number of Immigrants at 2030 and Total Fertility Rate at
2030, equal to 0.1288. The forecast of this positive, even though weak, correlation
is in concordance with Sobotka (2003), Sobotka et al. (2008), Haug et al. (2002),
Coleman (2006), and Goldstein et al. (2009), who argue that fertility rates in many
European countries may have been increased by the compositional effect of the
rising share of higher-fertility immigrants. The fact that the correlation between the
two rates is almost zero at 2065 is due, in our opinion, to the difficulty for the experts
to express, even indirectly, opinions on the long term associations.
Table 2.3 presents the prior and posterior correlations at 2030 and 2065 and
across-time for the Male and Female Life Expectancy. Based on the elicited opin-
ions, our model predicts a moderate/high correlation between Male Life Expectancy
at 2030 and 2065, between Male and Female Life Expectancy at 2030, and between
Female Life Expectancy at 2030 and Male Life Expectancy at 2065. All other
correlations are predicted to be around zero.
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For each of the summary indicators, from the 10,000 values obtained as
draws from the corresponding posterior distribution, 10,000 trajectories over the
time interval from 2010 to 2065 are obtained by relying on standard quadratic
interpolation techniques. The forecast of the Italian Population from 2010 to 2065
was then derived based on the cohort-component model. The inputs of the model
are the age- and time-specific fertility rates, age- and time-specific male and female
survival rates, and age- and time- specific net migration rates, obtained from the
corresponding summary indicators by applying standard smoothing techniques. In
particular, the matrices of male and the matrices of female age- and time-specific
mortality rates are obtained from the corresponding life expectancies at birth on the
basis of the extended model life tables provided by the United Nations. The matrices
of age- and time-specific fertility rates are derived from the vectors of total fertility
rates and the vectors of mean maternal ages at birth, using a rescaled normal model.
For migration, the matrices of male and female age-specific net migration flows
are derived from the corresponding vectors of total net flows, applying a rescaled
gamma model. This is a simplifying assumption that assumes the absence of pre-
school, retirement, and post-retirement peaks in the age profile of migrations, with
the only peak being related to labour migration.
Starting from an estimated total population at 2010 of 60,343 million, our model
predicts a slight increase at 2030, with the total population forecast to be 61,795
million with an 85% forecast interval ranging from 60,137 million to 63,475 million.
After 2030, the total population is predicted to decrease, reaching 57,146 million,
with an 85% forecast interval from 50,135 to 64,503 million. As expected, the latter
forecasts have a higher variability.
Table 2.4 presents the Italian population forecasts and prediction intervals
obtained through our method and the values estimated by ISTAT from 2011 to 2018.
Overall, our forecasts are above the ISTAT estimates, with differences in absolute
value ranging from 142,000 in 2011 to 1,265,000 in 2018. One explanation of this
over-prediction might be found in Table 2.1, where we see that on average, expert
opinions at 2030 and especially at 2065 on Total Fertility are well above what is
expected by the ISTAT central scenarios, and the same for Male Life Expectancy.
It is as well plausible that the experts did not perceive the persistence of the great
recession, which was linked to lower fertility (see Goldstein et al. 2013, Comolli
and Bernardi 2015, Comolli 2017 and Matysiak et al. 2018) and to lower levels of
net migration (see Anelli and Peri 2017), leading to smaller population sizes. The
failure of our method to capture the decrease in the total population estimated by
ISTAT from 2014 to 2018 might be due as well to the interpolation techniques used
for the derivation of the forecast indicators between the starting time 2010 and 2030
and between 2030 and 2065.
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2.4 Concluding Remarks
The method we have suggested makes explicit use of expert evaluations to derive
probabilistic forecasts of the future trends in the population by age and sex. Our
method makes use of expert opinions not only about the expected future behaviour
of the demographic components but also about the across-time correlations of single
indicators and about the correlations between the indicators. The expert evaluations
are then combined in such a way as to take into account their associations. The
advantages and limitations of an expert based approach have been discussed in the
Introduction. Here, it is worth emphasizing the fact that experts are always involved
in the population forecast at different levels of the forecasting procedure and to
different degrees. In the time series approach, experts contribute to the choice of
the model and the specification of the prior distributions. In the extrapolation from
past errors approach, experts provide the central trajectories and contribute to the
evaluation of the forecasts. Furthermore, we do not neglect information on past
trends when considering expert evaluations as the main source for deriving the
population forecasts. Indeed, expert evaluations should be based as well on such
information. Our method allows taking into account the overconfidence of experts
in their opinions, which might produce an undervaluation of the uncertainty of the
forecasts. The entire process is treated within the formal framework provided by the
Bayesian paradigm.
Our modelling strategy has some specific limitations. The main limitation is that
we have focussed on summary indicators of the demographic changes, which are
then converted into age schedules based on parametric models. An extension of the
method is in principle feasible, the main difficulty being related to the elicitation of
opinions on curves, depicting age patterns. Moreover, our method does not take
into account the uncertainty in the initial distributions of the population by age
and sex, this being particularly problematic in the case of inconsistencies between
the census-based and register-based population records. Experts could be asked to
express their opinion on the initial structure by age and sex of the population as
well. Lastly, our method exploits expert opinions to derive the forecast distribution
of two summary indicators at two time points, while forecasts for the years between
the starting one and the midpoint, t1 and between t1 and the final time T , are
obtained relying on standard interpolation techniques. In principle, our method can
be generalized to the case of more than two indicators at more than two time points.
The main limitation is on the side of the inputs of the forecasting procedure for the
indicators. The indirect elicitation of the correlations requires, as seen in Sect. 2.2,
questions on conditional forecasts that in the case of more than two time points and
more than two indicators can be extremely cumbersome. More work should then
be devoted to the selection of suitable interpolation techniques and experts could
be involved in this choice as well, by asking them to express their opinion on the
expected trends between the considered time points.
As a general consideration, the performance of the forecasting procedure relies
on the number of experts and their commitment. The application of the method
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discussed in the previous section was based on the results of the first round
of the questionnaire, when at most 16 experts contributed. A new round of the
questionnaire is currently running, the results of which are not yet available.
However, almost 100 experts have contributed, and we expect a better performance
of the method here suggested.
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Chapter 3
Using Expert Elicitation to Build
Long-Term Projection Assumptions
Patrice Dion, Nora Galbraith, and Elham Sirag
3.1 Introduction
The will to better communicate uncertainty about the future and the ongoing
development of probabilistic projections in recent years has triggered new interest
in formal methods of expert elicitation (NRC 2000). One benefit of expert elicitation
is that experts can envision previously-unseen future developments by taking into
consideration theories and knowledge from relevant disciplines (Lutz 2009). In
contrast, time series methods can aptly forecast developments in the future, but they
do so by assuming a continuation in the way that things have evolved in the past
(Hyndman and Athanasopoulos 2018). Moreover, expert elicitation can be used to
obtain probabilistic information, but with comparatively fewer data requirements
(Hanea et al. 2018)–an appealing trait when data are missing or incomplete (Lutz
1994; NRC 2000; Billari et al. 2012, 2014).
Most national statistical offices undertake some kind of consultation with experts
when designing their population projection assumptions (UNECE 2018). The scope
and format of these consultations vary considerably, ranging from a simple approval
procedure from senior management within the organization to the creation of a
formal committee of external experts who participate actively in the development
of assumptions and methods.
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In 2013, Statistics Canada conducted a pilot exercise in formal expert consul-
tation to inform its population projection assumption-building process (Bohnert
2015). More recently, Statistics Canada refined its consultation process, designing
an elicitation protocol which asks experts to provide complete probability distribu-
tions representing a plausible range of the future values of fertility, mortality and
immigration in the future. In designing this elicitation protocol, we delved further
into the science of expert knowledge elicitation, implementing best practices in this
regard.1
The benefits of this new elicitation protocol are numerous, including what
we believe to be an improved elicitation experience for the survey respondents,
improved accuracy and communication of expert judgments and resulting response
aggregation, and more coherent expressions of uncertainty. The latter benefit in
particular lends itself well to the direct incorporation of expert judgments into
the assumption-building process in both deterministic and probabilistic population
projections.
In the remainder of this paper, we describe the innovative expert elicitation
protocol used in the development of Statistics Canada’s 2018-based population
projections (Statistics Canada 2019a, b). Selected results from the protocol are
provided, as well as a description of how the results were utilized directly in the
building of deterministic projection assumptions. We follow with an application
demonstrating how the results from the elicitation protocol could be used in the
context of probabilistic projections. We end with some reflections on the utility of
this protocol in the further development of probabilistic population projections.
3.2 The 2018 Survey of Experts on Future Demographic
Trends: Expert Elicitation Protocol
3.2.1 Objectives
There are a number of practical criteria that we wanted our elicitation protocol
to meet: a small respondent burden (estimated to 1 h of work or less), relative
simplicity (requiring no extensive expertise in statistics or specialized software
knowledge), and low cost of implementation (including the possibility of using
remote elicitation). To meet these requirements, it was determined that the design of
a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet-based tool offered numerous benefits: the software
is widely used, has the ability to incorporate a graphical user interface, and accepts
both textual and numerical inputs.
1There has been much research completed on the challenges associated with expert elicitation.
There have also been numerous studies completed on the best methods to counter or minimize
those challenges. Readers can find comprehensive reviews of these topics in Garthwaite et al.
(2005), O’Hagan et al. (2006) and Dias et al. (2018).
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A key goal of the protocol, and one sometimes in conflict with the previously-
mentioned objectives, was to capture the true belief of the respondent to the greatest
extent possible. As part of this objective, accuracy in the expression of uncertainty
became a main focus of the protocol design. We achieved this by eliciting complete
probability distributions from experts which, in contrast to eliciting a single point
estimate, allows for the expression of the uncertainty about the parameter of interest
(Morris et al. 2014). We built our protocol around recent methodological innovations
by Keelin (2016, 2018) that led to the development of the metalog distribution; a
flexible probability distribution that can be used to model a wide range of density
functions using only a small number of parameters elicited from experts. The most
appealing feature of this distribution is that it is flexible enough to accommodate
different types of distributions (for instance, left-or right skewed, bounded or,
importantly, unbounded).2 We thus avoid making strong assumptions about the
characteristics of experts’ distributions (e.g., shape, symmetry), and are able to
capture nuanced future possibilities.
Another way to improve the likelihood of accurately capturing the views of
experts is to offer them visual feedback associated with their quantitative judgments
(Garthwaite et al. 2005; Kynn 2008; Speirs-Bridge et al. 2010; Morgan 2013;
Goldstein and Rothschild 2014). In particular, a graphical interface may be more
apt to capture people’s intuitions about a probability distribution or when otherwise
eliciting parameters that are not easy to think about (Jones and Johnson 2014).
Visual feedback also allows the respondent to assess, confirm or revise their
judgments if desired, thus improving their calibration and accuracy.
After eliciting the views of numerous experts, it is necessary to combine their
views in some manner. Our protocol’s emphasis on the elicitation of complete
probability distributions was also driven by the desire to facilitate the aggregation of
experts’ responses, something that is much more difficult and requires many more
assumptions when only certain values or quantiles are elicited from experts.
These principal objectives, combined with our current knowledge of best prac-
tices in elicitation, guided the design of the 2018 expert elicitation protocol,
described in the following section.
3.2.2 Design
The 2018 Survey of Experts on Future Demographic Trends was inspired by and
builds upon several existing protocols, such as SHELF (Oakley and O’Hagan 2014;
Gosling 2018), EXPLICIT (Grigore et al. 2017), and the self-administered tools
2Collecting information pertaining to an unbounded distribution, which is the case for demographic
indicators, appears to be particularly challenging without making strong assumptions about the
shape of this distribution. Existing protocols tend to fit a limited number of parametric distributions
to the elicited values, such as a normal, log-normal or student’s t distributions (see for example the
sophisticated SHELF elicitation framework in Oakley and O’Hagan 2014 and Gosling 2018).
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designed by Speirs-Bridge et al. (2010) and Sperber et al. (2013) adapted to the
remote collection of information from a group of experts.
Experts are first presented a short introduction that explains the context and goals
of the exercise. They are invited to answer only sections related to components in
which they feel they have a certain expertise and are encouraged to contact us in the
event that they have any questions or issues in completing the survey. Following the
introduction, a first set of questions aims at gathering background information on
the respondent, including the number of years of experience they have in the field
of demography or population studies, and their self-rated level of experience in the
domains of fertility, mortality international migration and demographic projections.
This information is collected for two purposes: firstly, to assess whether the group
of respondents is suitably diverse (as recommended by Morgan and Henrion (1990),
among others); and secondly, the information is used for the purpose of weighting
responses during aggregation, described in more detail in Sect. 3.2.4.
The main part of the survey consists of the elicitation of qualitative arguments
and quantitative estimates regarding fertility (period total fertility rate), mortality
(life expectancy at birth for males and for females) and immigration (number of
immigrants per thousand population) for Canada in 2043. The year 2043 was chosen
as the target year since it represented the final year in the eventual projection of
the provinces and territories. Having a target year 25 years in the future was also
deemed to be a good point of balance, forcing experts to think past the short-term
evolutions which are likely to follow recent trends, but not so far into the future as
to be inconceivable (i.e. we do not ask experts to predict the major demographic
behaviours of generations not yet born at the time of the survey). We describe the
process using the fertility component as an example (Fig. 3.1).
In Step 1, we ask for qualitative arguments that are likely to influence the future
path of the period total fertility rate (PTFR) in Canada between now and 2043.
Experts are also provided a series of tables and figures showing historical trends for
various fertility indicators. Experts are invited to think about a variety of possible
future scenarios (increase, decrease, status quo) when formulating their arguments.
Besides providing critical information for putting into context their later quantitative
estimates, this procedure is recommended as it encourages experts to think about the
substantive details of their judgments and consider a whole range of possibilities,
thus reducing potential overconfidence (Morgan and Henrion 1990; Kadane and
Wolfson 1998; Garthwaite et al. 2005; Kynn 2008).
Step 2 is modelled in large part by the step-based procedures utilized by Speirs-
Bridge et al. (2010), Sperber et al. (2013) and Grigore et al. (2017) and comprises
four subparts:
(a) Experts are first asked to provide the lower and higher bounds of a range
covering nearly all plausible3 values of the period total fertility rate in Canada
3The term “plausible” was arrived at after much careful consideration. As illustrated by Morgan
(Morgan 2013), terms such as “probable”, “likely”, or “possible” may be interpreted very
differently by different respondents.
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Fig. 3.1 Screenshot from the 2018 survey of experts on future demographic trends: histogram
and probability density function generated from an expert’s inputs for the PTFR in 2043. (Source:
Statistics Canada, Demography Division)
in 2043. Beginning with the contemplation of the extremes of the distribution
is an intentional practice used to minimize potential overconfidence (Speirs-
Bridge et al. 2010; Sperber et al. 2013; Oakley and O’Hagan 2014; Grigore
et al. 2017; Hanea et al. 2018). Indeed, asking experts to first provide a single
central estimate such as a mean or a median tends to trigger anchoring to that
value in subsequent responses.
(b) Experts are asked to report how confident they are that the true value will fall
within the range they just specified in step 2(a). Allowing experts to determine
their own level of confidence has been found to reduce overconfidence in
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comparison with asking them to identify the low and high bounds of an interval
to some predetermined confidence level (Speirs-Bridge et al. 2010).4
(c) Experts are asked to estimate the median value of the plausible range they
provided in step 2(a), so that they expect an equal (50-50) chance that the true
value lies above or below the median.
(d) The range of values between the lower bound and the median is split in two
segments of equal length and the same is done for values between the median
and the upper bound. The respondent is then asked to assign to each segment
the probability that the true value falls within each of these segments. Note that
each half below and above the median has by definition 50% probability of
occurrence, so it is a matter of redistributing that 50% to each segment.5
Throughout step 2, several “checks”, in the form of pop-up warning signs, were
built into the elicitation tool in order to prevent illogical inputs in various forms.
We used Keelin’s metalog distribution (2016, 2018) to calculate each experts’
probability density function based on their responses to the questions above. The
metalog distribution – short for “meta-logistic” – belongs to the larger class of
Quantile-Parameterized Distributions (QPDs) developed by Keelin and Powley
(2011), and refers to any continuous probability distribution that can be fully
parameterized in terms of its quantiles. The appeal of using QPDs in modelling
uncertainty is that modifications can be made to their quantile functions (through
the addition of extra shape parameters, for example), enabling them to represent a
broader range of beliefs.
The “meta” in metalog is a term used by Keelin to describe distributions whose
original parameters have been substituted in order to incorporate a greater number
of shape parameters. In theory, there is no limit to the number of shape parameters
the metalog distribution can have, meaning it can be used to model distributional
characteristics such as right- or left-skewness, varying levels of kurtosis, and multi-
modality. Since the parameters of the metalog are a function of its quantiles,
however, the inclusion of additional shape parameters requires the elicitation of a
greater number of quantiles. The procedure described in step 2 is designed to elicit
five quantiles, enabling the algorithm to fit unbounded metalog distributions with up
to a maximum of five shape parameters. In the event that experts’ inputs describe
a semi-bounded or bounded distribution, log- or logit-transforms are applied to the
metalog quantile function, respectively, in order to restrict its range accordingly.
4That said, we impose the restriction that the respondent must choose a confidence level of at least
90% or higher; experts are asked to revise their range if they are confident at a level of less than
90%.
5This represents the fixed interval method. For this step, the variable interval method, where experts
are asked to provide values for predetermined probabilities (as done in step c) was also tested.
We found in testing that the fixed interval method performed better than the variable interval
method in minimizing the range-principle effect (see Parducci 1963), a problem that has been
reported in other elicitation exercises (e.g., Sperber et al. 2013; Gosling 2014). In comparison with
the variable interval method, respondents found the task easier and more intuitive with the fixed
interval method, and their responses were more plausible.
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Moving next to a key and innovative feature of our protocol: in step 3,
respondents are provided with a visual representation of the parameter estimates
they provided in step 2, in the form of a histogram and probability density function
(Fig. 3.1). Although we chose to elicit values that are most easily understandable
(i.e. median and probabilities instead of parameters of parametric distributions such
as mean and variance), it may not be easy for an expert to grasp how a change
in median value will precisely influence the corresponding probability distribution.
As mentioned earlier, visual feedback allows experts to test if their inputs generate
a result corresponding to what they had in mind and reconsider their estimates if
desired (Kynn 2008). Implementation of the visual interface was relatively easy
thanks to Keelin’s free MS Excel distribution program (Keelin 2018).
Despite being highly flexible, there can be instances where our version of the
metalog algorithm (having a maximum of 5 shape parameters) is unable to compute
a probability density function given the inputs provided. This can occur for example
if an expert envisions a largely bimodal probability density function. For this reason,
a rudimentary histogram is also presented to the expert which, despite not accurately
representing the tails of their envisioned distribution, still reflects their inputs in
a crude manner, allowing them to recognize any possible mistakes they may have
made or possible biases they may have been subjected to. When a probability density
function cannot be computed, experts are informed and instructed to go to the next
step if they nevertheless feel comfortable with their inputs.6
Once experts have reviewed the graphed densities and are satisfied with their
inputs, they are invited to comment on the results in step 4. They are also asked
to indicate to what extent the resulting probability density function represents an
accurate description of their beliefs (i.e. very accurate, good, poor). Lastly, experts
who answered that the visualization of the results did not provide a coherent
representation of their beliefs are asked to provide further explanation.
At the end of the survey, experts are asked to confirm whether they would
like their names to be acknowledged in future Statistics Canada projections
products, while maintaining anonymity in their individual responses. This ‘limited
anonymity’ has been found to be important in limiting any possible motivational
biases and permitting respondents to be as unconstrained as possible in their
responses (Knol et al. 2010; Morgan 2013). Finally, experts are encouraged to
comment on their experience with the elicitation. Allowing the expert to give
feedback on the elicitation exercise increases the chances that their knowledge and
views are captured accurately (Gosling 2014; Runge et al. 2011; Martin et al. 2011).
6The idea is that since an infinite number of distributions could correspond to their inputs, their
inputs may be faithful to their assessments of the future, even though a visual representation could
not be produced. The histogram remains useful as a way to validate their inputs.
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3.2.3 Survey Results
Members of Canada’s two demography associations, the Canadian Population
Society and l’Association des démographes du Québec, were invited to complete
the 2018 Survey of Experts on Future Demographic Trends questionnaire remotely.
In the context of an elicitation on the topic of Canadian demography—a very small
field of academic discipline, narrowed further by the fact that we were asking
specifically about the future, requiring some level of familiarity with demographic
projections—experts are a fairly scarce resource. In total we received 18 responses
to the survey. Respondents were found to represent a fairly well-balanced mix of
expertise, general years of experience in the field, and current domain of work. The
majority of respondents (10 out of 18) reported having high levels of expertise in
demographic projections. By and large, respondents reporting low or no expertise in
a given component elected to skip the questions relating to that component, as was
expected.
3.2.4 Aggregation of Individual Responses
After eliciting the views of numerous experts, it is necessary to combine their views
in some manner. The choice of aggregation method was made with the goal of
capturing as much information as possible from the experts’ individual beliefs,
while ensuring that the aggregate result is itself a valid probability distribution from
which relevant summary statistics—such as the mean, median, and quantiles—can
be derived. For this reason, we adopted a mixture model approach (referred to as a
“linear opinion pool” when applied to the context of expert elicitation) in which the
aggregate distribution for each component can be thought of as a weighted average
of the individual expert distributions. Linear pooling is simple, transparent, and in
comparison to other methods, tends to yield distributions with more dispersion, thus
offsetting the effect of experts’ overconfidence, if present.7
Each expert’s contribution was weighted on the basis of their self-assessed
level of experience about the different components of growth and in population
projections. We preferred to weight responses in the context where we solicit a
large number of experts in demography with varying levels of expertise in the areas
of fertility, mortality, immigration. It also seemed appropriate in the case where a
respondent reports a low level of expertise in a given demographic component and
somehow expects us to take this information into account.
Despite the fact that experts’ responses are parametrized by metalog distribu-
tions, the resulting mixture distributions for fertility, mortality, and immigration
are not metalog distributions, and do not belong to any defined parametric family.
7See Genest and Zidek (1986), Clemen and Winkler (1999) and Dietrich and List (2014) for
discussions on various aggregation schemes and their implications.
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Fig. 3.2 Period total fertility rate, Canada, 2043: Individual expert probability distributions (grey
dashed curves) and aggregate mixture distribution (red curve) of the 17 fertility respondents of the
2018 Survey of Experts on Future Demographic Trends. (Source: Statistics Canada, Demography
Division)
Characteristics such as central moments and quantiles are derived using numerical
methods.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the individual probability distributions provided by experts
regarding the plausible range of the period total fertility rate in Canada in 2043 and
resulting aggregate mixture distribution. Two points should be noted. The first is
that there is obviously some divergence among experts, reflecting different opinions
about what the future path of fertility in Canada should be. This results in an
aggregate density that is asymmetric and, though strictly unimodal, possesses an
additional “bump” that reflects a concentration of some experts’ distributions around
a common range of values (other than the mode).
This is not unexpected: as Lutz et al. (2006) noted, despite factors that are likely
to sustain the declining trend in the PTFR, several projection-makers anticipate
instead a reversal of trends or some regression toward the mean.8 These consid-
erations emphasize the importance of the expert survey as a tool to broaden the
information base and provide additional perspectives (Bolger 2018). Imagine in
contrast what could result from a team of projection-makers in charge of developing
assumptions for future fertility and who, after working in the same demographic
8A similar schism tends to exist in regard to future mortality between those who believe that we
could be approaching a biological limit to life expectancy and those who think that there is room
for life expectancy to keep improving further (Oeppen and Vaupel 2002).
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projections unit for some time, tend to think along the same lines, either as the
result of sharing the same influences or possibly due to some form of groupthink
effect.9
The second point is that it is, for practical reasons, common to adopt a prede-
termined parametric (most often Gaussian) distribution to model the uncertainty
around a parameter in projections. However, we can imagine the loss of information
that may have occurred if we had decided to fit only a common two- or three-
parameter distribution (such as the normal, logistic, Weibull, etc.) to experts’ inputs
rather than the more flexible five-parameter metalog.
3.2.5 Incorporation of Expert Judgments into the Deterministic
Projection Assumption-Building Process
The aggregate mixture distributions described in the preceding section represent
experts’ views in 2043, but values are also needed for all interim years of the
projection. As Lee (1998) rightly pointed out, expert opinion may be of little help
for forecasting intermediate years without information about the autocorrelation
structure. This is why we make no inference about what experts had in mind
regarding the interim evolution leading to the 2043 distribution; instead, we make
our own assumptions about it. To make these assumptions, we privileged time series
models, for their capacity to provide probabilistic development over time informed
by historical data, calibrated to match experts’ densities in 2043. The rationale
for this ‘hybrid’ methodology is that while experts can go beyond past trends and
include more information in thinking in the long term, time series models can aptly
forecast future trends replicating past autocorrelations—information that experts
would have difficulty envisioning. We therefore see this approach as a balanced mix
of utilization of time series modelling and expert opinion, benefitting from each
method’s strengths.
The targets obtained from the survey at the Canada-level are used to derive
the regional targets, assuming the same proportional growth in percentage. This
method is consistent with the traditional “hybrid bottom-up” approach often used
in population projections: assumptions specific to each region are constructed
from assumptions initially developed at the national level, but the Canada-level
projections exist only by summing the results for the provinces and territories
individually. Briefly, medium assumptions for each component are derived as
follows:
• Two distinct linear trajectories are produced for the period 2018–2043 for each of
the provinces and territories: (1) a short-term trajectory based on the examination
9The term was coined by Janis (1972) to refer to the tendency among members of a group to value
consensus, harmony and cohesiveness at the cost of making less rational decisions.
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of historical trends, and (2) a long-term trajectory based on the results from
the 2018 Survey of Experts on Future Demographic Trends. The 50th percentile
(median) of the aggregate expert distribution was used as the long-term national
target in 2043.
• These two linear trajectories are combined to obtain a single medium assumption,
with the use of a logarithmic interpolation technique that allows for a smooth
transition.
The logarithmic interpolation of the two short- and long-term trajectories, yield-
ing a single assumption, makes use of weights selected so that the curve based on
the short-term trajectory is given more weight earlier on in the projection years, and
the curve based on the long-term trajectory is given more weight in the latter years.
The consequence is that in the short-term, assumptions for a given province will
reflect mostly recently observed trends, whereas in the long-term, they will be more
influenced by beliefs about future trends at the Canada level. Using logarithmic
interpolation (as opposed to linear interpolation, for instance), ensures that the
short-term trajectory fades relatively quickly in favour of the long-term trajectory.
This approach follows best practices in projections to consider the plausibility
of outcomes for multiple horizons, in contrast to focusing solely on long-term
outcomes (UNECE 2018). Figure 3.3 provides an example of the projected period
total fertility rate in the province of Québec according to the medium assumption.
The graph displays the short-term trajectory, long-term trajectory and final medium
assumption. More details about the methodology can be found in Statistics Canada
(2019b).
Low and high assumptions were built based on the medium assumption described
above, with targets reflecting experts’ uncertainty. The low assumption long-term














Fig. 3.3 Period total fertility rate, Quebec, historic (1971/1972 to 2016/2017) and projected
(2017/2018 to 2042/2043). Note: The 2017 data are considered preliminary. (Sources: Statistics
Canada, Canadian Vital Statistics, Births Database, 1971 to 2017, Survey 3231 and Demography
Division)
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probability distribution of experts, and the high long-term target was computed
by taking the 90th percentile. Thus, low and high long-term targets represent the
bounds of an 80% prediction interval around the medium long-term target. Again,
for brevity, we refer readers to Statistics Canada (2019b) for more information about
the methodology.
3.3 Application: Using the 2018 Survey of Experts on Future
Demographic Trends to Produce Probabilistic Projections
of the PTFR
Producing probabilistic projections of the population requires obtaining probabilis-
tic information on the individual components of population growth. The primary
difficulty associated with this is correctly identifying both the individual autocor-
relation structures of each of the components, and the structure of the temporal
cross-correlation between components. This task becomes exceedingly complex
when projections at the subnational level are desired, as regional correlations must
also be considered.
In this section, we expand on a method developed by Lutz et al. (2001) in
order to provide an example of how results from the 2018 Survey of Experts on
Future Demographic Trends can be combined with traditional time series models –
which provide an autocorrelation structure – to produce probabilistic projections.
For simplicity, we limit ourselves to the projection of a single demographic indicator
(the PTFR) at the national level.
3.3.1 Method
The method utilizes ARIMA models in combination with a priori knowledge about
certain properties of the forecast distribution of a given component to derive the
full forecast distribution. More specifically, the method assumes that the forecast
variance of a component in some year t of the forecast is known, and that the time
series parameter(s) can be selected in such a way that the target variance is met in
the desired amount of years.10 Briefly, the model (of, for e.g. the PTFR) can be
represented in the following way:
yt = yt + εt
t = 1, . . . , T
10A full description of this method is provided in the supplementary material of Lutz et al. (2001).
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Where yt represents the value of the PTFR in year t of the projection, yt represents
the mean value of the PTFR in year t (also assumed to be known in advance), and εt
represents the deviation from the mean value in year t. The standard deviation of the
error in year t, σ (εt) = σ (yt), is predetermined according to assumptions about the
expected level of future projection uncertainty. In Lutz et al. (2001), a combination
of expert opinion and the ex-post analysis of past projection errors is used to obtain
standard deviation targets. Given this information, a moving average model of order
q (MA(q)) is used to model the εt, with the parameters of the model selected in
such a way that σ (εt) is equal to its pre-specified target.11 To generate prediction
intervals, 2000 simulations are produced.
We modify this method in order to incorporate the aggregate expert probability
distribution of the PTFR in 2043 obtained from the survey. Similar to Lutz et al.,
we use a MA(q) model with q = 26 to produce projections of the PTFR from 2018
to 2043, with additional calibration parameters to ensure that in the last year of the
projection (in 2043, or when t = 26), the forecast distribution obtained from the
time series model is identical to the one obtained from the survey.12 The method is
summarized below.
1. The mean of the survey distribution is used as the target mean in 2043; i.e.,
y26 = ysurvey . Target means for the intermediary years, t = 1, . . . , 25, are
obtained using the logarithmic interpolation technique used to derive the medium
projection assumption for the PTFR outlined in the previous section. The mean
series yt thus reflects both recently observed trends in the PTFR and beliefs about
its future long-term level obtained from the survey.
2. The target standard deviation of the error in year t = 26 – also the standard
deviation of the forecast, σ (y26) – is set to the standard deviation of the survey
distribution.13 The 27 moving average parameters in the MA(26) model are then
set to equal σ (y26) /
√
27, which guarantees the standard deviation at t = 26 is
equal to its target value.14 This also determines the standard deviation in years
t = 1, . . . , 25, as they are a function of the moving average parameters.
11Parameters are not estimated using historical data as is normally the case with time series model.
Instead, parameters are derived analytically, conditional on some known properties of the forecast
distribution (i.e. the variance).
12The choice of q depends on the length of the projection period, as well as what point in the period
the desired variance target should be met. An MA(q) model is typically forecastable a maximum
of q-periods-ahead.
13Setting the standard deviation target to the standard deviation of the expert distribution
before calibration guarantees that post-calibration, the structure of the forecast variance remains
unchanged. For example, an unmodified MA(26) model with parameters specified as in Lutz et
al. (2001) has a forecast variance that increases linearly throughout the projection. By setting the
standard deviation of the MA(26) model to the survey standard deviation at t = 26, even after
calibration parameters have been added to shift the forecast distribution over the course of the
projection, the forecast variances in each year remain unchanged (i.e. they increase linearly).
14Unlike in a standard MA(q) model, the first term in the moving average series as specified in
Lutz et al. (2001) does not have a parameter of 1.
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3. Once the mean and standard deviation targets are selected, the full forecast
distribution is then obtained using the following 5-step algorithm:
(a) 100,000 values from the expert survey distribution are drawn at random, and
then ranked. The empirical mean, ysurvey , and standard deviation, σ (ysurvey),
are computed.
(b) 100,000 simulations from a standard MA(26) model are produced for years
2018–2043, with the forecast mean series selected as in 1) and the forecast
variance as in 2). Simulations are then ranked in terms of their value in the
last year, 2043.
(c) Each ranked simulation is paired with its corresponding ranked draw from
the mixture distribution; i.e. the fifth draw is paired with the fifth simulation.
(d) The difference between the simulation value in 2043 and its paired draw is
computed, and a constant is added to each simulation so that in 2043, the
values are the same. The constant is added proportionally over the course of
the simulation so that the calibration procedure doesn’t cause a “shock” that
shifts the simulation drastically.15
(e) The empirical distribution of the time series forecast at year 2043 is now
identical to that of the survey distribution, with the mean series yt remaining
unchanged. Percentiles can be computed empirically in order to obtain
prediction intervals about the median of the forecast distribution.
3.3.2 Results
Figure 3.4 displays select percentiles of the forecast distribution of the PTFR from
2018–2043, along with the historical series (1972–2017). The dotted line (50th
percentile) is consistent with the Canada-level medium assumption for the PTFR in
Population Projections for Canada (2018–2068), Provinces and Territories (2018–
2043) (Statistics Canada 2019a).16
It should be noted that while the forecast distribution in 2043 is determined by
the survey distribution, the forecast distribution in all other years of the projection
is determined by the selected parameters (yt and σ (yt)) as well as the initial forecast
distribution of the εt terms. Given that the εt series is modelled by an MA(26), a
single simulation from this model can be parameterized in the following way:
15I.e. a constant is added to the value at every year in the simulation, and not simply to the value
in 2043.
16A more detailed description of the projections methodology can be found in Population
Projections for Canada (2018–2068), Provinces and Territories (2018–2043): Technical Report
on Methodology and Assumptions (Statistics Canada 2019b).
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Fig. 3.4 Canada historical period total fertility rate (1972–2017) and select percentiles of the
forecast distribution (2018–2043). Note: The dotted black line corresponds closely to the Canada-
level medium projection assumption for the PTFR in Population Projections for Canada (2018
to 2068), Provinces and Territories (2018 to 2043). (Source: Statistics Canada, Canadian Vital





ut−i ∼ iid N (0, 1)
where αi are the moving average parameters. Thus, prior to calibration, yt ∼
N
(
yt , σ (εt )
)
. By adding a constant to each simulation to shift the forecast
distribution in 2043, the forecast distribution in all other years gradually shifts from
being Normal (or approximately Normal) in earlier years of the projection toward a
distribution more similar to the metalog mixture in later years of the projection.
Figure 3.5 shows the evolution of the forecast density over the course of
the projection. The lighter, orange lines display the distribution in earlier years
(symmetrical and approximately Normal) and the darker red lines display the
distribution in later years (asymmetrical and closer in shape to the survey mixture
metalog distribution). The darkest line, representing the distribution in 2043, is
that of the expert distribution. The unusual shape of this distribution suggests that










Fig. 3.5 Forecasted density of the period total fertility rate, 2018–2043. (Source: Statistics
Canada, Demography Division)
traditional time series models that impose a Normal forecast distribution across
all years would fail to accurately represent the aggregate information conveyed by
experts.
3.3.3 Future Developments
This method of producing probabilistic projections can be thought of as
a simulation-based approach that makes minimal assumptions about the
autocorrelation structure of the process. Given the only information known about the
full forecast distribution prior to producing projections is: (1) the mean at every year
in the projection; and (2) the distribution in the last year of the projection, deriving
conditional distributions at all other years requires making no small number of
assumptions about the underlying data generating process. ARIMA models, or
variations of them, have long been utilized in the projection of fertility (see for
example Lee and Tuljapurkar 1994; Keilman and Pham 2004; Alders and de Beer
2004; Dunstan 2011) as well as other demographic indicators. Using simulations
from an MA model as a starting point provides both a plausible correlation structure
and an initial distributional assumption (Normal).
The way these simulations are modified so that the distribution in the last year of
the projection reflects the survey distribution rather than the Normal distribution
produced by a standard MA model, however, modifies these assumptions indi-
rectly. The addition of a constant to shift the individual simulations modifies the
conditional densities gradually over time, while maintaining the same mean and
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variance.17 This process is equivalent to simulating values from the chosen model
without explicitly formulating it; the final model is not an MA, but its true form is
not derivable – nor does it need to be – from the modified simulations.
In practice, any type of ARIMA model can be used to generate probabilistic
projections using this approach. Lutz et al. (2001) tested both AR and MA models
to generate probabilistic forecasts and found that the two types of models provided
similar results when comparatively parametrized. Their choice for the MA model is
not based on how well it fit historical data, but rather on how it could be adapted
to integrate different views about the future simply by altering the σ (εt) terms.
Our modified approach is largely insensitive to the choice of initial model due
to the modification process.18 Assuming a Normal distribution at the start of the
projection and the expert distribution at the end restricts the number of ways the
process can evolve over time. Our choice of an MA(26) model is based on the view
that uncertainty (i.e. the forecast variance) should keep increasing over the course of
the 26-year projection horizon (a after which point the variance stabilizes). Overall,
in evaluation of the proposed methodology, it is important to remember that we
are not so much interested in how one simulation can plausibly mimic the future
year-to-year fluctuations of fertility in Canada, but rather in how all simulations
together can provide a plausible picture of how uncertainty associated to future
fertility propagates over time.
The most difficult aspect of such an approach remains combining it for a number
of different indicators (e.g. life expectancy and migration) and across different
regions. It is likely that a number of simplifying assumptions will need to be made
in order to estimate correlations between both components and regions – in the
literature, for example, it is sometimes assumed that components are independent,
or that correlations are insignificant enough to be ignored (Billari et al. 2012;
Alho 2008; Keilman 1997; Keilman and Pham 2004; Lee and Tuljapurkar 1994).
Estimates of correlation may also be elicited formally through expert opinion (e.g.,
Billari et al. 2012), though this comes at the cost of significantly increasing the
burden on respondents. Lutz et al. (2001) used correlation coefficients estimated
from various sources – across either regions or indicators – and applied Cholesky
decomposition of the variance-covariance matrix to generate correlated random
deviations at every point in the projection horizon. Although we have not tested
this potential extension, we note that the same methodology can be used to generate
correlated simulations resulting from the MA(26) model before calibration to survey
results.
17An attractive feature of obtaining a normal distribution at the start of the projections is that it
is the distribution that makes the least assumptions (i.e. admits the most ignorance) beyond what
is stated, here, a known mean and standard deviation (the standard deviation resulting from the
chosen MA process). In this context, the normal distribution is the one with the largest entropy.
The distribution changes over time as we approach the year 2043, for which we assume having full
knowledge.
18The approach has only been tested with AR, MA, and random walk (RW) models. Whether this
is true for other specifications has not yet been determined.
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3.4 Conclusion
We used expert elicitation as a way to better inform the assumption-building process
of deterministic scenario-based projections. The resulting scenarios have interesting
properties: they share the same definition from one component of growth to another,
and they are anchored in real probabilistic information coming from the experts and
past data. One of the key advantages of this new approach to projection assumption-
building is its conceptual consistency across components: the long-term projection
assumptions share the same probabilistic meaning: the “high” assumption represents
the 90th percentile of the aggregate probability distribution of plausible future
values for that given component according to the experts who responded to the
survey; the “medium” assumption represents the 50th percentile, and the “low”
assumption the 10th percentile. This leads to greater coherence in the resulting
projection scenarios (which combine assumptions about the various components).
Looking forward, the elicitation protocol described in this article can be used to
produce a large number of stochastic trajectories that could be combined for the
production of probabilistic projections, either as described in the previous section
or by utilizing alternative methods.
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4.1 Introduction
The search for a common path of development has always been present in
demographic research, which in general is short on theory and rich in empirical
observations and quantification (Thornton 2001). This is perhaps not surprising
since demography is the field that has “produced one of the best documented gen-
eralizations in the social sciences: the Demographic Transition” (Kirk 1996: 361).
This data-driven theory predicts a shared trajectory for all societies, whereby they
experienced (or are now experiencing) a shift from an inefficient pre-modern regime
of high mortality and high fertility to a post-modern equilibrium characterized by
both low fertility and low mortality (Reher 2004, 2011; Livi Bacci 2012). The timing
of this process differs across countries, such that its forerunners and latecomers can
be identified, knowing that all nations will sooner or later undergo such a change
(Reher 2004). Thanks to an impressive series of statistical regularities, for those
countries that have begun the transition it is relatively simple to hypothesize a strong
convergence in terms of future mortality and fertility trends. These basic elements of
population forecasting thus see the eventual convergence of fertility and mortality
rates for poor countries as an inevitable destiny, as has already occurred in rich
countries.
What it is less clear, however, is what happens after the end of the Demographic
Transition, when fertility is close to or under replacement level, infectious diseases
are under control, and life expectancy at birth is above 65–70 years. As Reher (2019:
2) observes “after the great fall, fertility gave no indication of rebounding to even
remotely similar levels to those holding during the peak of the baby boom” (see
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also, Rindfuss et al. 2016; Billari 2018). Many scholars support the idea that the
emerging disparities in the low fertility context are destined to persist (Rindfuss
et al. 2016; Billari 2018; Rindfuss and Choe 2015, 2016). It seems, in fact, that
developed countries may be on different paths with respect to fertility, aging, and
migration, with potentially important consequences for future social and economic
stability (Reher 2019; Anderson and Kohler 2015). Given such divergences, the
task of population forecasting has become increasingly challenging, due also to the
absence of strong theoretical models driving the hypotheses.
In what follows, we examine recent trends, assessing the supposition of a “weak
convergence” in the aftermath of the Demographic Transition. That is, the notion
that countries will converge towards similar fertility and mortality values and
contained migration, with birth rates oscillating around replacement level, and as
a result, the population growth rate of all countries will approach zero.
While this is far from a simple issue, we argue that it is extremely relevant for
population forecasting, given that alternative hypotheses on fertility, mortality, and
migration can result in very different population growth rates. Indeed, it is well
known that seemingly small differences can have considerable consequences for
both population dynamics and structures. For instance, consider a zero-migration
stable population with a Total Fertility Rate (TFR) equal to 2.045 children per
woman, a mean age at birth of 30 years and a sex ratio at birth of 104/100. A natural
growth rate equal to zero can be achieved when mortality is low enough. A TFR of
half a child less than replacement level (~1.5) implies that population will decrease
at a rate of 1% a year. The decrease would be much stronger (2.4% per year) if the
TFR was just 1 child per woman (Kohler et al. 2002).1
Weak convergence is clearly the prevailing hypothesis in many of the UN
World Population Prospects Revisions. Our aim here is to discuss this supposed
convergence through an examination of the near past, comparing actual data with
the forecasted fertility, mortality, and migration trends computed in the UN World
Population Prospects over the last half century.
While the idea of comparing forecasted trends with real data is certainly not new
(e.g. Preston 1974; Calot and Chesnais 1978; Keyfitz 1981; Stoto 1983; Pflaumer
1988; Keilman 1997, 1998, 2000, 2001; National Research Council 2000; Keilman
and Pham 2004), our approach is unique in that we empirically test whether or not
the convergence projected by the UN population forecasts is substantiated in the
aftermath of Demographic Transitions. To this end, we examine the 38 countries
that had already reached a TFR below 2.5 children per woman in the decade 1975–
85 in order to assess whether or not the generalized expected weak convergence is
empirically confirmed up until 2015.
1A growth rate close to zero, in the absence of migration, can be achieved even if TFR < 2 and
survival continues to improve (obviously with an aging population). As we will see in Sect. 4.2.4,
this is precisely the population dynamic forecasted by the UN Population Prospects for the coming
decades in countries where the TFR is currently less than 2.5.
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The chapter is structured as follows. In Sect. 4.2 we review the literature relative
to the notion of convergence and its alternative definitions. We then discuss the
hypothesis that has driven different World Population Prospects Revisions, paying
particular attention to the 2017 Revision for countries that at present have fertility
levels lower than 2.5 children per woman. In Sect. 4.3, we describe the data
and methods employed to conduct our comparisons. In Sect. 4.4, we compare
demographic forecasts with actual patterns and present our results on fertility,
mortality, and migration trends for the countries under analysis. In the final section,
we discuss our results, which cast doubt on the idea of weak convergence.
4.2 Background
4.2.1 Convergence vs. Divergence in Population Projections
Demographic forecasts typically rely heavily on current vital statistics and extrap-
olate their trends into the future. They are rarely driven by behavioral sciences or
strong theories that might help to deal with uncertainty. The most relevant exception
consists of Demographic Transition regularities, which have aided forecasters in
placing each country at a certain point along this well-known trajectory and in
projecting future developments in light of that which has occurred in similar coun-
tries. That said, also along the Demographic Transition, relevant country/regional
specificities can bias projections: the differences in the demographic transition
features between more and less developed countries provide a particularly pertinent
example to this regard (Livi Bacci 2012).
Establishing accurate hypotheses for population forecasts at the end of the
Demographic Transition is even more complex due to a lack (or proved insuffi-
ciency) of strong theories that might help to predict demographic behaviors (e.g.,
the Second Demographic Transition Theory, or The New Household Economics
Theory). Moreover, it is commonly accepted that uncertainty relative to population
behavior is not only due to a dearth of scholarly knowledge, but is, in fact, inherent:
individuals often make unpredictable choices in terms of family formation and
childbearing, health-related behavior, and migration (Henry 1987; Keilman 2019).
This seems particularly true as social constraints relax and the individualization of
choices becomes the norm.
An extensive literature (Preston 1974; Calot and Chesnais 1978; Keyfitz 1981;
Stoto 1983; Pflaumer 1988; Keilman 1997, 1998, 2000, 2001; National Research
Council 2000; Keilman and Pham 2004) has endeavored to assess the accuracy
of historical population forecasts by comparing them to observed statistics. Most
studies focus on the accuracy of the size of the population and its growth. A
complete and updated survey of previous work and its main inaccuracies in
population forecasting is available in Keilman (2019). It is generally accepted that
projection accuracy is better for shorter than longer durations, and for bigger as
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opposed to smaller populations. Previous research also shows that forecasts for the
old and young tend to be less precise than those for intermediate age groups, as
errors in mortality, fertility, and migration dynamics can significantly affect the
size of these groups (Keilman 2019). In addition, it is well known that there is
considerable variance in accuracy between regions; large bias can occur where
(especially official) data are not reliable or available. Generally, scholars have
shown that poor data quality worsens forecast performance. This relationship seems
stronger for mortality than for fertility, and for short-term compared to long-term
forecasts (Keilman 2019). Weak data on migration can also have a relevant impact
on projection precision, particularly in countries where in-flows or out-flows are
quantitatively relevant and protracted in time.
While much effort has been dedicated to evaluating the accuracy of demographic
population forecasts in terms of population size, structure, and growth, to our
knowledge only a handful of studies aim to test the hypothesis of long-run
convergence in the aftermath of Demographic Transitions (Wilson 2011, 2013;
Dorius 2008; Neumayer 2004). Our paper endeavors to fill this research gap.
Several instances of divergence in mortality trends have been illustrated in the
demographic literature (Bloom and Canning 2007; Goesling and Firebaugh 2004;
McMichael et al. 2004; Moser et al. 2005; Neumayer 2004). The spread of the
HIV-AIDS epidemic in the 1990s, for example, brought the forecasted global
mortality convergence observed in the 1980s to a halt (Neumayer 2004, Goesling
and Firebaugh 2004; McMichael et al. 2004). Bloom and Canning (2007) show,
with regard to the rise in life expectancy observed from 1963 to 2003, that a
number of countries appear to have made the jump from the high-mortality cluster to
the low-mortality cluster without a clear accompanying convergence. Their results
suggest continuous advances among many countries within clusters, with rising
life expectancy in some nations resulting in a shift from one cluster to the other.
A related study, covering 195 nations during the period 1955–2005, reveals that
while life expectancy averages converged across time, infant mortality rates instead
continuously diverge; economic development improves life expectancy more than it
reduces infant mortality, whereas the situation is reversed among wealthier nations
(Clark 2011).
Though not always made explicit, a global fertility convergence is generally
expected, with most countries following the path towards replacement fertility
as projected by the Demographic Transition theory. Wilson (2001) provides an
interesting empirical assessment of the extent to which the fertility revolution
has become a worldwide phenomenon in the latter half of the twentieth century,
within a “global demographic convergence” framework (both in terms of high life
expectancy and low fertility). Yet the simple fact that now much of the world’s
population lives in countries or areas with below-replacement fertility does not
necessarily mean that fertility rates are all destined to converge to the same level
(Dorius 2008; Rindfuss and Choe 2015). Dorius (2008: 521), for example, argues
that the observed intercountry variation in fertility decline from 1955 to 2005
“points to divergence, rather than convergence” and provides a robust convergence–
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divergence test of the magnitude and direction of change in fertility inequality, in
contrast to that found several years earlier by Wilson (2001).
Recent studies of expert–based forecasts show that there is now less consensus
among scholars on the future of fertility, particularly in countries having reached
a TFR well below replacement level (Reher 2019; Basten et al. 2014; Rindfuss
and Choe 2015, 2016; Rindfuss et al. 2016). More and more studies have begun
to question the mainstream position of a long-term convergence to a same fertility
level, both from a theoretical and an empirical perspective. Dorius (2008), cited
above, highlights growth in fertility differences at the global level (including less
and more developed countries). Meanwhile, Crenshaw et al. (2000) find divergence
among less developed countries from 1965 to 1990. Casterline (2001) shows that
the fertility transition has been highly unequal at the global level, with birth rates
rising and falling over the second half of the twentieth century.
A focus on low fertility countries reveals a sort of bifurcation between countries
where fertility has stabilized at relatively high levels (i.e., slightly lower than
replacement level) and those where fertility has continued to decline to low or very
low levels (less than 1.5) (Rindfuss and Choe 2015; Rindfuss et al. 2016). Sobotka
(2017: S20) observes that period fertility rates usually continue to decrease – often
to very low levels – even after replacement fertility has been reached, and that
there is, in fact, “no obvious theoretical or empirical threshold around which period
fertility tends to stabilize.” The claimed reversals in reproductive behavior seem
more an outcome of a “tempo effect” than a real change in behavior (Sobotka et
al. 2017). Such views are in line with the work of Lutz et al. (2006) who envisage
an inflection point when fertility is persistently lower than 1.5 children per woman,
given that some forces (e.g., stable change in fertility ideals) may act as a “low
fertility trap,” impeding recovery. A similar result is also predicted by Reher (1998,
2019) who observes the emergence of distinct fertility regimes in post transition
societies, along a divide between strong/weak family ties. Billari (2018) as well
forecasts the persistence of fertility differentials among a selection of low fertility
countries unless a number of conditions – that will not necessarily occur across the
lowest-low fertility context – are met: a stronger position of young generations, a
higher level of economic development and subjective well-being, and gender equity.
4.2.2 Defining “Strong” (Beta) and “Weak” (Sigma)
Convergence
Economic forecasts have similarly been informed by the idea of convergence,
particularly relative to levels of per capita income and product. Analysts have used
a variety of statistical methods to test for such convergence within and between
countries across a broad range of indicators and domains. One can distinguish
between two types of convergence in growth empirics: beta-convergence and sigma-
convergence.
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According to Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1992), when partial correlation between
growth in income over time and its initial level is negative, there is “beta-
convergence,” whereby the latter refers to a process in which poor regions grow
faster than rich ones, and therefore catch up with the latter. The idea, as explained
by Barro et al. (1991: 110), is that “the diminishing returns to capital set in
slowly as an economy develops” and these automatic forces ensure convergence
over time. In other words, “the condition where former laggards, fueled by higher
growth rates, catch up with former leaders is referred to as beta-convergence
because it is typically modeled using ordinary least squares regression where the
annualized growth rate over the study period is regressed on the observed rate at
base measurement” (Dorius 2008: 522; Barro et al. 1991; Barro and Sala-i-Martin
1992). Undoubtedly, demographic transition trends in life expectancy (e0), infant
mortality, and fertility provide excellent examples of beta-convergence (i.e., “strong
convergence”). Here, considering various demographic measures, beta-convergence
occurs when forerunners increase (e0) or decrease (TFR) slower than laggards;
sigma-convergence occurs when cross-country variation in e0 or TFR decreases.
Behind this global trend, or reduction of cross-country variation over the long run
(i.e., the strong convergence process), it is, however, also possible to observe sigma-
convergence when the dispersion of a measure (income per capita, in the previous
example) around the average values falls over time (Dorius 2008). The standard
deviation describes the overall spread of the fertility distribution (Sala-i-Martin
1996; Neumayer 2004). As Dorius (2008: 522) observes, “If the repeated cross-
sectional standard deviation increases, we conclude that countries are diverging on
Y and if the variance declines, we conclude that countries are converging.”
This standard deviation has been used to test for sigma-convergence in incomes
(Sala-i-Martin 1996), infant and child survival rates, and life expectancy (Neumayer
2004; Dorius 2008), among other factors. The utility of the standard deviation
in longitudinal designs is its ability to assess inequality under the condition of a
relatively constant mean. Yet, as is well known, the TFR and life expectancy for the
world have been anything but constant over recent decades. To this regard, Dorius
(2008: 523) remarks that “When the mean of Y is trending down, the standard
deviation might also be decreasing, but only if the standard deviation is decreasing
faster relative to the mean is the fertility distribution becoming more equal”.2
The differences between the two measures should certainly be kept in mind when
looking for sigma-convergence, in a world that is beta-converging.
2Sigma-convergence occurs when – in considering a group of countries – the mean of an indicator
decreases less rapidly than its standard deviation. A good indicator of the sigma-convergence
process is consequently the coefficient of variation (the ratio between the standard deviation and
the arithmetic mean). In this chapter, we prefer to show parallel trends over time of both mean and
standard deviation, as this allows to evaluate both components of the sigma-convergence.
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4.2.3 Hypothesis of the UNPD World Population Prospects: A
Review
Between 1950 and 2017, the United Nations (UN) published a large set of
population projections for the world, its major regions, and almost all countries.
While the literature usually considers estimates for pre-transition countries to
be problematic (Keilman 2001), it has now become of paramount importance
to understand the reasoning behind UN Population Division (UNPD) experts’
predictions of mortality, fertility, and migration for those countries that have already
completed their Demographic Transition. Indeed, this is an increasingly relevant
group. Keilman (2019) reports that data quality for Europe and North America
is good, but forecasters’ long-run projection of the age structure was inaccurate
because they did not expect either the fall of fertility rates in the seventies, or
the further increase in life expectancy. As a result, they overestimated the young
component and underestimated the old one.
Rather than assess the degree of accuracy in estimating population size and
structure (as done by Keilman 1998, 2001), in this chapter we focus on the
hypothesis employed by the UNPD to carry out the four Revisions of the World
Population Prospects in 1980, 1990, 2000, and 2017. Before turning to a comparison
between their hypothesized trends and those actually observed, we briefly describe
their assumptions and methods adopted. The World Population Prospects Revisions
examined here have different projection horizons: 45 years for the 1980 Revision,
35 for the 1990 Revision, 50 for the 2000 Revision, and 85 for the 2017 Revision.
Until 2008, the UNPD adopted a deterministic scenario-based cohort component
method to forecast world population. The approach has been criticized from a
statistical point of view as uncertainty is not quantified and no probability is attached
to the respective scenarios (usually high, medium, and low variants) (Alho and
Spencer 1985; Lee 1998). Moreover, the scenario approach does not include all the
different possible combinations of hypothesized mortality and fertility or migration.
Indeed, a variant combination that is extreme for one variable is not necessary
extreme for another. Moreover, a deterministic approach does not allow for the
possibility of distinguishing between a random fluctuation and a structural one; for
instance fertility may be high in 1 year due to a specific situation, but not in another
(Keilman 2019; Bengtsson et al. 2019). In response to these limitations, the UNPD
has adopted a stochastic Bayesian approach since the revision of 2012 (Raftery et
al. 2012; UN 2014).
As the UNPD’s approach has changed over time, so too have their expectations
of fertility, mortality, and migration. With regard to the level of fertility, both the
1970 and 1980 Revisions forecast a decline as countries progress in economic
and social development. The target being a TFR of 2.1, whereby countries with
close but higher rates than this value will eventually reach replacement level and
fertility stabilizes; conversely fertility is expected to rise and return to replacement
level in those countries where it had fallen below this level. In 1990, the UNPD
observed large variability in paths towards low fertility among developed countries,
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most of which remained below replacement level. Aware that in these countries
trends in future fertility would be mostly affected by shifts in values and life-
styles, the UNPD incorporated hypotheses offered by national statistical offices
(with some adjustments) so as to take into account country-specific value orientation
and ideational changes. These were used to make medium, low, and high fertility
assumptions. According to the three variants, TFR-targets in 2020–2025 were set at
1.9 children per woman in the medium variant, 2.25 c/w in the high variant, and 1.6
c/w in the low variant. This approach was then abandoned in the subsequent World
Population Prospects for the low fertility group, with TFR below replacement level
in 2000. Countries were grouped by fertility levels around this year. Birth rates are
forecasted to catch up in the 5-year period 2045–2050, close to the level of the 1960
cohort (if available), or to 1.7 for those registering a TFR of less than 1.5 in 2000,
or to 1.9 for those with a TFR equal to or higher than 1.5 in 2000. In all these
approaches, sigma-convergence is assumed, and towards just one target value in the
1970, 1980, and 1990 Revisions, and two values, determined by previous fertility
trends, in the following Revisions.
Since the 2012 Revision, the UNPD has adopted a probabilistic approach. In
2017, the general prediction was a convergence towards low fertility, although no
specific numerical targets in the post-transition phase are presented. For low fertility
countries that have completed the demographic transition, the UNPD estimates
fertility change through a time series model, with the assumption that fertility
fluctuates around country-specific levels based on a Bayesian hierarchical model
(Raftery et al. 2014). The model is based on the specific history of the country
and informed by empirical evidence from all low-fertility countries that have
experienced fertility increases from a sub-replacement level, with the constraint that
fertility cannot be higher than 2.1 births per woman. As the models are constructed
relative to the particular experience of each nation, if the latter has experienced
extended periods of low fertility without recovery, fertility is projected to remain
at low levels. This probabilistic approach, informed on the country’s demographic
experience and on that of all low fertility nations, does not necessarily lead to
convergence.
The assumptions for estimates of mortality change less over time. The compu-
tation of age-sex survival probabilities are based on Coale and Demeny regional
model life tables, or the national life table if reliable. In the 1970 and 1980
Revisions, quinquennial gains are expected, declining with the lengthening of e0.
In 1970, the maximum e0 is 68.2 for the sexes combined (3.5 years difference
between men and women). In the 1980 Revision, geographical differences are also
considered, and for countries with the highest life expectancies, the maximum
forecasted e0 is 73.5 for men and 80 for women. The method adopted for the
1990 and 2000 Revisions is analogous but takes into account regional differences
occurring in previous years. In developed countries, the expected gains will dimin-
ish, life expectancy will reach very high levels, and differences among countries
will continue to narrow. According to the 2000 Revision, in Australia and New
Zealand, North America, and in Northern, Western, and Southern Europe in 2045–
2050, e0 will vary between 81.9 and 83.5 years, the only exception being Eastern
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Europe, with economies in transition, where e0 remains below 80. For low mortality
countries, a sigma-convergence assumption is undeniable, with the exception of
Eastern European countries in the 2000 Revision.
In 2017, the general hypothesis is again one of a continuous and generalized
increase in life expectancy. Through a Bayesian hierarchical model, gains in life
expectancy are estimated based on country specific experiences in 1950–2015,
together with average global trends. For low mortality countries, the double-logistic
function incorporated into the model forecasts decreasing gains, which converge
towards asymptotic values of increase in post-transition years, and a narrowing sex
gap until female life expectancy is set equal to 86 years, then modeled as constant.
A convergence in gains is consequently assumed, although future life expectancies
will maintain asymptotically constant distances, without a clear sigma-convergence
among the different countries.
UNPD experts have tended to be very cautious with regard to migration, usually
projecting for several 5-year periods the current statistics in absolute value, and only
for a select number of countries. For the first time in 2017 an effort was made to
account for the complexity of the phenomenon. The Revision of this year remarks,
“Where migration flows have historically been small and have had little net impact
on the demography of a country, adopting the assumption that migration will remain
constant throughout most of the projection period is usually acceptable. In situations
where migration flows are a dominant factor in demographic change, more attention
is needed.” (UN 2017: 29). Thus some distinctions are made according to either
the motivation for migration or the specificity of certain situations. The Revision
considers both international migration flows and refugee movements. With regard
to the former, it is assumed that recent levels (in absolute values), if stable, would
continue until 2045–2050. In terms of refugees, it is assumed that the latter will
return to their country of origin within one or two projection periods, i.e., within
5–10 years (UN 2017). After 2050, UNPD experts expect that net migration will
gradually decline and reach 50% of the projected level of 2045–2050 by 2095–
2100. However, they also admit that “the assumption is unlikely to be realized
but represents a compromise between the difficulty of predicting the levels of
immigration or emigration for each country of the world over such a far horizon, and
the recognition that net migration is unlikely to reach zero in individual countries.”
(UN 2017: 30).
In terms of net migration, UN experts forecast large variability until 2045–
2050, and then a sigma-convergence during the second half of the century. Yet they
are aware that – given the present conditions – full convergence is not seriously
predictable. In the new 2019 Revision (published just as we finish the writing of this
chapter), the idea of convergence toward a 0-migration world is also abandoned.3
3The UN Population Division published its 2019 revision during the writing of this chapter. Since
the methodology used in the new forecasts perfectly follows that of 2017, and the experiences of
just a few countries have been updated, our results are not significantly affected. A comparison
with the more and the less developed countries, respectively, shows that the differences in the
birth and mortality forecasts are very limited. The most notable change concerns the hypothesis on
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This shift reflects another “cultural change” within the UNPD (and demography as
well), where migrations are not considered “accidents” or “disturbance factors,” but
rather structural components of complex demographic dynamics.
4.2.4 The Weak Convergence Hypothesis in the UN World
Population Prospects, 2017 Revision
Beyond the methodological improvements described above, when the UNPD
forecasts the population dynamics of post-transitional countries, it assumes – more
or less explicitly – a hypothesis of weak convergence, as we show here.4
To this regard, consider the 112 countries around the world where, according to
the 2017 Revision, the total fertility rate was below 2.5 in 2010–2015. The World
Population Prospects (2017) suggest that during the twenty-first century, these
countries will converge to a sort of quasi-stable population with declining mortality,
constant TFR of 1.8, net migration rate around +0.2%, and natural growth rate
around −3%.5 In addition, fertility and migration – in just a few decades – are
projected to be similar in all of these 112 countries, while mortality – continuing its
declining trend – should also see decreasing variability (Table 4.1 and Fig. 4.1).
4.3 Data and Methods
Data for this study rely on estimates and forecasts from the World Population
Prospects Revisions produced by the UN Population Division in 1980, 1990,
migration: in the 2019 Revision, after 2050 migrations are kept constant at the value of 2045–2050
and are not halved, as projected in the 2017 Revision. Consequently, results on migration are the
same in the 2017 and 2019 Revisions up until 2045–2050.
4If the UNPD demographic forecasts for all countries are considered, including those that had not
completed the demographic transition by 2017, beta-convergence proceeds at full speed, because
it is assumed that – within a few decades – TFR will be less than 2.5 and e0 more than 70 in
almost all countries of the world. Thus, the UNPD supposes beta-convergence in considering all
the countries of the world, while the sigma-convergence manifests among the countries that have
completed the demographic transition.
5The concept of a quasi-stable population was introduced by Bourgeois-Pichat (1994) to model
the populations that during the second half of the twentieth century maintained high levels of
fertility while experiencing rapid change in their age structures due to declines in infant and youth
mortality; whereas the effect of migration on population age-structure and trends are considered
negligible. Now – according to the UN Population Prospects – quasi-stability would be determined
by a constant fertility rate around 1.8, and by a continuous decrease in over-50 mortality, with a
consequent progressive population aging.
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Table 4.1 UN 2017 Revision of World Population Prospects for the 112 countries with TFR ≤ 2.5
in 2010–2015. Number of countries with different values for four demographic indicators
2010–2015 2030–2035 2050–2055 2070–2075 2090–2095
Total fertility rate Number of countries
1.01–1.25 5 0 0 0 0
1.26–1.50 22 9 1 1 1
1.51–1.75 22 47 58 45 13
1.76–2.00 26 49 53 66 98
2.01–2.25 20 7 0 0 0
2.26–2.50 17 0 0 0 0
Life expectancy at birth Number of countries
65.1–70.0 5 1 0 0 0
70.1–75.0 35 13 3 1 0
75.1–80.0 41 45 19 9 2
80.1–85.0 31 50 49 37 19
85.1–90.0 0 3 41 55 52
90.1–95.0 0 0 0 10 39
Net migration rate (per thousand) Number of countries
≤ − 3.0 24 6 5 4 3
−2.9 – −1.0 18 15 14 14 13
−0.9 – 1.0 30 57 58 65 72
1.1–3.0 12 21 24 25 24
> 3.0 28 13 11 4 0
Natural growth rate (per
thousand)
Number of countries
≤ − 7.5 0 1 3 6 6
−7.4 – −2.5 7 22 45 56 69
−2.4 – 2.5 30 37 53 50 37
2.6–7.5 29 43 11 0 0
7.6–12.5 28 9 0 0 0
> 12.5 18 0 0 0 0
TOTAL 112 112 112 112 112
Source: Authors’ calculation on data from the UN Population Division. World Population
Prospects, 2017 Revision
2000, and 2017. During the period 1975–1985, 38 countries had already reached
a TFR < 2.5.6 This group comprised virtually all the European nations including
6The 38 countries are: North-Central Europe excluding German speaking countries (Belgium,
Denmark, Finland, France, Iceland, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden); English speaking countries
(UK, Canada, USA, Australia, New Zealand); German speaking countries (Austria, Germany,
Luxembourg, Switzerland); the former Socialist countries excluding the Balkans (Bulgaria,
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Romania, USSR); Southern Europe including the Balkans
(Cyprus, Greece, Italy, Malta, Portugal, Spain, Yugoslavia); East Asia (Hong Kong, Japan,
Singapore, South Korea); and the Caribbean (Barbados, Cuba, Martinique, Puerto Rico).
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A. Total fertility rate
Fig. 4.1 Simple mean and standard deviation of four demographic indicators. UN Population
Prospects for the 112 countries where TFR ≤ 2.5 in 2010–2015. (a) Total fertility rate, (b) Life
expectancy at birth, (c) Net migration rate (per thousand), (d) Natural growth rate (per thousand).
(Source: Authors’ calculation on data from the UN Population Division. World Population
Prospects, 2017 Revision)
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C. Net migration rate (per thousand)
Fig. 4.1 (continued)
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Cyprus, with the exception of Albania and Ireland, where the TFR was higher
than 2.5 during this time. We do not consider here very small countries and
autonomous islands. In order to allow for comparisons before and after the fall
of the Iron Curtain, we consider Germany in its post-1989 borders, Yugoslavia,
Czechoslovakia, and USSR in their pre-1989 borders. The 38 countries also include
six North American states (Canada, USA, Barbados, Cuba, Martinique, and Puerto
Rico), four Asian states (South Korea, Japan, Singapore, and Hong Kong), as well
as Australia and New Zealand, whereas no African nations had such low fertility in
the decade of 1975–1985.
We examine three fundamental demographic forecast indicators: the total fertility
rate (TFR), the life expectancy at birth (e0), and the net migration rate (NMR),
defined as the number of immigrants minus the number of emigrants over a period,
divided by the person-years lived by the population of the receiving country over that
period. We consider TFR, e0, and NMR for the above 38 countries, comparing the
actual levels reported in the 2017 Revision for the period 1980–2015 with the World
Population Prospects elaborated in 1980, 1990, and 2000. We also compare the
forecasted population growth rate r (a measure of population change that is strictly
determined by the estimates of fertility, mortality, and migration), with the actual
statistics. Rather than document the “miscalculations” of our colleagues – indeed, it
would have been impossible to predict certain historical turning points such as the
fall of the Berlin Wall or the collapse of the Lehman Brothers, and their demographic
consequences – we aim to understand the extent to which the convergence paradigm
has guided forecasters. Thus far we have seen that this hypothesis continues to
prevail among those who attempt the challenge of projecting future population
trends.
For each World Population Prospects Revision and indicator, we calculate the
simple mean and the standard deviation (SD) of the 38 countries, for every 5-year
interval between 1980–1985 and 2010–2015. An alternative procedure would have
been to calculate the median and the interquartile difference, measures that have
the advantage of not being affected by extreme values. While the ratio between the
interquartile range and the median would be more robust, previous work (Billari
2018, p. 20, Fig. 2.3) has shown that results given by the two indexes are consistent.
Median and interquartile differences are available on request. Moreover, we do
not weight the country means according to population size, because we focus
specifically on differences between countries as separate entities, as opposed to the
proportion of world population they represent.
Finally, we use an analysis of variance (ANOVA) method to assess the proportion
of total variability for the four indicators (e0, TFR, NMR, r) explained by belonging
to a given geographical cluster. Countries are grouped into seven clusters, based
broadly on the United Nations Regional Groups, and a consideration of fertility
trends (see also note 6). The idea being that if a process of convergence was at
work during the period 1980–2017, then the differences between these country
groups should be less and less relevant. More specifically, the proportion of variance
between the groups’ averages for the identified demographic indicators should
progressively lessen.
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4.4 Results: The Lack of Weak Convergence
4.4.1 Fertility
The UN Prospects Revisions of 1980 and 1990 suggest that countries having
completed the fertility transition will quickly converge towards similar TFRs around
1.8–1.9. Figure 4.2 shows that over the last 30 years, for post-transitional countries,
this convergence has not occurred. The SD between the TFRs of the 38 countries that
had already reached a TFR of less than 2.5 during the period 1975–1985, declines





























Fig. 4.2 Trends and variation in TFR among the 38 countries where TFR < 2.5 before 1985. UN
Population Division: 1980, 1990, and 2000 Population Prospects, and 2017 estimation. (Source:
Authors’ calculation on data from the UN Population Division. World Population Prospects)
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(SD/mean) drops only in the first 5-year period, and then remains almost constant
between 1980 and 2015.
The level of the variability in fertility thus basically remains steady between
1980 and 2015, while according to the UN forecasts of 1980 and 1990 it should
have lessened. This situation changes when comparing actual trends with the 2000
forecasts. In this case, the Population Division has accurately predicted the average
fertility trends and – mainly – the variability and lack of convergence among the
38 countries. However, in light of the correctness of this forecast, it is difficult to
understand why, for the following years and decades, a convergence in fertility
among post-transitional countries (Fig. 4.1a and Table 4.1) should be seen as
inevitable.
4.4.2 Mortality
The 1980 World Population Prospects was unsuccessful in predicting either the
spectacular increase in life expectancy (8 years of life gained in just 35 years) or
the persistence of profound differences between countries (Fig. 4.3). Even if the
1990 World Population Prospects predicted a convergence that would not occur,
it was more cautious in suggesting further increases in average length of life.
Meanwhile, the 2000 World Population Prospects – confirming the pace of e0
increase expected in the 1990 World Population Prospects for the early years of
the new century – significantly underestimated (by 2 years) the actual increase in
survival, but correctly predicted the lack of convergence between countries. Again,
given these results, the progressive convergence of e0 values expected in the coming
decades in the UNPD forecasts of 2017 and 2019 (Fig. 4.1b and Table 4.1) should
perhaps be reconsidered.
4.4.3 Migration
Migration rates are by far the most difficult population parameters to forecast as they
are more strictly related to largely unpredictable external shocks, such as economic
downturns. As already seen for TFR, neither the 1980 nor 1990 World Population
Prospects predicted the extent or variability of the NMR (Net Migration Rate) in
the first 15 years of the new century (Fig. 4.4). In fact, not even the 2000 forecasts
were able to envisage what has actually happened. While the immigration boom
of the first decade of the new century and the further increase in the cross-country
differences was recorded by the data collected in 2017, such shifts were entirely
unforeseen in the projections made 17 years earlier.























































Fig. 4.3 Trends and variation of e0 among the 38 countries where TFR < 2.5 before 1985. UN
Population Division: 1980, 1990, and 2000 Population Prospects, and estimation of 2017. (Source:
Authors’ calculation on data from the UN Population Division. World Population Prospects)
4.4.4 Growth Rate
The combination of prediction errors of fertility, mortality, and migration signif-
icantly impacts forecasts of the population growth rate r (Fig. 4.5). The World
Population Prospects of 1980, 1990, and 2000 concur in suggesting, for the first
years of the twenty-first century, rapidly declining population growth rates. Yet, in
2000–2015, the growth of the entire population of the 38 post-transitional countries
under analysis never dropped below 4%. This is due in part to the rise in survival
rates – with consequent greater growth in the number of elderly – but above all to
the increase in the net migration rate, resulting in more young adults and, to some



























Fig. 4.4 Trends and variation of NMR (per thousand) among the 38 countries where TFR < 2.5
before 1985. UN Population Division: 1980, 1990, and 2000 Population Prospects, and estimation
of 2017. (Source: Authors’ calculation on data from the UN Population Division. World Population
Prospects)
extent, children. The forecasts of r variability also proved to be incorrect. Contrary
to that suggested by the World Population Prospects of 1980, 1990, and 2000, during
the first 15 years of the new century the variability of r among the 38 countries saw
higher levels than those observed during 1975–1990.
This divergence is largely due to the extremely different demography of the ex-
communist bloc (i.e., negative migration rates, low fertility, and stagnation or even
decrease in life expectancy) compared to that of Northern Europe and the Overseas
English-speaking countries (i.e., positive migration rates, less depressed fertility,
and continuous rise in life expectancy). For example, in the quarter century of 1990–






























Fig. 4.5 Trends and variation of growth rate r (per thousand) among the 38 countries where
TFR < 2.5 before 1985. UN Population Division: 1980, 1990, and 2000 Population Prospects,
and estimation of 2017. (Source: Authors’ calculation on data from the UN Population Division.
World Population Prospects)
2015 the population growth rate was 5.3% in the USA compared to −0.2% in the
former USSR.
4.4.5 The ANOVA Analysis
Table 4.2 reports the analysis of variance (ANOVA) results carried out on the
estimated and forecasted values for the four indicators (e0, TFR, NMR, r). As
explained in Sect. 4.3, if there would have been convergence, then the share of
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variance across the seven country groups, as a percentage of the total variance,
should have been decreasing. In the 2017 row for each indicator, the ANOVA is
based on actual data, taken from the estimates for 1975–2015 published in the
2017 Revision. The table largely confirms the divergence in demographic trends.
For mortality specifically, the proportion of variance between the seven groups on
the whole variance substantially increases from 40% to 70% in the period from
1975–1980 to 2010–2015. For fertility, the trend is U-shaped, as the proportion
of variance between groups decreases up until 1995 and then later increases up
to around 80%. For migration, the proportion of variance between groups is less
systematic, rising and falling from 1975 to 2000 and then subsequently increasing
up to 53% in 2010–2015. These results show that the differences between the groups
for the three indicators do not, in fact, narrow over time. Quite the opposite is true,
against the hypothesis of convergence.
The other rows in Table 4.2 present the ANOVA outcomes based on the estimates
and forecasts for the three indicators in 1980, 1990, and 2000.7 The forecast results
(in italics) share the characteristic of holding the variability explained by the groups
nearly invariant on the value of the last 5 years observed (Table 4.2). Therefore,
even if the 1980 and 1990 Revisions assumed drastic reduction in the variability
of the three indicators among the 38 countries, the geographical differences should
have remained constant, in relative terms. The same happens with the 2000 Revision
with regard to the NMR. However, things are different in the 2000 edition in terms of
TFR and e0 forecasts for the 2000–2015 period: as seen previously in Figs. 4.2 and
4.3, the projection of variability among the 38 countries remains high, substantially
similar to that which actually occurred. However, while for e0, variability between
the seven groups is correctly predicted as high and is in line with actual e0, for TFR,
the polarization of the single countries around the averages of the groups to which
they belong was not foreseen.
The main lesson of this analysis is that – after the end of the Demographic
Transition – not only does the variability between these countries not decrease,
neither does the variability between groups of countries. Again, the notion of weak
convergence is not reflected in the actual data: fertility, mortality, and migration rates
do not move towards similar and undistinguishable values among the countries that
have already completed the Demographic Transition.
7Percentages of variance for TFR, NMR and r in 1995–2000, in the rows of prospects 2000
and 2017, are surprisingly different. An explanation is different estimates of empirical indicators
mainly in Cyprus, Hong Kong, Barbados, Cuba, and Martinique, based on partial availability of
updated recent data.
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4.5 Concluding Remarks
The strong paradigm of the Demographic Transition has provided an exceptionally
useful tool for describing a common path of demographic change among countries,
and their remarkable convergence over time from a regime of high mortality and
fertility to a new regime of low fertility and mortality. This well-known pattern drove
forecasters to project mortality and fertility in a shared direction of transformation
as modernization and economic development spread around the world.
In this chapter, however, we show that the idea of a general convergence also
seems to inform the hypotheses and/or the outcome of population projections
elaborated by UNPD experts for countries that have already completed their
demographic transition, into what we call a “weak convergence.” We demonstrate
that this idea is not supported by empirical evidence: there are no unequivocal signs
of a general convergence in fertility, mortality, and net migration towards common
values for the 38 countries that had a TFR < 2.5 before 1985.
While this lack of convergence was correctly predicted in the 2000 Revision of
World Population Prospects for mortality and fertility (but not for migration) in
the period 2000–2015, the idea of convergence nonetheless seems to inform the
hypotheses of UNPD forecasters in subsequent Revisions. In addition, we find that
the differences between groups of countries that we identified as homogeneous
actually increase between 2000 and 2015, showing a marked characterization of
demographic behavior by geographical area.
In light of these results, it is difficult to understand why in the following period
of 2015–2050 we should expect the 112 countries with a TFR below 2.5 children
per woman in 2015 to converge towards similar values, as suggested by the 2017
Revision of World Population Prospects (Table 4.1 and Fig. 4.1). Further research
is necessary to identify new regularities that can aid forecasters who have been
“abandoned” by the demographic transition paradigm. The challenge is far from
small as these 112 countries are even more differentiated in terms of regional
characteristics, institutional settings, level of economic development, and value
adherence than the initial 38.
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Fertility Rates via Bayesian Skewed
Processes
Emanuele Aliverti, Daniele Durante, and Bruno Scarpa
5.1 Introduction
There is an extensive interest on models for fertility rates in statistics and demog-
raphy (Hoem et al. 1981; Scarpa 2014). Several approaches have demonstrated a
satisfactory fit for age–specific fertility rates via standard routine formulations such
as the Hadwiger model (Hadwiger 1940), the Gompertz model (Murphy and Nagnur
1972) and the Gamma model (Hoem et al. 1981). These analyses have led to impor-
tant insights on relevant population patterns and on how education, fertility control
and marriage practices have played a key role in determining the shapes of fertility
curves (Rindfuss et al. 1996; Billari and Kohler 2004). However, recent studies
on developed countries have observed that age–specific fertility rates require more
flexible models which are able to capture both symmetric and asymmetric patterns
(Mazzuco and Scarpa 2015; Peristera and Kostaki 2007; Chandola et al. 1999).
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The above findings have stimulated new research questions and the development
of more flexible statistical models which are able to adequately describe these
non–standard shapes and characterize their dynamic evolution. Recent approaches
include models relying on mixtures of symmetric distributions (Peristera and
Kostaki 2007; Bermúdez et al. 2012), smoothing splines (Schmertmann 2003) and
skewed distributions (Mazzuco and Scarpa 2015), with some parametric assump-
tions sometimes relaxed via nonparametric alternatives (Kostaki et al. 2009; Canale
and Scarpa 2015). Clearly, the improved fit of these models comes at a price in terms
of interpretability. For example, smoothing splines generally provide an excellent
fit, but interpretation of the parameters is difficult (Hoem et al. 1981; Peristera
and Kostaki 2007). Besides this, few attention has been devoted to forecasts.
In fact, until 2011, most demographic projections were based on deterministic
predictions of fertility rates produced by the World Population Prospect report of
the United Nations (Lutz and Samir 2010). In these forecasts, potential variability
is only included via low and high fertility scenarios obtained by manipulating the
Total Fertility Rates’ (TFR) projections (Alkema et al. 2011; Raftery et al. 2013).
However, such an approach does not properly quantify predictive uncertainty, and
the extent to which these low or high level scenarios are realistic is still an open
question (Alkema et al. 2011).
More recently, United Nations and other agencies have started moving to proba-
bilistic approaches for population forecasting. However, in most of the cases, only
summary indicators such as TFR and life expectancy at birth (e0) are stochastically
projected. This means that, in a cohort–component perspective, these indicators
have to be converted into age–specific—fertility or mortality—rates, in order to
project the population counts. A naive solution would be to assume a standard age
schedule that is applied for every year, but this strategy has two major drawbacks.
First, it has been shown that mean, variance and even skewness of the age schedule
of fertility are not fixed, but time–varying (Mazzuco and Scarpa 2015; Keilman and
Pham 2000). Second, in this way a component of uncertainty is missing, whereas
we would like to incorporate in our forecasts the uncertainty due to varying age
schedules (Ediev 2013).
Motivated by the above considerations, recent approaches for probabilistic fore-
casting have focused on Bayesian hierarchical models (Alkema et al. 2011; Raftery
et al. 2013, 2014; Ševčíková et al. 2016). These methods aim at projecting TFR
and life expectancies at birth, while deriving related quantities—such as the age–
specific fertility rates—via Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Alkema et al. 2011;
Ševčíková et al. 2016). Indeed, Bayesian models facilitate probabilistic forecasts
via posterior predictive distributions, and incorporate uncertainty in estimation and
prediction. For high and medium fertility countries, the proposal to project age
schedules of fertility consists in a linear interpolation among a starting fertility
age pattern and a target model chosen among different possible age schedules of
fertility (Ševčíková et al. 2016). For low fertility countries, it is assumed that a
target model will be reached by 2025–2030. Such assumptions are coherent with
the United Nations population forecasts, in which both fertility and mortality levels
of all countries are assumed to eventually converge to a global value. However, in
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single population forecasting settings, it is preferable to use a more data–driven
approach, without considering target schedules.
In this contribution we propose a Bayesian dynamic model for proportionate
age–specific fertility rates (PASFRS)—i.e. the age–specific fertility rates divided
by the TFR to obtain values summing up to one. Our goal is to provide a
parsimonious, yet flexible, representation of PASFRS based on densities of skew–
normal variables with moments evolving in time via flexible Gaussian process
priors. Such a specification allows to model proportionate age–specific fertility
rates across different years via a skewed process, and to characterize their temporal
evolution flexibly, while quantifying the uncertainty in estimation and prediction.
We refer to our Bayesian skewed processes as BSP. Unlike available Bayesian
solutions, BSP provides a direct model for PASFRS, thus allowing to define the entire
distribution of these quantities across all the ages, while characterizing its dynamic
evolution over time.
5.2 Bayesian Skewed Process
A fertility curve defines the fertility rates at each age or age group y—i.e. the annual
number of births to women of a specified age or age group y per woman in that age
group. Following Hoem et al. (1981), such a function may be written as
g(y;R, θ2, . . . , θr ) = R · f (y; θ2, . . . , θr ), (5.1)
where R is the TFR, i.e. the expected number of children born per woman in
her fertile window, and f (·; θ2, . . . , θr ) is a density function characterizing the
PASFRS. Such a choice ensures that for any set of valid parameters (θ2, . . . , θr )
the PASFRS are positive and integrate to one without further constraints on the
r − 1 parameters and in the observed data (Bergeron-Boucher et al. 2017), thus
facilitating estimation and inference. In this contribution, our main goal is to provide
flexible, yet interpretable, models and inference procedures for f (·; θ2, . . . , θr )
rather than g(·;R, θ2, . . . , θr ). We shall, however, emphasize that when the interest
is on learning the total fertility curve in equation (5.1), our approach can be easily
combined with a Bayesian updating for the posterior distribution of R, thereby
inducing a full posterior on g(·;R, θ2, . . . , θr ).
Several specifications of f (·; θ2, . . . , θr ) are illustrated in Hoem et al. (1981)
leveraging the Hadwiger (inverse–Gaussian), Gamma, Beta, Coale–Trussell, Brass
and Gompertz densities. Other formulations have been suggested by Peristera and
Kostaki (2007), Bermúdez et al. (2012), Schmertmann (2003), and Chandola et al.
(1999). More recently, Mazzuco and Scarpa (2015) proposed to use a generalization
of the normal distribution, known as skew–normal, to fit age–specific fertility rates.
Such a distribution is denoted as y ∼ SN(ξ, ω, α) and has density function equal to
f (y; ξ, ω, α) = 2ω−1φ[ω−1(y − ξ)]
[αω−1(y − ξ)], (5.2)
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where φ(·) and 
(·) denote the density function and cumulative distribution
function of the standard normal distribution, respectively, while ξ ∈ R, ω ∈ R+
and α ∈ R represent the location, scale and skewness parameters. While direct
interpretation of these parameters might be difficult, the first two moments of
the skew-normal distribution have simple analytical expressions. In particular, the
expectation of the random variable y is
E(y) = ξ + ωδ√2/π, (5.3)
whereas its variance is
var(y) = ω2(1 − 2δ2/π), (5.4)
with δ = α(1+α2)−1/2 (Azzalini and Capitanio 2013). The properties of the skew–
normal in equation (5.2) have been studied by Azzalini (1985) and other authors.
One interesting feature is that, when α = 0, equation (5.2) reduces to the density
of a normal, thus allowing inclusion of both asymmetric (α = 0) and symmetric
(α = 0) shapes in modeling the PASFRS via (5.2).1 Indeed, Mazzuco and Scarpa
(2015) have shown that in Italy the fertility schedule function has moved from a
skewed to a symmetric shape.
Motivated by these considerations, we model PASFRS via a time–varying version
of (5.2) and, taking a Bayesian approach, we allow flexible changes in this curve
via suitable priors for its dynamic parameters ξt , ωt and αt . In this way, we define
a new Bayesian skewed process, which allows forecasting of future PASFRS. As
already mentioned, there is an abundance of models for forecasting of TFRs, while a
coherent approach for PASFRs is still lacking. The method proposed in this chapter
takes a first step toward addressing this important goal.
5.2.1 Model Specification
For every year t = 1, . . . , T and mother i = 1, . . . , nt , our data consist in artificial
random samples of nt women at the age of childbirth, where yit represents the age
of the i-th mother in year t . These artificial data are obtained by sampling, for each
year t , a total of nt age values from a discrete random variable with the proportionate
age–specific fertility rates as probabilities, thereby obtaining a synthetic cohort
generated by the dynamic PASFRS. As clarified in Sect. 5.3, the choice to rely on
synthetic data is due to the computational intractability that would arise under
BSP if the focus were on the full population. In fact, Bayesian inference under
BSP requires sampling methods for multivariate truncated normals of dimension
1Common specifications, such as Hadwiger, Gamma, Gompertz, cannot assume a symmetric
shape.
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∑T
t=1 nt . Nonetheless, we will consider a sufficiently large nt to allow efficient
learning of the model parameters.
To further motivate the above construction, suppose that interest is on estimating
how a fixed number of births nt is distributed across the different ages, while the
total intensity of fertility is kept fixed. This problem can be tackled via a multinomial
distribution with cell counts corresponding to the number of mothers with a specific
age, and a probability of falling in the k-th class (age equal to yk) being proportional
to f (yk; ξ, ω, α)—the PASFR. Sampling from this hypothetical multinomial model
is statistically equivalent to sampling from the discrete distribution mentioned
above. Hence, the observed rates are effectively treated as data by our approach,
and the uncertainty in the estimated parameters regulating the shape of PASFR will
be fully incorporated via the posterior distribution, under our Bayesian approach to
inference.
The aforementioned procedure allows to define a genuine likelihood based on a
skew-normal specification. In fact, recalling the discussion in Sect. 5.2, we assume
that each yit has a skew–normal distribution with location ξt , scale ωt and skewness
parameter αt , thereby obtaining
(yit | ξt , ωt , αt ) ∼ SN(ξt , ωt , αt ), (5.5)
independently for each i = 1, . . . , nt and t = 1, . . . , T . Following a Bayesian
approach to inference, we specify prior distributions for the parameters ξ =
(ξ1, . . . , ξT )
ᵀ ∈ RT , ω = (ω1, . . . , ωT )ᵀ ∈ RT+ and α = (α1, . . . , αT )ᵀ ∈ RT
in (5.5) to incorporate temporal interdependence across the fertility rates observed
in the different years. Such priors can be seen as distributions quantifying experts’
uncertainty in the model parameters, and the goal of Bayesian learning is to update
such quantities in the light of the observed data to obtain a posterior distribution
which is used for inference.
To address the above goal, while maintaining computational tractability, we
specify independent Gaussian process (GP) priors (Rasmussen and Williams 2006),
with squared exponential covariance functions, for the location and skewness
parameters, thus obtaining
ξ=(ξ1, . . . , ξT )ᵀ ∼ NT (μξ ,ξ ) and α=(α1, . . . , αT )ᵀ ∼ NT (μα,α), (5.6)
for any time grid t=1, . . . , T , where [μξ ]j=mξ(tj ), [ξ ]j l= exp(−κξ ||tj−tl ||22),
[μα]j = mα(tj ), and [α]j l = exp(−κα||tj − tl ||22). Note also that mξ(·) and mα(·)
denote pre–selected GP mean functions, whereas the covariances in ξ and α are
specified so as to decrease with the time lag. Refer to Rasmussen and Williams
(2006) for additional details on Gaussian processes. The priors for the square of the
scale parameters ωt , t = 1, . . . , T are instead specified as independent Inverse–
Gamma distributions
ω2t ∼ Inv–Gamma(aω, bω), t = 1, . . . , T . (5.7)
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Although the prior in equation (5.7) does not allow for explicit temporal depen-
dence across different values of the scale parameters, we stress that the skewness
parameters αt and the locations ξt have a central role in controlling the mean and
the variance of the random variable yit , as outlined in equations (5.3) and (5.4).
Hence, the GP priors in (5.6) induce temporal dependence also in the expectation
and in the variance of the variable yit , and are arguably sufficient to characterize its
main dynamic evolution.
5.2.2 Joint Likelihood and Posterior Distribution for α
Assume, for the moment, that the parameters ξt and ωt are fixed at ξt = 0 and
ωt = 1 for each t = 1, . . . , T . The focus of this simplifying assumption is to
illustrate the key steps to obtain the joint posterior distribution for the vector α
induced by a Gaussian prior and the model (5.5). Recently, Canale et al. (2016)
showed that the posterior distribution from a Gaussian prior combined with a skew–
normal likelihood is an unified skew–normal (SUN) distribution, which is a family
of distributions that includes the skew–normal one (Arellano-Valle and Azzalini
2006). In the following paragraph, we illustrate the multivariate extension of such a
result, focusing on the analytical form of the resulting posterior distribution and its
associated parameters.
For simplicity of exposition suppose, without loss of generality, that nt = n
for t = 1, . . . , T and let yt = (y1t , . . . , ynt )ᵀ. Then, incorporating the above











n(αtyt ; In) = 
nT (Yα; InT ), (5.8)
where 
nT (Yα; InT ) is the cumulative distribution function of a nT –
variate Gaussian with identity covariance matrix evaluated at Yα. In (5.8),
Y corresponds to a data matrix of dimension nT × T such that Yα =
(y11α1, y21α1, . . . , yitαt , . . . , ynT αT )
ᵀ. Such a representation is useful to
express the argument of 
nT (·) in equation (5.8) as a linear term in α. The
posterior distribution for α is obtained combining the skew–normal likelihood
in equation (5.8) with the Gaussian process prior. Formally, by applying the Bayes
rule, we obtain f (α | y1, . . . , yT ) ∝ φT (α − μα;α)
nT (Yα; InT ), with
φT (α − μα;α)
nT (Yα; InT )
= φT (α − μα;α)
nT (s−1Yμα + s−1Y(α − μα); s−2),
(5.9)
where s = diag[(Yᵀ1 αY1 + 1)1/2, . . . , (YᵀnT αYnT + 1)1/2]. Recalling recent
results in Durante (2019), equation (5.9) corresponds to the kernel of a SUN
distribution. Specifically,
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(α |y1, . . . , yT)∼SUNT,nT (μα,α, ̄ασαYᵀs−1, s−1Yμα, s−1(YαYᵀ+InT)s−1),
(5.10)
with ̄α a full-rank correlation matrix such that α = σα̄ασα . Complete
algebraic derivations to obtain the above result are extensively described in Durante
(2019, Theorem 1).
5.3 Posterior Computation
In the general setting, where ξ and ω are unknown, the joint posterior for (ξ ,ω,α)
does not admit a closed–form expression, and, hence, it is necessary to rely on
MCMC methods. Here, we propose a Metropolis–within–Gibbs algorithm which
combines the results in the previous section and other SUN properties to iteratively
sample values from the full–conditionals of ξ , ω and α. In doing so, MCMC builds
on a Markov chain which produces realizations from the posterior distribution
f (ξ ,ω,α | y1, . . . , yT ) after convergence (Gelfand and Smith 1990). A sufficiently
large sample of values simulated from the joint posterior distribution is then used
to make inference on functionals of the parameters via standard Monte Carlo
integration (Casella and George 1992).
Given the current values of ξ and ω, the full–conditional for α can be obtained
via minor modifications of the results in the previous section. Indeed, if ξt and ωt are
known, the contribution of the generic yit to the likelihood for α is proportional to

[αt (yit − ξt )/ωt ] = 
(αt ȳit ). Hence, replacing each yit with ȳit = (yit − ξt )/ωt
in (5.8)–(5.9), the SUN full–conditional for (α | y1, . . . , yT , ξ ,ω) = (α |
ȳ1, . . . , ȳT ) has the same form of (5.10), with Y replaced by Ȳ. To effectively
use this result in a Metropolis–within–Gibbs algorithm, it is necessary to simulate
from the distribution defined in equation (5.10). The following Lemma describes
a constructive procedure for simulating from a SUN. See Azzalini and Capitanio
(2013) and Durante (2019) for a formal proof.
Lemma 1 If the full-conditional distribution for the skewness parameters com-
prising α is (α | −)∼SUNT ,nT (μα,α, ̄ασαȲᵀs̄−1, s̄−1Ȳμα, s̄−1(ȲαȲᵀ +
InT )s̄−1), then
(α | −) d= μα + α[V0 + Ȳᵀ(ȲαȲᵀ + InT )−1s̄V1],
with V0 ∼ NT (0,−1α −Ȳᵀ(ȲαȲᵀ+InT )−1Ȳ) denoting a multivariate Gaussian
and V1 ∼ TNnT [−s̄−1Ȳμα, 0, s̄−1(ȲαȲᵀ + InT )s̄−1] corresponding to a nT –
variate Gaussian distribution with zero mean, covariance matrix s̄−1(ȲαȲᵀ +
InT )s̄−1, and truncation below −s̄−1Ȳμα .
Simulation from the SUN full–conditional distribution defined in Lemma 1 requires
to sample from a nT –variate truncated Gaussian, which is very demanding for
large values of nT . Recent developments in this direction involve slice sampling
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(Liechty and Lu 2010) or Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (Pakman and Paninski 2014),
with minimax tilting being the most efficient routine in moderate dimensions (Botev
2017). Despite these improved approaches, independent sampling from multivariate
truncated Gaussian vectors is still unpractical when the dimension is greater than a
few hundreds (Botev 2017). In these situations, Gibbs–sampling from sub–blocks
of V1 provides an appealing solution (Chopin 2011), since multivariate truncated
Gaussians are closed under conditioning (Horrace 2005), and sampling of sub–
blocks of moderate size—e.g., around 50—can be done efficiently via minimax
tilting (Botev 2017).
To obtain conjugacy in the full–conditional for the locations ξ , we rely instead on
the additive representation of the skew–normal distribution. Indeed, as a particular
case of Lemma 1, we recall that if z ∼ N(0, 1) and w ∼ N(0, 1) independently, then
y = ξ + ω[δ|z| + (1 − δ2)1/2w] ∼ SN(ξ, ω, α), with α = δ(1 − δ2)−1/2. Hence, it
is possible to recast the skew–normal likelihood in terms of a conditional Gaussian
likelihood, given a set of latent variables zit . More specifically, if yit is marginally
distributed as a SN(ξt , ωt , αt ), by introducing latent observations zit , we obtain
zit ∼ TN1(0, 0, 1) and (yit | zit ) ∼ N[ξt + ωtδt zit , ω2t (1 − δ2t )],
with δt = αt (1 + α2t )−1/2, thereby allowing conditionally conjugate updates for ξ
and a simple Metropolis step for ω. The complete Metropolis–within–Gibbs sampler
algorithm for posterior computation iterates among the steps outlined below. Refer
to the Appendix for detailed derivations.
[1] Latent variables z: Update every latent variable zit from the truncated
Gaussian full–conditional distribution
(zit | −) ∼ TN1[0, δt (yit − ξt )/ωt , (1 − δ2t )], i = 1, . . . , n, t = 1, . . . , T .
[2] Location vector ξ : Given the current value of the latent variables zit and of the
parameters αt and ωt , we can recast our formulation as a regression model for
transformed Gaussian data y∗it = yit − ωtδt zit , i = 1, . . . , n, t = 1, . . . , T .
Hence, letting ȳ∗ = (n−1 ∑ni=1 y∗i1, . . . , n−1 ∑ni=1 y∗iT )ᵀ, the full–conditional
for ξ can be derived via Gaussian–Gaussian conjugacy and coincides with
(ξ | −) ∼ NT [(−1ξ + nV ξ )−1(−1ξ μξ + nV ξ ȳ∗), (−1ξ + nV ξ )−1],
where V ξ = diag[1/ω21(1 − δ21), . . . , 1/ω2T (1 − δ2T )].
[3] Scale vector ω: For every time t = 1, . . . , T , update ωt independently with a
Metropolis–Hasting step.
[4] Skewness vector α: Update α from the full–conditional SUN distribution,
replacing yit with the transformed value (yit − ξt )/ωt in (5.10) and using
Lemma 1.
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Coherently with a Bayesian specification, forecasts for years T + 1, . . . , T + q
are obtained by treating the future observations yT +1, . . . , yT +q as missing
data in the MCMC (Gelman et al. 2013). At each iteration, the parameters
(ξT +1, ωT +1, αT +1), . . . , (ξT +q, ωT +q, αT +q) are updated jointly with (ξ ,ω,α),
after imputing the missing data yT +1, . . . , yT +q with values sampled from the
conditional skew–normals in equation (5.5).
5.4 Forecasting Italian Fertility Rates
We apply the model defined in Sects. 5.2–5.3 to the proportionate age–specific
Italian fertility rates from 1991 to 2014, creating an artificial population of n = 500
women for each year based on data at https://www.humanfertility.org/cgi-bin/main.
php.
In performing posterior inference and forecasting, the GP priors for α and ξ have
been centered around 0 and 30 respectively, setting mα(tj ) = 0 and mξ(tj ) = 30.
These values define our prior guess on the shape of the curve and on the average
age at childbirth. The prior GP covariance parameters κα and κξ are instead fixed at
100 to induce modest dependence across years. Finally, we set aω = 10 and bω =
300 to obtain prior means and standard deviations for the scales around 30 and 10,
respectively. These values were elicited by inspecting the variance of the historical
data, and centering the priors around this value, while inducing sufficient variability
to deviate from this assumption, if required. We also conducted sensitivity analyses
obtaining similar results under many hyper–parameters’ settings. Posterior inference
relies on 5000 MCMC samples after a burn–in period of 2000. These choices were
sufficient for convergence, whereas mixing was not perfect, but still satisfactory.
The focus of inference is on the time–varying mean ξt + ωtδt√2/π , variance
ω2t (1−2δ2t /π) and skewness parameter αt of the age at childbirth under (5.5)—with
δt = αt (1+α2t )−1/2. The posteriors for these quantities can be easily computed from
the MCMC samples of (ξt , ωt , αt ) and some key summaries are reported in Fig. 5.1.
According to the upper panel, our empirical findings suggest that the average age at
childbirth has increased in the last decades—a result which was expected and well
investigated in the literature. This average age has moved from a minimum close to
28 years in 1991 to a maximum close to 31 years in 2010 and following years. The
middle panel summarizes, instead, the posterior distribution for αt , suggesting that
the fertility rates have actually become symmetric in recent years and demonstrating
the ability of the model to capture both symmetric and asymmetric shapes. Finally,
the posterior distributions for the variance, reported in the bottom panel of Fig. 5.1,
suggest a stable variability across the temporal window considered. Also these
results are in line with the findings of Mazzuco and Scarpa (2015).
To validate the above results, Fig. 5.2 compares the histograms of the proportion-
ate age–specific fertility rates, computed from the synthetic data, with the posterior
distribution of f (yk; ξt , ωt , αt ) in equation (5.2), for each age yk , summarized
via a pointwise posterior mean and the 95% credible intervals. Since the value of
f (yk; ξt , ωt , αt ) is a functional of model parameters, the posterior distribution for



































































































Fig. 5.1 Summaries of the posterior distribution for the mean, skewness parameter and variance
of the skewed process for yit . Dashed lines denote 95% credible intervals. Yellow vertical lines
denote the last observed year
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Fig. 5.2 For each year from 1991 to 2014, histograms of the proportionate age–specific fer-
tility rates computed from the synthetic data, and summaries of the posterior distribution for
f (yk; ξt , ωt , αt ) in (5.2), for each age yk . Black continuous line indicates pointwise posterior
mean, while 95% credible intervals are denoted as dotted lines
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(ξt , ωt , αt ) induces a posterior also for f (yk; ξt , ωt , αt ), for each age yk . Results
suggest a satisfactory fit, with the rates arising from the artificial samples being
close to the pointwise estimates. To summarize, posterior inference suggests that
PASFRS have experienced a change in the last decade, which has impacted the
location and shape of the curve while leaving variability stable. The goodness of
fit of the proposed approach, in terms of adequacy with the empirical distribution of
the artificial data, is satisfactory.
The results in terms of goodness of fit illustrated above motivate forecasts for the
Italian PASFRS, producing these predictions for the 16 years after the last observed
time. According to Fig. 5.1, forecasts for the posterior mean of the age at childbirth
under the BSP model show a stable trend, which is coherent with the Italian fertility
rates observed in the recent years. Also the forecasts for the variance and the
skewness parameter of the age at childbirth are substantially stable.
We also compare our forecasting accuracy with the results from a default
implementation of the approach proposed by Ševčíková et al. (2016) and available
via the R library bayesPop (Ševčíková and Raftery 2016). The main routines of
this library compute predictions for the TFR and life expectancies, and then obtain
the cohort–specific fertility rates via post–processing of the MCMC output. We also
highlight that the method available in bayesPop does not provide fertility rates for
all the ages, but only for 5 years age groups. To compare these predictions with the
results obtained from BSP, we represent the former as a step function with constant
values within each age interval.
Results are reported in Fig. 5.3, with yellow curves referred to predictions from
the BSP model and black step functions from bayesPop. The 90% credible inter-
vals are illustrated as dotted lines. Direct comparison among the two approaches
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Fig. 5.3 Forecasted distribution for the BSP model (yellow) against those obtained under the
package bayesPop. Dotted lines denote 90% credible intervals
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suggests very similar results in terms of predicted probabilities, with both strategies
assigning the highest probability of childbirth in the interval (30−34]. The credible
intervals from BSP are wider than the competitor, likely due to the uncertainty in
the dynamic components. This is not surprising, due to the assumptions made by
Ševčíková et al. (2016) which may lead to under–coverage of the credible intervals
when they are not met in practice.
5.5 Discussion
In this work we have proposed to model PASFRS via a Bayesian skewed process. Our
specification incorporates symmetric and asymmetric shapes, while characterizing
temporal dependence through the skew–normal parameters.
This approach takes a first step towards direct forecasting of PASFRS using
Bayesian models. In facts, also Ševčíková et al. (2016) use a Bayesian framework
to forecast PASFRS over time, but this is done within a hierarchical model applied to
all countries which are further assumed to converge to a global pattern. The method
proposed in this article provides, instead, single–country forecasts, borrowing
information only from past PASFRS and not from other countries’ patterns, nor from
hypothetical global schedules. Results are comparable with Ševčíková et al. (2016),
with a reasonably higher uncertainty of the forecasts.
Future extensions include methodological developments to allow joint modeling
of multiple countries via a mixture of BSPs. This could also facilitate clustering
of countries with respect to similarities in fertility patterns, thereby providing
insights on important social aspects of developed countries. Also the inclusion of
more complex dependence patterns among PASFRS and TFR could further improve
predictions.
Another key improvement includes the reduction of the computational cost
associated with posterior inference for BSP. The simulation of the nT –variate
truncated Gaussian involved in the SUN can be demanding in high dimensions. An
option to overcome this issue is to rely on approximate Bayesian inference.
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Appendix
Here, we derive the key quantities involved in the algorithm described in Sect. 5.3.
Full conditional for zit . Recall that zit ∼ TN1(0, 0, 1), and (yit | zit ) ∼ N[ξt +
ωtδt zit , ω
2
t (1 − δ2t )]. Hence, the full conditional for zit is proportional to
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f (zit )f (yit |zit ) ∝ 1(zit > 0) exp(−0.5z2it ) exp[−(yit−ξt−ωtδt zit )2/2ω2t (1−δ2t )].
Focusing on the two terms in the exponents and applying classical Gaussian results,
we obtain the kernel of a normal distribution with mean δt (yit −ξt )/ωt and variance
(1 − δ2t ). Including the indicator function within such a kernel, we obtain
f (zit | −) ∝ exp
[
− 1
2(1 − δ2t )
(




Hence (zit | −) ∼ TN1[0, δt (yit −ξt )/ωt , (1−δ2t )], for i = 1, . . . , n, t = 1, . . . , T .
Full conditional for ξ . Recall that y∗it = yit − ωtδt zit and let y∗i =
(y∗i1, . . . , y∗iT )ᵀ denote the T -dimensional vector of scaled observations. Since
(y∗i | −) ∼ N(ξ ,V −1ξ ), with V ξ = diag[1/ω21(1 − δ21), . . . , 1/ω2T (1 − δ2T )], and
ξ ∼ NT (μξ ,ξ ), by Gaussian–Gaussian conjugacy we obtain
(ξ | −) ∼ NT (S−1ξ mξ , S−1ξ ), Sξ = −1ξ + nV ξ , mξ = −1ξ μξ + nV ξ ȳ∗,
with ȳ∗ = (n−1 ∑ni=1 y∗i1, . . . , n−1 ∑ni=1 y∗iT )ᵀ.
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Chapter 6
A Three-Component Approach to Model
and Forecast Age-at-Death Distributions
Ugofilippo Basellini and Carlo Giovanni Camarda
6.1 Introduction
Population projections and mortality forecasts have been studied since the beginning
of the twentieth century. The seminal works of Whelpton (1928, 1936) and Lotka
(1939) on the cohort component method and the stable population contributed
significantly to the development and application of population projections. Mortality
forecasts go back at least to the beginning of the twentieth century, as actuaries were
concerned about the financial effects of mortality improvements on life annuities
and pensions (Pollard 1987). It is however in the last three decades that mortality
forecasting flourished, owing to the introduction and development of stochastic
methodologies to project mortality.
Three functions can be used to analyse human mortality and its developments
over age and time: the hazard, the survival and the probability density function
(Klein and Moeschberger 2003). These functions describe the same stochastic
phenomenon and are uniquely related between each other: one can derive any two
of them by knowing the third one, without the need of additional information.
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Despite the complementarity of the mortality functions, the majority of fore-
casting techniques is based on age-specific mortality rates or death probabilities
(for comprehensive reviews, see Booth and Tickle 2008; Cairns et al. 2009; Shang
et al. 2011; Stoeldraijer et al. 2013). Most of these models take advantage of the
regularities typically found in age- and time-patterns, such as the predominantly
downward trend in age-specific mortality observed in many developed countries
during the last 60 years, and they extrapolate the trends in the future using statistical
methods (Haberman and Renshaw 2011).
Nevertheless, the inspection of the other two functions can provide additional
insights on mortality developments that one might not directly discern from a
rate-based analysis. It is well known that the remarkable mortality improvements
observed in these countries during the twentieth century are generally divided
into two stages of mortality changes: compression and shifting dynamics (see, for
example, Fries 1980; Wilmoth and Horiuchi 1999; Kannisto 2000; Bongaarts 2005;
Canudas-Romo 2008). Broadly speaking, the first stage took place in the first part
of the century, as significant reductions in infant and childhood mortality resulted
in greater equality in lengths of life. In the second part of the century, mortality
improvements at older ages became more prominent, resulting in higher average
lifespans with stagnating equality.
The age-at-death distribution is an excellent function to inspect these dynamics
of mortality changes. Mortality compression can be detected from the reduction in
the variability of the distribution, while shifting corresponds to a translation of the
distribution to higher ages without relevant changes in its shape. In addition, the
distribution provides immediate information on key questions in mortality studies,
such as the longevity of the population, and the inequality in ages at death.
Figure 6.1 shows changes in the age-at-death distribution of Swiss males between
1950 and 2016. The graphical inspection of the death distribution readily provides
information on the population’s longevity, which is typically measured by life
expectancy at birth or, in low mortality countries, by the modal age at death
(Kannisto 2001; Horiuchi et al. 2013). Additionally, the variability of lifespans
within the population can be directly assessed from the spread of the distribution
or its interquartile range. The increase in longevity as well as the reduction of
lifespan variability for Swiss males during this period clearly emerge from Fig. 6.1.
Moreover, changes in the distribution over time highlight the two dynamics of mor-
tality: for example, it is evident that the shifting dynamic of mortality started around
the 1970–1980s, becoming more prominent in most recent decades, while the
compression dynamic had been strongest in the decades 1950–1970 and 1990–2010.
Despite providing direct information on mortality patterns and trends over time,
surprisingly few methods have been proposed to forecast mortality from age-
at-death distributions. Among the firsts to abandon the conventional approach
of using mortality rates, Oeppen (2008) and Oeppen and Camarda (2013) pro-
posed to forecast the density of single and multiple-decrement life tables, using
methodologies borrowed from compositional data analysis. Bergeron-Boucher et al.
(2017) expanded on this work, suggesting a coherent model based on life-table
deaths of fifteen Western European countries. Furthermore, Basellini and Camarda





















Fig. 6.1 Changes in the age-at-death distribution for Swiss males at selected years between 1950
and 2016. The orange area corresponds to the interquartile range of the distribution, whose value
is reported in print. The dashed line depicts the modal age at death. Data have been smoothed
for illustrative purposes. (Source: Authors’ own elaborations on data retrieved from the Human
Mortality Database 2019) (For the interpretation of the references to colors in this Figure, please
refer to the electronic version of the chapter available online)
(2019) proposed a relational model to forecast adult mortality from age-at-death
distributions. Finally, Pascariu et al. (2019) suggested a vector autoregressive model
to forecast the statistical moments of the death distribution.
In this chapter, we contribute to the growing literature of forecasting the age-
pattern of mortality from age-at-death distributions. Specifically, we extend the
Segmented Transformation Age-at-death Distributions (STAD) model proposed
by Basellini and Camarda (2019), which focuses on adult mortality only, to
obtain mortality forecasts for the entire age range. While retaining the underlying
methodology of the STAD model, here we introduce significant novelties to achieve
our goal. In particular, our approach is based on two steps. First, we decompose the
observed death counts into three additive mortality components, namely Childhood,
Early-Adulthood and Senescent mortality. We perform this decomposition via
the nonparametric approach proposed by Camarda et al. (2016). Secondly, we
model and forecast each component-specific age-at-death distribution employing
specialized versions of the STAD model. As such, the Three-Component STAD
(3C-STAD) model allows us to capture mortality developments over the entire age
range, and forecasts are obtained from the extrapolation of the model’s parameters
using standard time-series techniques.
This chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 6.2, we overview the methods
that we introduce as well as the data that we employ. In Sect. 6.3, we provide
two illustrations of our methodology by forecasting female and male mortality in
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two high-longevity countries. In particular, we first assess the accuracy of point
and interval forecasts of the 3C-STAD model by performing three out-of-sample
validation exercises. We then present the 3C-STAD forecasts until the year 2050.
In both cases, we compare the 3C-STAD with three other well-known forecasting
methodologies. Finally, in Sect. 6.4 we summarize and discuss our results.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Mortality Functions
Human mortality can be analysed by any one of three complementary functions: the
hazard, the survival and the probability density function (Klein and Moeschberger
2003). In demography, for a given calendar year t , these functions are generally
known as the force of mortality μ(x, t) at age x, the probability of surviving from
birth to age x, (x, t), and the age-at-death distribution f (x, t).
The three mortality functions are uniquely related between each other, and
knowing one of them allows one to determine the other two. In the following,
without loss of generality, let (0, t), commonly labelled as the life-table radix, be
equal to one, and let us drop the time index t to ease notation. The relationship that
exists between the three functions at any age x is given by:
f (x) = (x) μ(x) . (6.1)












f (x) dx , (6.2)
where ω is the highest age attained in the population. Thus, combining (6.1)
and (6.2) demonstrates the complementarity of the three mortality functions.
Since Thiele (1871), demographers and actuaries described human mortality into
three different components that operates principally, or almost exclusively, upon
childhood, middle and old ages, respectively. The attempt to decompose those three
components stimulated numerous approaches (cf. Sect. 6.4). In a general setting, the
hypothesis can be expressed as follows:
μ(x) = μc(x) + μe(x) + μs(x) , (6.3)
where the force of mortality μ(x) at age x is additively decomposed into three
independent components, μc(x), μe(x), and μs(x). For ease of presentation,
we labelled these mortality component with Childhood, Early-Adulthood and
Senescence, respectively. However, they theoretically operate over all ages x.
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Combining (6.1) and (6.3), the corresponding decomposition of the age-at-death
distribution can be written as follows:
f (x) = (x) μc(x) + (x) μe(x) + (x) μs(x)
= fc(x) + fe(x) + fs(x) . (6.4)
Note that the overall age-at-death distribution f (x) is a proper density function,
i.e.
∫ ω
0 f (x) dx = 1. Conversely, component-specific age-at-death distributions do
not individually sum to one when integrated over the entire age range (cf. Equa-
tion (6.11) for the corresponding probability mass constraint in a discrete setting).
6.2.2 Data and Mortality Decomposition
Whereas risk of death acts continuously, mortality functions and models can be
displayed only at particular ages and years. For modelling and forecasting mortality
and for a specific sex and population, available data are thus observed death counts,
dx,t , and central exposures to the risk of death, ex,t , with ages x = 0, . . . , ω
and years t . In the following, we analyse the female and male populations of two
high-longevity countries, Sweden and Switzerland, choosing a common time period
(1950–2016) and with ω = 110+. While Sweden was selected for the high standard
in data quality, even at the oldest ages (Vaupel and Lundström 1994; Wilmoth and
Lundström 1996), Switzerland was chosen for its atypical mortality development,
especially for males, related to the strong HIV epidemic during the 1980s (Csete
and Grob 2012). Data are taken from the Human Mortality Database (HMD 2019).
We assume that the number of deaths at age x and year t is a random variable
Dx,t that follows a Poisson process (Brillinger 1986):
Dx,t ∼ P(ex,t μx,t ) (6.5)
where the force of mortality μx,t is assumed to be constant over each year of age
(i.e. from age x to x +1) and over each calendar year (i.e. from year t to t +1). This
assumption implies that μx,t approximates the force of mortality at exact age x + 12
and exact time t + 12 (Cairns et al. 2009). Note that the notation μx,t is the discrete
counterpart of the continuous notation μ(x, t) employed in Sect. 6.2.1. Moreover,
death rates mx,t = dx,t /ex,t are the maximum likelihood estimators of the force of
mortality μx,t , if no structure is enforced over age and/or time.
The first step in the Three-Component Segmented Transformation Age-at-
death Distributions (3C-STAD) model concerns the decomposition of the force
of mortality into its three independent components μk(x), k = c, e, s. Instead of
employing a parametric mortality model, we favour a non-parametric approach to
avoid imposing a rigid structure and achieve a better fit to the observed data. For
this purpose, we employ the Sum of Smooth Exponentials (SSE) model, which has
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been shown to provide insightful results for mortality analysis (Camarda et al. 2016;
Remund et al. 2018). In the following, we provide a short overview of the SSE
model; for a more detailed description of the model, we refer the interested reader
to the original paper of Camarda et al. (2016).
The SSE belongs to the class of multiple-component models (also known as
competing hazard models, Gage 1993), as it proposes an additive decomposition
of the expected value of counts in multiple (smooth) components. In a given year
t , let μ, d and e denote vectors over age of overall force of mortality, death counts
and exposures, respectively. Within the SSE, we can model the force of mortality
as the sum of three components γ = vec (γ c : γ e : γ s), where vec (·) arranges
the elements of a matrix by column order into a vector. The expected value of
the Poisson process d ∼ P(e ∗ μ), where ∗ denotes the element-wise product,
and d is expressed as a composition of exposures and mortality components,
i.e. e ∗ μ = C γ , where the composition matrix C = [E : E : E] is a block matrix
that includes three times the diagonal matrix of population exposures E = diag(e)
(one for each component of mortality). The composition matrix has the dual role
of multiplying each component by the exposure times and of summing them to
obtain the overall Poisson mean. The SSE model can be framed as a Composite Link
Model (Thompson and Baker 1981), and estimation of the model’s parameters can
be obtained by a modified version of the iterative reweighted least squares (IWLS)
algorithm (Eilers 2007).
The SSE model has several advantages over parametric decompositions of the
force of mortality, which made it our favoured choice for the first step of the 3C-
STAD. Although the SSE could accommodate parametric assumptions, it allows
to model each component by assuming only smoothness over age (and eventually
over time). We opted for this last more flexible setting. This can be achieved by
expressing each component k as a linear combination of B-spline basis Bk and
associated coefficients αk:
γ k = exp (Bk αk) , k = c, e, s. (6.6)
Smoothness of γ k is obtained by combining a large number of B-splines and a
roughness penalty on the coefficients vector αk (Eilers and Marx 1996). Note that
the exponential in (6.6) guarantees positive component-specific force of mortality,
as one would expect. Furthermore, component-specific shape constraints can be
easily specified and included in the estimation procedure by additional asymmetric
penalties. Here, we enforce monotonic decreasing and increasing constraints on the
Childhood and Senescent components, respectively, and a log-concave shape for the
Early-Adulthood component. These constraints further aid the identifiability of the
model by ensuring that the three components are not interchangeable.
Another advantage of the SSE methodology is that it adequately blends the
transitions between components, without imposing sharp delimitations where one
stops and another one continues. Moreover, we employ the two-dimensional
extension of the SSE model. In this way we both account for the significant
age-time interactions and avoid abrupt changes over time in the interaction of






























Fig. 6.2 Observed and fitted mortality rates (in log scale) for Swiss males at selected years
between 1950 and 2016. The force of mortality is decomposed into Childhood (γ c), Early-
Adulthood (γ e) and Senescent (γ s ) components via the two-dimensional SSE model. (Source:
As for Fig. 6.1) (For the interpretation of the references to colors in this Figure, please refer to the
electronic version of the chapter available online)
the components. A detailed description of year-to-year mortality fluctuations is
relevant in a forecasting perspective. In the SSE model, at the cost of overfitting,
this flexibility is achieved by a large number of B-splines with a low smoothing
parameter in the time dimension.
Figure 6.2 shows an example of fitting the two-dimensional SSE model to Swiss
males between 1950 and 2016: the three components of mortality clearly emerge,
each one featuring the expected shape. Unlike the original SSE model, we start
our analysis from age 0 which is treated in a specific manner. This particular
age represents a clear discontinuity in the age-pattern of mortality, as mortality of
newborns is sharply higher than death rates at later infant ages due to malformations,
pre-term births and birth-related complications (Chiang 1984; Camarda et al. 2016).
Hence, we incorporate the discontinuity in the first age of life by including, for the
Childhood component, a specialized coefficient for this age, which is not penalized
over age.
Outcomes from the SSE model allow us to obtain (i) the age-at-death distribution
of each component over time (using standard life-table construction, Preston et al.
2001), and (ii) the expected number of deaths separated by component, d̂k = e∗ γ̂ k .
This allows us to model and forecast age-at-death distributions independently for
each component.
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6.2.3 Modelling Component-Specific Distributions
The second step of the 3C-STAD consists in modelling the component-specific age-
at-death distributions. Since different features characterize the three components,
we deal differently with each one of them.
6.2.3.1 Senescent Mortality
We start by presenting the model employed for the Senescent component, originally
proposed and described in greater details in Basellini and Camarda (2019). The
Segmented Transformation Age-at-death Distributions (STAD) is a relational model
that relates a fixed time-invariant reference distribution, denoted standard, to a
series of observed distributions via a segmented transformation of the age axis. In
general, consider two age-at-death distributions f (x) and g(x), where the former
is the standard, and the latter any observed distribution. The STAD model can
be expressed as g(x) = f [t (x; θ)], where the transformation function t (x; θ) is
characterized by three parameters θ that depend on: (i) the difference in modal ages
at death between the two distributions, and (ii) the change in the variability of the
two distributions before and after their modal ages.
Let νs = Mgs − Mfs denotes the difference between the mode of the Senescent
distributions gs(x) and fs(x). The transformation function of the STAD model for
the Senescent component, ts(·), can then be written as:




s + bs x̃ if x ≤ Mgs
M
f
s + bus x̃ if x > Mgs
(6.7)
where x̃ = x − νs − Mfs , and bs and bus denote the change in the variability of
gs(x) with respect to fs(x) before and after the mode, respectively. Note that the
superscript  and u refer to the lower and upper segments of the age range (i.e. before
and after the modal age at death).
The top panels in Fig. 6.3 explain graphically the mechanisms underlying the
STAD model for the Senescence component. Given a standard distribution (black
lines in the graphs), let us consider the simpler case in which we vary the parameter
νs but keep the variability parameters equal to 1, that is, bs = bus = 1. The
transformation function in Equation (6.7) then simplifies to ts(x) = x − νs , and
the resulting distribution is shifted along the x-axis by an amount equal to νs . This
case corresponds to a shifting mortality scenario (blue lines in the graphs): the new
distribution has the same shape and variability of the standard, but it is translated by
the shifting parameter.
A more general development of mortality can be described by different values
of the variability parameters, which act jointly with νs to modify the age-pattern
of the standard distribution. When the two parameters are greater (lower) than 1,
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Senescent transformations








































































































































Fig. 6.3 A graphical representation of the transformation functions (left panels) for the three
components of the 3C-STAD model, and their effects on the corresponding component-specific
age-at-death distributions (right panels). (Source: Authors’ own elaborations) (For the interpreta-
tion of the references to colors in this Figure, please refer to the electronic version of the chapter
available online)
the variability of the segmented distribution is compressed (expanded) before and
after the modal age at death with respect to the standard. In the top right panel of
Fig. 6.3, the segmented distribution has a lower variability (bs > 1) before the mode
and a higher variability (bus < 1) above the mode as compared to the standard
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distribution. As such, increases in the two parameters capture the compression
dynamic of mortality, distinguishing between changes that occur before and after
the modal age at death.
6.2.3.2 Childhood Mortality
The modal age at death for the Childhood component is invariably at age 0. The
STAD is thus simplified and we drop from the transformation in (6.7) the part below
the mode, i.e. we consider a left-truncated distribution with a constant mode at age
0. For the Childhood component, changes between the standard distribution, fc(x),
and any observed distributions, gc(x), are modelled by varying the slope of the
associated transformation of the age axis. In formulas, since Mgc = Mfc = 0, we
can express the transformation of the age-axis as:
tc(x; buc ) = buc x . (6.8)
The parameter buc captures the change in the variability of the observed (left-
truncated) distribution with respect to the standard distribution. The middle panels
in Fig. 6.3 present this case. A parameter buc larger than 1 will reduce the variability
of the Childhood age-at-death distribution with respect to the standard one (purple
lines). Vice versa, a slope smaller than 1 will lead to an increase of the variance of
the associated distribution (orange lines).
6.2.3.3 Early-Adulthood Mortality
The Early-Adulthood component of mortality is a typical and distinguishable feature
of the human mortality pattern, which has been observed and modelled since the
very first approaches to mortality decomposition (e.g. Thiele 1871; Lexis 1878;
Pearson 1897). Cause-of-death investigations of young excess mortality have often
provided relevant policy recommendations (Heuveline 2002; Remund et al. 2018).
As such, including this mortality component enhances the plausibility of fitted and
forecast age-profiles, while improving the goodness-of-fit of the 3C-STAD model.
Transformations for the Early-Adulthood component account for changes in
the component-specific modal age-at-death and for the variability of the observed
distribution, ge(x), always with respect to the standard one, fe(x). Unlike the
original STAD model, a linear transformation of the age axis without segmentation
has been proven adequate for describing changes of the Early-Adulthood component
over years. Therefore we do not differentiate between variability before and after the
mode. This adaptation of the STAD can be thought as an Accelerated Failure Time
model for age-at-death distributions, where the aging process is first shifted and then
uniformly accelerated/decelerated with respect to the standard distribution.
Formally, we can write the transformation function for the Early-Adulthood
component as:
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te(x; νe, be) = Mfe + be x̃ (6.9)
where x̃ = x − νe − Mfe , νe = Mge − Mfe and the parameter be captures the
change in the variability of the observed distribution ge(x) with respect to the
standard fe(x). Bottom panels in Fig. 6.3 illustrates the effect of te(·) on a theoretical
standard distribution. A shifting mortality scenario for Early-Adulthood could be
achieved by different values of the parameter νe, keeping be = 1 (blue lines).
Alternatively, a be smaller than 1 leads to an increase of the variability of the
distribution, simultaneously before and after the observed mode (orange lines). A
shrinkage of the age axis is achieved by a be larger than 1, and it prompts a g(x)
with lower variability with respect to the standard fe(x) (purple lines).
6.2.4 Estimating and Forecasting the 3C-STAD Parameters
Being equipped with the component-specific transformation functions, we can move
from the theoretical description of the 3C-STAD model to its actual application for
modelling and forecasting a series of age-at-death distributions over time. The first
step needed to achieve this goal is the choice of the standard distribution fk(x) for
each component. For the Senescent component, we start by aligning the observed
distributions to a common modal age at death, using a landmark registration
approach frequently employed in Functional Data Analysis (Ramsay and Silverman
2005). The alignment procedure corresponds to a plain shifting transformation of
the observed densities, which preserve all their features except the modal value. The
standard is then computed as the mean of the aligned distributions. This approach
increases the representativeness of the standard, which does not conflate features
of the distributions that occur at different distances with respect to the mode (for
additional details and an explicative illustration, see Basellini and Camarda 2019,
pp. 122–124). For the Childhood and Early-Adulthood components, we choose the
standard as simple means of the observed distributions, as the alignment procedure
is not required for the former, and it does not significantly improve the fit for the
latter.
Table 6.1 summarizes all hypotheses made in the 3C-STAD model about each
component, and the associated parameters that are needed to be estimated and
Table 6.1 Summary of the 3C-STAD model by component: type of transformation of the
age axis, associated parameters and choice of the standard distribution
Parameters
Component, k Transformation, tk(·) Shift Variability Standard, fk(x)
Senescence Segmented at the mode νs bs , b
u
s Mean of aligned distr.
Childhood Left-Truncated, no shift – buc Mean of distr.
Early-Adulthood Linear, shift at the mode νe be Mean of distr.
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forecast. Given the component-specific standard distributions, parameters of the
transformation functions tk(·) are estimated from the data by maximum likelihood.
Here we make use of the outcomes of the SSE model (cf. Sect. 6.2.2), and expected
number of deaths over age and time due to each component k, dkx,t are modelled
by the 3C-STAD. Given the actual exposures ex,t and assuming that component-
specific expected deaths are Poisson distributed counts as in (6.5), we maximize the
following log-likelihood function for each year t :
ln L
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, k = c, e, s
(6.10)
where μ̂kx,t denotes the hazard of component k corresponding to the transformed
distribution derived from tk(·) applied in year t to the associated standard fk(x).
In particular, the hazard μ̂kx,t is derived from the age-at-death distribution fk(tk(·))
using standard life-table formulas (Preston et al. 2001).1 Note that the vector θk,t
contains only the variability parameter(s). For each year t , the shifting parameters
νs and νe of the Senescent and Early-Adulthood components are computed as
differences in the modal age at death between standard and observed distributions,
as estimated by the SSE model.
Once the parameters have been estimated over all years t , we can model
their trends using standard time-series methods. Mortality forecasts of the 3C-
STAD model are then obtained by combining the extrapolated model’s parameters
with the time-fixed standard distributions. We combine univariate and multivariate
approaches to achieve our goal. For the Senescent component, we employ the best
fitting ARIMA(p,d,q) model for νs , and a VAR(1) model for bs and b
u
s (as in
Basellini and Camarda 2019). For the Childhood component, the parameter buc is
modelled with the best fitting ARIMA(p,d ,q) model, while for the Early-Adulthood
parameters νe and be we employ a VAR(1) model.
The 3C-STAD acts directly on age-at-death distributions, therefore we must
ensure that the sum over ages x of the three component-specific probability masses







f cx,t + f ex,t + f sx,t
) = 1 (6.11)
for each year t . Consequently and in addition to the shifting/variability parameters,
it is necessary to forecast the probability masses of the three components. In
particular, we recognize the compositional nature of a set of component-specific
age-at-death distributions: we are dealing with three non-negative components that
always sum to a constant. We thus employ a Compositional Data methodology
to model and forecast the time series of component-specific probability masses
(Aitchison 1986; Pawlowsky-Glahn and Buccianti 2011). Specifically, we transform
the probability masses for each component obtained by the SSE model using an
1One readily implemented approach to derive the hazard from age-at-death distribution in R is
provided by the function convertFx in the MortalityLaws package (Pascariu 2018).
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additive log-ratio transformation. This procedure produces two time-series that are
unconstrained (i.e. they take values on the entire set of real numbers). The two
transformed time-series are modelled and forecast with a VAR(1). We finally back-
transform the results to obtain forecasts of the original time-series. For each forecast
year, these back-transformed series sum up to 1 because they have been treated
as compositional data. Note that this approach reduces the dimensionality of the
forecasting problem for the probability masses by one dimension, i.e. from three to
two time-series.
Finally, the complexity of our methodology requires a bootstrapping procedure to
produce prediction intervals (PI, Efron and Tibshirani 1994). We take into account
the uncertainty of the 3C-STAD parameters by simulating 1000 new time-series
of all parameters from randomly resampled residual values. For each simulation,
we then forecast mortality patterns and associated summary measures. From the
obtained distribution of forecast simulations, we took the median as central forecast,
and the lowest and highest deciles to construct 80% PI. Residual bootstrap of this
type has already been employed to construct PI in mortality models (Bergeron-
Boucher et al. 2017; Basellini and Camarda 2019).
Routines for estimating and forecasting the parameters of the 3C-STAD model
were implemented in R (R Development Core Team 2018) and are available
online.2 Our routines take advantage of the R packages forecast, demography,
MortalitySmooth, MortalityLaws and vars (Pfaff 2008a,b; Hyndman
and Khandakar 2008; Camarda 2012; Hyndman et al. 2018a,b; Pascariu 2018).
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Out-of-Sample Validation
Here, we assess the predictive performance of the 3C-STAD model using out-of-
sample validation. Specifically, we employ data of the Human Mortality Database
(2019) for the female and male populations of Sweden and Switzerland for the
period 1950–2016. For each population, we perform three exercises, corresponding
to validation periods of 10 years (training period 1950–2006), 20 years (training
period 1950–1996) and 30 years (training period 1950–1986). The common start-
ing year of analysis, 1950, was chosen in order to have training periods longer than
validation horizons for each exercise.
To assess the performance of our forecasts, we employ the standard life-table
functions: life expectancy at birth (e0) as measure of population’s longevity, and
age-specific mortality rates (in log scale, ln(mx,t )), which measure the age-pattern
and intensity of mortality. Additionally, we use the Gini coefficient (G0), a measure
2R codes to replicate all results presented in this chapter are available at https://github.com/
ubasellini/3C-STADmodel.
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of lifespan inequality, whose importance for evaluating mortality forecasts has been
recently highlighted (Bohk-Ewald et al. 2017).
We compare the performance accuracy of the 3C-STAD model with three other
forecasting methodologies. First, given its prominence and wide application, we
employ the original Lee-Carter (LC) model (Lee and Carter 1992). Second, since
one limitation of the LC model is the lack of smoothness in the fitted and forecast
mortality rates, we use the Hyndman-Ullah (HU) functional data model (Hyndman
and Ullah 2007), which overcomes this limitation by smoothing the starting data
as a first step. Third, we choose the CODA model proposed by Oeppen (2008):
this model is indeed closer in spirit to the 3C-STAD, as it models and forecasts the
age-at-death distribution. The LC and HU models were estimated and forecast with
the R packages forecast and demography (Hyndman et al. 2018a,b; Hyndman
and Khandakar 2008). The CODA model was fitted and forecast using the R codes
provided in the Supplementary Material of Bergeron-Boucher et al. (2017).
Our evaluations of mortality forecasts are based on the accuracy of both point
predictions and calibration of prediction intervals (PI), as both measures are relevant
for the validation of probabilistic projections (Chatfield 2000). Greater accuracy
in point forecasts occurs when point predictions are closer to the observed data.






∣∣ŷt − yt ∣∣
where ŷt is the point forecast at time t for either life expectancy at birth, mortality
rates or Gini coefficient. Associated out-of-sample observed values are denoted by
yt . The set of validation years is T , and N is the total number of data used for
validation. Note that for mortality rates, mean is computed over ages, too.
Greater calibration of PI is achieved when the proportion of out-of-sample data
that falls within the calculated PI is closer to the given nominal level (for example,
80% or 95%). To evaluate interval forecasts, we compute the empirical coverage
probability (ECP) of the 80% PI for each model (as in, for example, Shang et al.
2011; Raftery et al. 2013). For the sake of consistency and fairness, we computed
the PI for all models by the same bootstrapping procedure, i.e. residual bootstrap of
the time-series of the model’s parameters (cf. Sect. 6.2.4).
In addition to the MAE and ECP, scoring rules can be used to assess calibration
and sharpness of probabilistic forecasts simultaneously (for a review, see Gneiting
and Katzfuss 2014). Scoring rules allow one to jointly assess point and interval
predictions by providing a summary measure of the predictive performance that
forecasters aim to minimize. Here, we employ the Dawid-Sebastiani score (DSS)






+ 2 ln σF,t , t ∈ T
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where μF,t and σ 2F,t are the first two central moments of the probabilistic forecast
at time t , yt is the associated out-of-sample observed value, and T is the set of
validation years. We then compute the mean value of the DSS for all the data used
for validation.
Table 6.2 reports the point, interval and probabilistic forecast accuracy of the four
models in the three out-of-sample scenarios as well as for all the four populations
analysed here. Bold values correspond to better performances. In terms of point
forecast, the 3C-STAD is the most accurate model, as its forecasts are more or as
precise as those of the other models. Out of 36 indicators, the 3C-STAD outperforms
20 times. The LC is the second most precise model with 9 indicators, followed by
the HU and CODA models, each with 8 and 3 indicators, respectively. Note that
the sum does not add up to the total number of indicators due to the draw of some
models for some specific measures (for example, both the 3C-STAD and LC models
are equally best performers for the indicator G0 for Swedish females in the 30y
exercise). In terms of interval forecast, the CODA outperforms all other models,
being more accurate for 15 indicators over 36. The 3C-STAD, LC and HU follow,
each with 12, 11 and 7 indicators, respectively. Finally, if we consider point and
prediction accuracy simultaneously using the DSS measure, we find that the 3C-
STAD model is the best performer, outperforming the others for 12 indicators. The
LC, CODA and HU models follow with 9, 8 and 7 indicators, respectively.
6.3.2 Forecast to 2050
Having assessed and compared the forecast accuracy of the 3C-STAD model, we
now present its mortality forecasts for the four populations analysed until 2050. As
in the previous Subsection, we compare projections based on the 3C-STAD model
with those of LC, HU and CODA models.
Figure 6.4 shows the observed and forecast life expectancy at birth (e0) and Gini
coefficient (G0) in the four populations for the years 1950–2050. In terms of e0,
the 3C-STAD forecasts are always more optimistic than those of the LC and HU
model. With respect to CODA, the 3C-STAD is more optimistic for males and less
optimistic for females. In terms of lifespan inequality, CODA forecasts are the most
egalitarian in 2050 (lower values of G0) for the female populations, while the 3C-
STAD predicts more equality for males.
In Fig. 6.5, we compare the age-specific mortality rates forecasts in 2050 for all
populations. Several differences emerge between the models from this age-pattern
analysis. Mortality rates of the 3C-STAD are smooth, lacking the jagged features
visible in the LC and CODA forecasts. This is a great advantage for long-term
mortality projections (Li et al. 2013). Additionally, the Swedish projections of the
3C-STAD do not display an unexpected S-shape displayed by other models in the
age range 60–100.
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Fig. 6.4 Observed and forecast life expectancy at birth (e0, top panels) and Gini coefficient
(G0, bottom panels) females and males in Sweden and Switzerland, 1950–2050. (Source: As
for Fig. 6.1) (For the interpretation of the references to colors in this Figure, please refer to the
electronic version of the chapter available online)
Finally, Fig. 6.6 shows the observed age-at-death distribution for the four popula-
tions in 2016, along with the 2050 forecasts of the four models. With respect to the
other models, the 3C-STAD forecasts are characterized by greatest shift for all the
populations. In addition to this, the 3C-STAD projections are also less compressed
than those of other models, with the exception of Swedish males.
6.4 Discussion
Age-at-death distributions have generally been neglected for modelling and fore-
casting mortality, despite providing insightful information on mortality age-patterns
and trends over time. In this chapter, we introduced a novel stochastic methodology
to forecast mortality that is based on changes in age-at-death distributions. Our
proposed Three-Component Segmented Transformation Age-at-death Distributions
(3C-STAD) model captures and forecasts mortality developments over age and
time by: (i) decomposing mortality into three independent components, namely












































Fig. 6.5 Observed age-specific mortality rates in 1950–2016 (grey lines) and forecast rates of four
models in 2050 for females and males in Sweden and Switzerland. Shaded areas correspond to 80%
PI for the 3C-STAD model. (Source: As for Fig. 6.1) (For the interpretation of the references to
colors in this Figure, please refer to the electronic version of the chapter available online)
Childhood, Early-Adulthood and Senescence, and (ii) modelling and forecasting
changes in each component-specific age-at-death distributions.
The decomposition of the mortality age-pattern into multiple components has a
long history in demographic analysis. In 1871, Thiele pioneered this decomposition
by expressing the force of mortality as the sum of three independent components
that operate principally, or almost exclusively, upon childhood, middle and old ages,
respectively. Shortly afterwards, Lexis (1878) theorized a similar three-component
decomposition, but he shifted the attention from the force of mortality to the age-at-
death distribution. His ideas were followed upon and further elaborated by Pearson
(1897), who divided the death density into five components, each one with its own
distribution with different masses and degree of skewness. Finally, more recently,
different parametric approaches have been proposed to decompose human mortality
patterns (Siler 1979; Heligman and Pollard 1980; Kostaki 1992; de Beer and Janssen
2016; Mazzuco et al. 2018).
For our purposes, we performed a non-parametric decomposition using the Sum
of Smooth Exponentials (SSE) model (Camarda et al. 2016). We favour this over
other parametric approaches because it allows us to achieve a good fit to the
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Fig. 6.6 Observed age-at-death distribution in 2016 (grey points) and forecasts of four models
in 2050 for females and males in Sweden and Switzerland. (Source: As for Fig. 6.1) (For the
interpretation of the references to colors in this Figure, please refer to the electronic version of the
chapter available online)
observed data without imposing a rigid parametric structure, hence adapting the
decomposition to a large and diverse range of mortality developments. Moreover,
via the SSE model, we obtain smooth components with specific shape constraints,
and a two-dimensional age-time perspective is incorporated into the mortality
decomposition. Component-specific age-at-death distributions derived by the SSE
model are then isolated to model and forecast their changes. To do so, we employ
modified versions of the relational model proposed by Basellini and Camarda
(2019), originally designed for forecasting only adult distributions of deaths.
We have applied the 3C-STAD model to the female and male populations of
Sweden and Switzerland using data retrieved from the Human Mortality Database
(2019). First, we assessed the point and interval forecast accuracy of the model
by performing three out-of sample validation exercises. We have then forecast
mortality for each population until 2050. In both cases, we compared the 3C-
STAD projections with those of three well-known and employed methodologies: the
Lee-Carter (LC, Lee and Carter 1992), the CODA (Oeppen 2008) and the Hyndman-
Ullah (HU, Hyndman and Ullah 2007) models. We compare forecasts of summary
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measures, such as life expectancy as birth (e0) and lifespan inequality (as measured
by the Gini coefficient, G0), as well as age-specific functions, such as death rates or
age-at-death distributions.
The results of the out-of sample validation exercises show that the 3C-STAD
produces accurate mortality forecasts, both in terms of point forecasts and prediction
intervals (PI). In particular, the 3C-STAD was the most accurate model for point
forecasts with respect to other models. Additionally, the 3C-STAD PI outperformed
the other models for one indicator out of three (see Table 6.2).
Concerning interval forecasts, CODA was found relatively more accurate, a
result that might be related to the fact that “the PI are wider with a CODA
method than with an LC method” (Bergeron-Boucher et al. 2017, p. 546). However,
when we considered point and interval forecasts simultaneously using a scoring
rule, the wide PI of the CODA were penalized, and the 3C-STAD and LC
models were preferred to the CODA. Within 3C-STAD framework, a possibility to
improve estimation of PI would be to include the uncertainty related to the SSE
decomposition. However, preliminary analyses showed that this approach raises
computational burden without a significant widening of the forecast variability. It
is likely that the reason is due to our usage of the SSE model. In the decomposition
procedure, we aim to follow mortality data as close as possible, consequently
the SSE model presents extremely small uncertainty. Nonetheless, we envisage
alternative procedures to further improve estimation of the interval accuracy of the
3C-STAD model.
Mortality forecasts until 2050 for the four populations highlighted additional
differences between models. The 3C-STAD and CODA forecasts of e0 are generally
more optimistic than those of the LC and HU models. Forecasting age-at-death
distributions instead of mortality rates here translates into more optimistic fore-
cast of life expectancy, a finding already observed elsewhere (Bergeron-Boucher
et al. 2019). This could be an advantage, given that the LC forecasts have often
under-predicted future gains in life expectancy (Lee and Miller 2001). Significant
differences further emerge from an age-specific analysis of the different projections.
On one side, the 3C-STAD forecast rates are inherently smooth, which is a desirable
property especially for long-term projections (Li et al. 2013). On the other side, the
3C-STAD forecast age-at-death distributions are characterized by greater shifting
and smaller compression than those of other models. These projections seem more
plausible, given that the shifting mortality dynamic has replaced the compression
one in high-longevity countries in the most recent decades (Canudas-Romo 2008;
Bergeron-Boucher et al. 2015; Janssen and de Beer 2019).
In general, we regard three characteristics as desirable for any forecasting
methodology. First, the model should be able to capture and forecast mortality trends
that can move in different directions across ages. Second, the relevant dynamics
of mortality changes observed during the last century, i.e. shift and compression,
should be appropriately accounted for. Third, the forecast age-profile of mortality
rates should be smooth, without implausible jaggedness where rates of adjacent
age groups have very different and volatile values. Despite being one of the most
employed forecasting methodology by public and private companies, the seminal
LC model does not satisfy any of these properties. The single time index regulates
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the direction of change for mortality rates at all ages, i.e. mortality improvements
occur in the same direction at all ages. Furthermore, the model cannot account for
the two mortality dynamics, and forecasts age-pattern are very volatile and jagged
(see Figs. 6.5 and 6.6).
Conversely, the 3C-STAD model meets all these three requirements. On one
hand, the mortality decomposition allows us to capture and forecast mortality
improvements across ages without rigid assumptions. Smoothness in the fitted
and forecast age-profiles is a by-product of the non-parametric decomposition
that we have employed. On the other hand, the 3C-STAD parameters capture and
disentangle the shifting and compression mortality dynamics. The recently proposed
model of Bardoutsos et al. (2018) is another example of projection methodology that
satisfies these features.
Obviously, the 3C-STAD is not free of shortcomings, and neither we claim
here that it outperforms all other forecasting methodologies. In addition to the
width of the PI mentioned before, the computational time needed to produce
mortality forecasts could be improved. The estimation of the two-dimensional
SSE model in fact generally requires around thirty minutes, and speeding this
step up will be required to shorten computational times. Future mortality values
are obtained by forecasting eight time-series. Although this feature might pose
issues in other situations, all of these series have clear demographic meanings
and rather intelligible trends. Combination of univariate and multivariate time-
series approaches has thus provided a reliable tool for overcoming this seemingly
critical drawback of the 3C-STAD model. Different approaches in extrapolating the
eight time-series will be pursuit, also for assessing consequences of specific future
demographic scenarios. Moreover, in line with recent literature (Li and Lee 2005;
Hyndman et al. 2013; Janssen et al. 2013; Bergeron-Boucher et al. 2017), future
research will be directed towards the inclusion of coherence as an additional factor
to improve forecasts for a group of (sub)populations.
To conclude, we have shown that the proposed 3C-STAD model offers great
prospects for modelling and forecasting human mortality. In light of the generally
pessimistic forecasts of the widely employed LC model (Li et al. 2013; Seligman
et al. 2016), forecasting methodologies, such as the 3C-STAD, should be explored
by pension and insurance providers to better assess their solvency needs, and by
statistical bureaus to produce alternative population projections.
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Chapter 7
Alternative Forecasts of Danish Life
Expectancy
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7.1 Background
Forecasts of life expectancy have become essential in the estimation of future health
care and pension costs and in planning social security policies. Demand for accurate
mortality forecasts is high and new models are being introduced each year. One
of the most commonly used is the Lee-Carter (LC) model (Lee and Carter 1992),
which forecasts age-specific death rates in a log-linear way. Most high-income
countries have recorded a log-linear decline of their age-specific death rates, as well
as a linear increase of their life expectancy (White 2002). Given these regularities,
linear extrapolation is a justifiable approach to predict future mortality and is at
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the foundation of most forecasting models (Booth and Tickle 2008). However,
when mortality development is not linear, reliance on such an assumption can be
problematic.
Signs of stagnation in period life expectancy were observed in many low-
mortality countries during the second half of the twentieth century. For example, life
expectancy stagnated in Eastern European countries between the 1960s and 1980s,
in the Netherlands between 1988 and the early 2000s (especially for females) and in
Denmark in the 1980s. While each case of stagnation is unique, behaviors such as
drinking and smoking play an important role in non-linear mortality development
(Vallin and Meslé 2004; Stoeldraijer 2019). Effects from specific cohorts are also at
play in some countries, i.e. stagnation or slower decline in mortality can result from
childhood living conditions or harmful behavior such as smoking in adulthood, from
certain birth cohorts (Lindahl-Jacobsen et al. 2016; Janssen and Kunst 2005). This
chapter explores the difficulty in forecasting mortality when breaks in the trends are
observed, using the example of Denmark.
In the 1950s, Denmark had one of the world’s highest life expectancies for both
sexes, but fell behind many other European countries in the following decades
(Jarner et al. 2008). Especially, during the 1980s, female life expectancy stagnated
and did not make significant gains until the mid-1990s (Christensen et al. 2010).
This stagnation has been mainly attributed to high death rates for generations born
between the two World Wars, due to high smoking prevalence and other risk factors
(Lindahl-Jacobsen et al. 2016). Since the mid-1990s, life expectancy in Denmark
has increased at a similar rate to that of other high-income countries, but continues
to lag behind Sweden, a country similar to Denmark in many societal aspects
(Christensen et al. 2010).
Such broken trends render forecasting more complex. Should the irregularities of
the past be used in forecasting? The official forecasts of life expectancy in Denmark
are based on data from 1990, to lower the effect of the stagnation period. However,
Danish life expectancy is currently catching up with that of other high-income
countries and the recent increase might not be representative of a long-term trend.
This chapter summarizes the conclusions of the Forecasting Danish Life
Expectancy and Age at Retirement Workshop, held on December 10, 2018 in
Odense, Denmark and can be divided into three main sections. First, methodological
issues relating to forecasting mortality in Denmark are discussed. Second, the
forecasting results and accuracy of different models are compared for Danish
females and males and for both cohorts and periods. Third, implications of the
different forecast models for Danish society are presented, both in terms of age at
retirement and lifespan variability.
7.2 Methods
Danish official forecasts are based on the LC model (Lee and Carter 1992), with
an adjustment of the initial parameters using the Lee and Miller (2001) variant
and based on data since 1990 only (Hansen and Stephensen 2013). Whether the
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Table 7.1 Summary of the forecast models compared
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3 Li-Lee (LL) Li and Lee
(2005)
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approach is optimal has not, however, been demonstrated. In this chapter, 11 models
to forecast Danish life expectancy are compared (Table 7.1). The list of models is far
from exhaustive, but provides an overview of a range of available forecast models.
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7.2.1 Period Forecasts
The models here compared are extrapolative. The extrapolative approach is often
preferred by statistical offices (Booth and Tickle 2008; Stoeldraijer et al. 2013).
The models were selected based on their use of different indicators. Bergeron-
Boucher et al. (2019) show that the use of different indicators for forecasting leads
to significant differences in the results. Other forecasting models could have been
used but we have limited the list to the models enumerated in Table 7.1, because
they cover the variety of different life table indicators and also to limit the number
of cross comparisons. For each indicator, at least one model is a coherent model (see
Sect. 7.4.1 for further discussion on coherent models), with the exception of model
nr. 9 based on statistical moments, as coherent models following such an approach
have not been developed.
The first model involves applying a random walk with drift (RWD) to age-
specific logged death rates. This approach is a simple log-linear extrapolation over
time t of death rates (mxt ) at each age x independently (Bell 1997).
The second model is the Lee-Carter (LC) model. Lee and Carter (1992)
popularized the use of the age-specific death rates and principal component analysis
to forecast mortality. This method has been extensively used and many extensions
have been suggested (Brouhns et al. 2002; Hyndman and Ullah 2007; Li et al.
2013; Li and Lee 2005; Booth et al. 2002, 2006; Lee and Miller 2001; Alho
1998). The model decomposes a centered matrix of log death rates indexed by
time and age, using a singular value decomposition (SVD), into an overall level
of mortality over time and the age-specific responses to this level. The time-level
is extrapolated using time series models with a linear deterministic trend. The
method has many advantages, including simplicity, easily interpretable parameters,
and minimal subjective judgment (Booth and Tickle 2008). However, the age-
specific responses, which can be interpreted as the age-specific rates of mortality
improvement if multiplied by the time-level, are constant over time in this model,
while evidence shows that they have been increasing, especially at older ages
(Kannisto et al. 1994; Booth and Tickle 2008).
The third model is the Li-Lee (LL), which is an extension of the LC model to
coherent forecasts for a group of populations (Li and Lee 2005). The LL model
is based on the idea that closely related populations – e.g., provinces in a country
or neighboring countries – are likely to have similar mortality trends. Forecasting
such populations separately tends to increase their differences. Li and Lee (2005)
thus suggest that the average of the populations be forecast using the LC model and
then forecast the population-specific deviations from this average, using a stationary
process. With this approach, the population-specific mortality trends are constrained
so that they do not extensively diverge from the average.
Rather than using age-specific death rates, Oeppen (2008) suggests using the
life table distribution of deaths (dxt ) to forecast mortality with Compositional Data
Analysis (CoDA). CoDA is a framework to deal with compositional data, which
are defined as positive values representing part of a whole and summing to a
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constant (e.g., percentages) (Pawlowsky-Glahn and Buccianti 2011). By treating
life table deaths as compositional data and using a CoDA framework, the deaths are
constrained to vary between 0 and the life table radix (e.g., 1 or 100,000), which
conditions the relationship between components. Bergeron-Boucher et al. (2017)
show that, by using Oeppen’s CoDA approach, the rates of mortality improvement
increase over time, providing more optimistic and less biased forecasts than the
LC model. The fourth model is an adaptation of the LC model to CoDA using life
table deaths distribution (Oeppen 2008) and the fifth model is an adaptation of the
LL model to CoDA (Bergeron-Boucher et al. 2017). These models are respectively
called CoDA and CoDA coherent (CoDA-C).
Models extrapolating life expectancy directly can also be used. Among them, we
compare a simple approach extrapolating the life expectancy at birth e0t using the
mean rate of improvement in e0t over past years. We call this approach constant
increase (CI).
Alternatively, life expectancy can be assumed to increase by 2.2 years per decade.
This increase is equal to the gains in the female best-practice in life expectancy, as
defined by Oeppen and Vaupel (2002), since 1960. This approach is here called
Oeppen and Vaupel (OV) best practice increase.
Another model based on life expectancy extrapolation is the double-gap (DG)
model. The DG model is used to coherently forecast female and male life
expectancy in a certain country or region with reference to a benchmark level,
for example, the trend given by the long-term historical record life expectancy
in the world. The sex-gap in life expectancy is assessed to forecast the male life
expectancy in the analyzed population. The extrapolation process is based on classic
time series methods (Pascariu et al. 2018).
The final period model is the maximum entropy method (MEM). The MEM
makes use of the statistical properties of a probability density function in order to
estimate the distribution of deaths of a population in the future (Pascariu et al. 2019).
Time series methods for forecasting a limited number of central statistical moments
are used and then a reconstruction of the future distribution of deaths using the
predicted moments is performed. The estimation of the density function is made
using the maximum entropy approach (Mead and Papanicolaou 1984).
7.2.2 Cohort Forecasts
All models selected in this chapter, so far, are designed to forecast period mortality.
The first five models (RWD, LC, LL, CoDA and CoDA-C), based on age-specific
data, can also be used to forecast cohort mortality by reading the period forecast
matrices of death rates by time and age along a diagonal. With the CoDA and CoDA-
C models, the forecast life table deaths distributions are transformed into death rates
using life table calculations (Preston et al. 2001) and a similar reading is made.
Additionally, we compared two models specifically designed to use cohort data to
make forecasts: The Cohort Segmented Transformation Age-at-death Distributions
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(C-STAD) model and a Penalized Composite Link Model (PCLM). True cohort
forecasts, i.e. those based on cohort data only, have rarely been achieved (Booth and
Tickle 2008), and the C-STAD and PCLM models are among the first to obtain such
forecasts.
The C-STAD model is a method that has been recently proposed to model
and forecast cohort mortality (Basellini et al. 2020). Specifically, the C-STAD
is a relational model based on a warping transformation of the age axis of a
reference distribution of deaths. The parameters of the transformation function
capture mortality changes in terms of shifting and compression dynamics. Mortality
forecasts are obtained from their extrapolation using standard time series models.
The C-STAD is a generalization of the approach proposed by Basellini and Camarda
(2019) to model and forecast adult period mortality from age-at-death distributions.
Another method recently proposed to forecast cohort age-at-death distributions
is based on the PCLM (Penalized Composite Link Model) for ungrouping data
(Eilers 2007; Rizzi et al. 2015). The counts of a cohort life table distribution of
deaths are treated as realizations of a Poisson process. The age-at-death distribution
is modeled by a penalized maximum likelihood, under the following assumptions:
(i) the forecast age-at-death distribution is smooth; (ii) no deaths are observed after
age 120; (iii) when the last observed age of deaths is far from the mode, the latter is a
priori forecast with a simple ARIMA model. The PCLM smoothly redistributes the
remaining deaths in the right-hand tail of the age-at-death distribution of a cohort
not yet extinct (Rizzi et al. 2019).
7.3 Data
Observed death rates for Denmark were extracted from the Human Mortality
Database (HMD 2019) by sex, and life tables were constructed using the standard
procedure (Preston et al. 2001). When a death rate is equal to zero, the value was
replaced by half of the minimum death rate observed in the dataset, as many of
the models cannot be estimated with the presence of zeros. Zeros are, however,
rare in the dataset. Overall, data from 1925 to 2016 for both females and males
were extracted, but different fitting periods are used across the analyses.
For the LL, CoDA-C and DG models, a reference population is needed. For the
LL and CoDA-C models, the reference population is the average mortality trend
for Denmark, Sweden, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom. The average is
the geometric mean of the death rates of these four countries for the LL model
and the associated life table distribution of deaths for the CoDA-C. Data for these
countries were also extracted from the HMD. The choice of the reference population
is based on the analysis of Kjærgaard et al. (2016). The selected reference population
provides the most accurate forecasts for Denmark and consists of countries with
similar mortality trends that are geographically close to Denmark. For the DG
model, the reference population is the best practice in life expectancy, as defined
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by Oeppen and Vaupel (2002) and based on countries within the HMD that have the
highest life expectancy each year (Pascariu et al. 2018).
7.4 Methodological Challenges in Forecasting Life
Expectancy in Denmark
7.4.1 Non-linear Trends
Figure 7.1 shows life expectancy at birth over time in Denmark and Sweden, for
females and males. Segmented regressions (Muggeo 2003) have been applied to the
trends. The slope of each segment and the year when a break occurs are marked in
the figure. For both females and males, the increase in life expectancy was similar
for Sweden and Denmark until the second half of the 1970s. After 1977, the Danish
female life expectancy increase slowed down until 1995, thus lagging more and
more behind Sweden. After 1995, female life expectancy in Denmark increased
faster than in the previous period and faster than that of Sweden. The gap in life
expectancy between these two countries has been closing in recent years. For males,
the Swedish life expectancy increase accelerated in 1979, while in Denmark this
break first occurred in 1992. However, the increase in life expectancy since the mid-
1990s has been faster for Danish males than for Swedish males. As for females, the
























































Fig. 7.1 Life expectancy at birth in Denmark (lower curve) and Sweden (upper curve) between
1925 and 2016, with segmented regressions, (a) Females and (b) Males

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(a) Females (b) Males
Fig. 7.2 Log death rates in Denmark between 1925 and 2016 at specific ages, with segmented
regressions, (a) Females and (b) Males
Breaks in trends are also observed in the age-specific death rates, especially
between age 20 and 70 (Fig. 7.2). Imposing a linear development of past trends
and extrapolating these trends in the future thus seems to be inadequate to
forecast Danish mortality. Using non-linear or segmented trends could be an option.
However, predicting when or if the next break would occur is arduous. When non-
linearity in the trends is observed, Stoeldraijer (2019) suggests two approaches.
First, if the causes of the non-linear trends are known, information about these
causes could be included in the forecasts. For example, the non-linearity of life
expectancy in Denmark has been attributed to smoking (Christensen et al. 2010;
Lindahl-Jacobsen et al. 2016). Adjusting for the distorting effect of smoking on
mortality is thus likely to improve forecast accuracy (Janssen and Kunst 2007;
Bongaarts 2014). Some authors have developed models to forecast mortality that
account for smoking (Preston et al. 2014; Janssen et al. 2013; Wang and Preston
2009; Bongaarts 2006). Janssen et al. (2013) show that non-smoking mortality has
more linear trends than all-cause mortality. However, risk factors (e.g., smoking) and
other epidemiological information are often difficult to forecast as they often have
non-linear trends; their relationship with mortality is often imperfectly understood;
assumptions about future behaviors are often required; and data on, e.g., smoking
or smoking-related mortality, are needed (Booth and Tickle 2008; Wilmoth 1995;
Raftery et al. 2014). Given these constraints, epidemiological models are not
compared here.
The second recommendation of Stoeldraijer (2019) is to use coherent forecast
models (e.g., the LL model) for countries with less linear trends, especially if
the causes of the non-linearity are unknown. White (2002) and Oeppen and
Vaupel (2002) show that, among high-income countries, gains in life expectancy
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from countries lagging behind tend to be faster than those of leading countries.
They also found that gains from leaders in life expectancy tend to slow down.
White (2002) attributes these trends to a convergence in life expectancy towards
a mean. Country-specific trends might deviate temporarily from the mean, but
will eventually converge towards it. White (2002) also notices that the mean life
expectancy among a group of high-income countries is more linear than country-
specific trends. Oeppen and Vaupel (2002) find a nearly perfect linear trend in the
increase in the record life expectancy over time. Both White (2002) and Oeppen
and Vaupel (2002) conclude that these regularities (in the record or average) could
be used to forecast mortality and highlight the need to consider mortality changes in
an international perspective. Janssen and Kunst (2007) state “[. . . ] we recommend
using the experience of other countries not to set target values of life expectancy, but
to create a broader empirical basis for the identification of the most likely long-term
trend” (Janssen and Kunst 2007, p. 323).
7.4.2 Length of Fitting Period
Given the non-linear mortality trends in Denmark, a basic question is whether or
not only recent trends should be used to forecast Danish life expectancy. Table 7.2
shows the difference in predicted life expectancy in 2066 with eight models, when
different fitting periods are used: 1960–2016, 1975–2016 and 1990–2016. As the
OV approach is not affected by a fitting period, this model is ignored in this section,
as well as the models using cohort data. All the other models are sensitive to the
fitting period, leading to differences of between 0.3 and 5.7 years for the same model
in a 50-year forecast. The forecast results are as sensitive to the fitting period as
they are to the model selected. The forecasts based on the most recent period are the
most optimistic for both sexes and all models. The Danish population experienced
fast improvements in mortality in the recent period and it is thus not surprising that
forecasts based on data since the 1990s are more optimistic than those that take the
period of stagnation into account.
Table 7.2 Forecasts of life expectancy at birth in 2066 using eight models and three fitting periods:
1960–2016, 1975–2016 and 1990–2016
Females Males
1960–2016 1975–2016 1990–2016 Range 1960–2016 1975–2016 1990–2016 Range
RWD 89.0 88.0 89.5 1.5 84.3 85.2 87.6 3.3
LC 87.2 87.4 89.0 1.8 83.9 85.6 87.5 3.6
LL 87.9 88.2 88.8 0.9 84.3 86.6 88.1 3.7
CoDA 89.2 88.4 89.8 1.4 85.5 87.2 89.7 4.2
CoDA-C 89.9 89.6 89.9 0.3 86.3 88.5 90.4 4.1
MEM 89.8 89.5 91.5 2.0 86.5 87.5 89.3 2.8
CI 90.6 89.8 92.5 2.7 86.5 88.3 92.2 5.7
DG 90.5 96.2 93.0 5.6 87.8 93.5 90.3 5.6
Range 3.4 8.8 4.2 – 3.9 8.3 4.7 –
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(a) Females (b) Males
Fig. 7.3 Average RMSE of life expectancy for a 20-year forecast with starting year from 1985 to
1997, by length of fitting period and model; and smoothed average across models (full line), (a)
Females and (b) Males
To evaluate which length of fitting period would have produced the most accurate
forecasts for Denmark, an out-of-sample analysis is performed. Data starting from
the year 1985 to 1997 are forecast 20 years ahead based on different lengths of the
fitting period. For example, life expectancy between 1985 and 2004 is forecast based
on the previous 15 years (1970–1984) to the previous 60 years (1925–1984). This
procedure is repeated for forecasts starting from 1985 to 1997. In total, 552 forecasts
were made. The root mean square error (RMSE) of each forecast is calculated and
averaged by length of the fitting period.
Figure 7.3 shows the RMSE for forecasts based on different lengths of fitting
period. The results differ by model, but as a general conclusion, the longer the fitting
period, the better. A general rule of thumb among forecasting experts is that the
fitting period should be at least as long as the forecast horizon. Following this rule, a
20-year forecast should be based on, at least, 20 years of historical data. Our results
suggest that longer fitting periods, rather than shorter ones, generally would have
provided more accurate forecasts for recent mortality trends. A similar conclusion
is drawn for a 50-year forecast (results not shown here). The results also suggest
that the coherent models (LL and CoDA-C) are less sensitive to the length of the
fitting period, especially for females. For males, a shorter fitting period for the LL
and CoDA-C models would have been more accurate.
It is important to understand whether an observed period of stagnation or
acceleration is the emergence of a new dynamic or a temporal effect. Janssen and
Kunst (2007) argue that, because the stagnation in Denmark and also in Norway
and the Netherlands is mainly attributable to smoking and was not observed in other
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countries, it should be regarded as a temporal effect and longer fitting periods should
be preferred. Our results are in line with those of Janssen and Kunst (2007) and
suggest that long fitting periods should be used to forecast Danish life expectancy.
A new dynamic has been in place since the late 1950s (see Fig. 7.1), with gains
in life expectancy being mainly attributable to mortality reductions at old ages and
from cardiovascular diseases (Christensen et al. 2009; Vallin and Meslé 2010). Lee
and Miller (2001) argue that using data since 1950, with the LC model, reduces the
bias of the forecasts for the United States.
7.5 Forecasting with Different Models
7.5.1 Period Forecasts
Given the results of Sect. 7.4.2, a fitting period from 1960 is selected and we forecast
life expectancy 50 years ahead with the models described in Sect. 7.2.1. As the
official Danish forecasts are based on an LC model that uses data since 1990 only,
we also use a similar approach which we call LC90.
In 2066, life expectancy at birth is forecast to be between 87.2 and 95.3 years for
females and between 83.9 and 91.4 years for males (Fig. 7.4). The forecast results
thus vary by the model selected. The most pessimistic model is LC and the most









































































































(a) Females (b) Males
Fig. 7.4 Period life expectancy at birth forecast 50 years ahead using ten models, (a) Females and
(b) Males
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Table 7.3 Average RMSE of life expectancy at birth over forecast horizons of 6 to 26 years, with
the two lowest values in bold and rankings displayed in parentheses, females and males
RWD LC LL CoDA CoDA-C MEM CI DG OV
Females 1.15 1.40 0.98 1.08 0.68 0.99 0.99 1.11 0.34
(8) (9) (3) (6) (2) (5) (4) (7) (1)
Males 2.16 2.34 1.78 2.29 1.66 1.89 1.95 1.65 0.68
(7) (9) (4) (8) (3) (5) (6) (2) (1)
Given the variations across models, the forecast accuracy of the models is
estimated by way of an out-of-sample analysis. Recent life expectancy trends are
forecast for a horizon of 6 to 26 years using historical data, with 2016 being the final
year of the forecast horizon, and the RMSE is calculated for each horizon and then
averaged. For example, if the forecast horizon is 26 years, we use data from 1960
to 1990 as the fitting period and forecast life expectancy from 1991 to 2016. As the
LC90 model is based on data from 1990, this approach is not evaluated but can be
considered similar to the LC approach. The results are presented in Table 7.3. The
OV approach would have been the most accurate to forecast recent life expectancy
trends in Denmark. The increase in life expectancy of 0.22 years annually is close
to the yearly gain in life expectancy observed in Denmark since the mid-1990s
(Fig. 7.1). Aside from the OV approach, models using a reference population – i.e.
LL, CoDA-C and DG – would have predicted recent life expectancy in Denmark
more accurately than the other models. Danish life expectancy has been catching up
with other countries in recent years and the results confirm that these models better
capture this trend, as discussed in Sect. 7.4.1.
7.5.2 Cohort Forecasts
When looking at forecasts of cohort life expectancy (Table 7.4), the results among
models described in Sect. 7.2.2 are similar for older cohorts. For example, females
born in 1950 are predicted to live between 79.8 and 80.5 with all models, except
the C-STAD model, which forecasts a life expectancy of 81.1. Differences across
models are even smaller for males for this cohort, with a predicted life expectancy
of between 74.4 and 74.9. As mortality was observed until age 66 in 2016 for
this cohort, less variation is seen in the forecasts. As for the period forecasts, the
difference across models increases with the forecast horizon. The models based
on cohort experience – i.e. C-STAD and PCLM – tend to be more optimistic than
the other models, which are based on period forecasts. These models are based on
cohort data only. In order to fit the models and complete the mortality experience of
a cohort, partial information on this specific cohort is needed. Reliable estimates
are obtained for cohorts born up to 1970 and 1960, for C-STAD and PCLM,
respectively. Thus, the C-STAD and PCLM models cannot be used to forecast
mortality of more recent cohorts.
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Table 7.4 Cohort life expectancy at birth for specific cohorts forecast with eight models, the range
of the forecast values across the eight models and range across the six models based on period
forecasts
Females Males
1950 1960 1970 1980 2018 1950 1960 1970 1980 2018
1. RWD 80.5 82.6 85.1 87.0 92.6 74.5 76.8 79.2 81.4 86.3
2. LC 80.0 81.8 83.9 85.3 89.1 74.4 76.6 79.0 81.0 85.3
3. LC90 80.2 82.3 84.8 86.7 91.5 74.9 77.8 80.9 83.7 89.8
4. LL 80.2 82.0 84.2 85.8 89.9 74.4 76.6 79.1 81.2 86.1
5. CoDA 80.3 82.3 84.8 86.7 92.0 74.5 76.9 79.5 81.9 87.5
6. CoDA-C 80.4 82.5 85.2 87.2 92.5 74.5 76.9 79.8 82.3 88.6
7. C-STAD 81.1 83.6 87.2 – – 74.7 77.2 80.1 – –
8. PCLM 79.8 82.8 – – – 74.6 77.3 – – –
Range 1–8 1.3 1.8 – – – 0.5 1.2 – – –
Range 1–6 0.5 0.8 1.3 1.9 3.5 0.5 1.2 1.9 2.7 4.5
7.6 Implications for Danish Society
Forecasts are key to planning economic, health, education and social policies,
among others. Large variations in forecast results lead to greater uncertainty about
costs, investments and policy planning. Two estimates derived from mortality
forecasts are here compared across models: (1) Age at retirement and (2) Lifespan
variability.
The forecasts presented in Sect. 7.5.1 are used to estimate the predicted age at
retirement and lifespan variability, when possible. The DG, CI and OV models do
not allow for an estimation of indicators based on life table statistics, other than e0.
7.6.1 Age at Retirement
To ensure the sustainability of the Danish pension system, the Danish government
implemented in 2007 a system where the pension age is increased if life expectancy
is increasing. The legislation regulates the pension age 15 years ahead and it is based
on life expectancy at age 60 and an expected increase of 0.6 years over a 15 years
period. Based on this assumption, if the Danish population is expected to have a
life expectancy at retirement age higher than 14.5 years, pension age is increased by
a maximum of one year over a five year period. Changes to the pension age need
to be approved by a majority in the Danish parliament. Regulations are voted on
with 15 years notice every five years, with the next regulation coming up in 2020.
Future pension ages have been decided until 2030 and pension ages until 2035 will
be decided in 2020.
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Fig. 7.5 Age with remaining life expectancy of 14.5 years, based on seven models, and official
age at retirement, 2017–2049
As pension ages after 2030 are unknown, we focus on the desired number of
years lived after retirement – i.e. 14.5 years – to evaluate the consequences of
the different mortality forecasts. Figure 7.5 shows the age with a remaining life
expectancy of 14.5 years (xe(x)=14.5), for both sexes combined, forecast using
different models. The Figure also shows the official pension age approved by the
Danish parliament and the maximum increase in the pension age of one year every
five years (dashed) after 2030. In 2016, the official pension age was 65 and xe(x)=14.5
was 72. The gap between the official pension age and xe(x)=14.5 persists in the
forecasts, as the official pension age cannot increase faster than one year every five
years. Nevertheless, the gap is expected to narrow for all models, if the pension age
is increased by its maximum. A maximum increase in the pension age is likely if
the policymakers want to bring the average number of years lived after retirement
down to 14.5 years. A large gap between xe(x)=14.5 and the pension age is forecast
with all models, meaning that the expected number of years spent at retirement will
be higher than 14.5.
Figure 7.6a shows the predicted number of years lived at retirement by sex,
based on the Danish official pension age for the years where pension ages are
determined. With all models, except the LC90 for males, the number of years
lived after retirement is predicted to decline over time. The Danish population for
most models is expected to be entitled to fewer years with a pension compared to
older generations. Males are also expected to live fewer years after retirement than




































































































































































































(a) Number of years
lived at retirement
(b) Probability of surviving
to retirement age
Fig. 7.6 Number of years lived at retirement and probability of surviving from birth to retirement
age using seven forecasting models, Denmark, 2017–2034
are females. Similar trends are also observed for the cohort forecasts (results not
shown here).
However, the models provide different trends when looking at the probability
of surviving to the age at retirement (Fig. 7.6b). With the LC and LL models, the
survival probability to age at retirement decreases until 2022 and then fluctuates at
around 90.3% for females and 85.6% for males. For the MEM and LC90 models, an
increase in the survival probabilities to retirement is expected, after an initial decline
until 2022.
7.6.2 Lifespan Inequalities
Population health is often summarized by a single measure – life expectancy.
However, standard measures of longevity, such as life expectancy, conceal variations
in lifespan. Inequality in the length of life is an important indicator of the uncertainty
in the timing of death and of heterogeneity in underlying population health at the
macro level (van Raalte et al. 2018). Life expectancy and lifespan inequality are usu-
ally negatively correlated (Fig. 7.7) (Colchero et al. 2016; Vaupel et al. 2011). Here,
we measure lifespan inequality with average life expectancy lost at death, denoted
with e† (Vaupel and Canudas-Romo 2003). For example, if an individual at time of
death has 20 years of remaining life expectancy, then he/she contributes 20 years
to lifespan inequality. Since 1960, Danish improvements in life expectancy and
lifespan equality were halted by smoking-related mortality in those born between
1919 and 1939, while reductions in old-age cardiovascular mortality further held
back lifespan equality (Aburto et al. 2018). It has been shown that, in Denmark, early










































































(a) Females (b) Males
Fig. 7.7 Relation between life expectancy and lifespan inequality observed (lines) and forecast
(shapes) between 1935 and 2066 in Denmark. (a) Females. (b) Males
deaths are more common in underprivileged groups, simultaneously reducing life
expectancy and increasing lifespan inequality (Brønnum-Hansen 2017). Therefore,
lifespan inequality, together with life expectancy, give a broader perspective on the
effect of mortality changes on population health.
Moreover, evaluating the predictive ability of mortality forecasts is imperative,
yet difficult. Accounting for lifespan inequality can help with this challenge (Bohk-
Ewald et al. 2017). Therefore, we included lifespan inequality in our forecasting
scenarios. As life expectancy at birth increases, lifespan inequality decreases
(Fig. 7.7). However, at advanced ages, life expectancy increases can coincide with
a rise in lifespan inequality (Engelman et al. 2010), as observed until the 1990s in
Denmark when age at retirement was 65 (Fig. 7.8). Our mortality forecasts suggest
a decrease in lifespan inequality from age at retirement in Denmark. This implies
that ages at death after retirement could become more equal, which could help in the
distribution of health resources by concentrating them in a narrow group of ages.
7.7 Discussion
The choice of model and fitting period leads to large variations in forecasts.
Bergeron-Boucher et al. (2019) show that the choice of indicator to forecast mor-
tality (e.g., death rates or life expectancy) also leads to significant differences in the
forecasts, even when applying a similar extrapolative model on each indicator. Some
scholars have proposed that assigning a higher weight to most recent observations
would produce better forecasts (Hyndman and Shang 2009), a procedure that is not
discussed in our analysis. Such an approach is equivalent to downplaying trends

































































(a) Females (b) Males
Fig. 7.8 Lifespan inequality observed (lines) and forecast (shapes) from the age at retirement
between 1935 and 2034, Denmark. (a) Females. (b) Males
in the more distant past. Preliminary results suggest that this practice does not
improve forecasts in all cases. For instance, when forecasting Danish mortality
with commonly used models, such as the LC, the most accurate results were
achieved without weighting schemes and by using long fitting periods. Despite
our findings for Danish mortality, further research about how to weight historical
data is necessary, in particular for countries exhibiting mortality deterioration and
life expectancy reversals (e.g., former Soviet countries). Given the sensitivity of
forecasts to these different factors, decisions have to be made by forecasters,
which can often involve subjectivity, and choosing the optimal approach becomes a
difficult task.
Nevertheless, our results show that the best extrapolative model to forecast recent
period life expectancy in Denmark is based on a simple assumption of a 2.2 years’
increase per decade, with the gap between Danish life expectancy and forecast
best-practice life expectancy neither widening nor narrowing. The reason for this
result is that, in our out-of-sample analysis, the increase during the validation period
(1991–2016) was close to 2.2 years per decade. If other periods had been used for
validation, this approach might not have shown similar performance. Aside from
this OV approach, our results suggest that using coherent models, such as the LL,
CoDA-C or the DG models would have provided more accurate forecasts of recent
mortality trends in Denmark than other models. One could also argue that the OV
approach is coherent, if life expectancy in all countries is assumed to increase at
the same pace of that of a benchmark, which here is the best-practice. Additionally,
the results show that a longer fitting period would have generally increased forecast
accuracy. The stagnation in life expectancy in Denmark should thus be considered
as a temporal effect and a model considering the catching up of Danish mortality
trends towards other high-income countries should be preferred.
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Stoeldraijer (2019) and Kjærgaard et al. (2016) found that forecasts with coherent
models are sensitive to the choice of the reference population. Stoeldraijer (2019)
found that the sensitivity of different coherent models differs between females and
males, with the LL model being the most sensitive for females and the less sensitive
for males, compared with two other coherent models. Kjærgaard et al. (2016)
explore which reference population provides the most accurate forecasts and found
that the optimal reference population differs across countries. The results of their
analysis suggest that selecting a few countries with similar trends in life expectancy
to the population of interest as the reference population increases forecast accuracy.
This strategy was here used for the LL and CoDA-C models.
Accounting for smoking and cohort effects is also worth exploring when
forecasting Danish mortality. However, as stated by Stoeldraijer (2019): “Because
more assumptions are required in a method that incorporates smoking, a trade-off
must be made between the advantage of being able to take the impact of smoking
into account and the advantage of the objectivity of a pure extrapolation approach
based on total mortality” (Stoeldraijer 2019, p. 21). As such, in this chapter we have
limited our analyses to extrapolative models, often favored by statistical offices to
produce official forecasts.
An important aspect of forecasting, which was not discussed in this chapter, is
the prediction intervals. As the future is uncertain, it is important to estimate the
uncertainty of a forecast. An indication of a likely range of values should thus be
included when forecasting (Booth and Tickle 2008).
This chapter highlights the challenges in forecasting mortality in Denmark and
the sensitivity of the forecasts to the different choices faced by the forecasters, e.g.,
which models, indicators and reference period should be used? Given that official
forecasts are used to plan economic and social policies, these choices should be
made carefully and analytically.
Replicability
The data and R codes used for the LC, LL, CoDA, CoDA-C and MEM models
are publicly available at https://github.com/mpascariu/MortalityForecast. The DG
model data and R codes are available in the MortalityGaps R package (Pascariu
2018) and at https://github.com/mpascariu/MortalityGaps.
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Mortality forecasts are an important component of population forecasting and are
central to the estimation of longevity risk in actuarial practice. Planning by the
state for health and aged care services and by individuals for retirement and later
life depends on accurate mortality forecasts. The overall accuracy or performance
of mortality forecasting has improved since Lee and Carter (1992) introduced
stochastic forecasting of mortality to the demographic community, and further
improvements can undoubtedly be made.
The series of new methods and method refinements contributing to improved
performance include various extensions of the Lee-Carter method (e.g., Booth 2006;
Booth et al. 2002, 2006; de Jong and Tickle 2006; Li and Li 2017; Li 2012; Li et al.
2013; Shang et al. 2011; Tickle and Booth 2014). The independently developed
functional data approach of Hyndman and Ullah (2007) is a generalisation of
Lee-Carter. Other approaches include general linear modelling (e.g., Ahmadi and
Li 2014; Currie 2014; Renshaw and Haberman 2003, 2006), Bayesian methods
(e.g., Cairns et al. 2011; Raftery et al. 2013), and compositional data modelling
(Bergeron-Boucher et al. 2017), among others (Basellini and Camarda 2019; Booth
and Tickle 2008; Camarda 2019; de Beer and Janssen 2016; Janssen 2018; Pascariu
et al. 2018). However, the principal components approach, used in the Lee-Carter
method, remains prominent.
A logical and fruitful development is coherent forecasting where the mortality
experience of two or more populations are forecast jointly, with the expectation that
forecast performance will be improved by borrowing strength from the complemen-
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tary, or ‘other’, population(s). Li and Lee (2005) introduced this idea by forecasting
the mortality of a group of populations with similar mortality experience, identified
as an integral part of model estimation. This common factor approach has been
further developed by others (e.g., Li 2012).
The product-ratio method of coherent forecasting was proposed by Hyndman
et al. (2013) following earlier unpublished work by Booth using ratios. The two
examples used to illustrate the method forecast the mortality of two or more
subpopulations within a country: the two sex-specific populations in sex-coherent
mortality forecasting for Sweden and the populations of the several states of
Australia in state-coherent mortality forecasting. It was noted that forecast accuracy
and bias, averaged over the subpopulations, was improved by using the coherent
method when compared with independent forecasts for each subpopulation. Further,
forecast accuracy and bias were homogenised across the subpopulations, a feature
of considerable benefit in actuarial and population projection applications. The gen-
eralisability of these findings to other countries has not previously been investigated.
This study evaluates sex-coherent forecasting using a wide range of populations.
The use of an external standard or reference population in forecasting mortality
has been variously proposed (Basellini and Camarda 2019; Fazle Rabbi 2019;
Hyndman et al. 2013; Li and Lee 2005). The choice of external standard is
often somewhat arbitrary; possible criteria include language, geographic proximity,
political entity, and mortality level. However derived, a standard can be used in
the product-ratio method to produce standard-coherent forecasts. By choosing an
appropriate standard, the borrowed strength can be expected to result in a better
forecast of the population of interest. This constitutes a novel application of the
product-ratio method. This standard-coherent method is evaluated in this study.
8.2 Study Design
8.2.1 Aim, Objectives and Hypothesis
The overall aim of this study is to determine whether taking appropriate other mor-
tality into account (by using the product-ratio method) improves the performance
of mortality forecasting, as measured by accuracy, bias and robustness. This is
addressed through three successive objectives.
The first objective is to evaluate the performance, compared with independent
forecasts, of sex-coherent forecasting across a wide range of populations. It is
expected, based on the example of Sweden in Hyndman et al. (2013) and prelimi-
nary research by the author that male mortality forecasts are improved when female
mortality is taken into account, but not vice versa. Noting that female mortality is
lower than male mortality, my hypothesis is that a low-mortality standard will serve
as a better guide to future mortality, given the prevailing trend of decline, than a
higher-mortality standard.
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Based on this hypothesis, the second objective is to use a selection of low-
mortality standards to evaluate the performance of standard-coherent forecasting
across the range of populations. The third objective is to compare the forecast
performance of independent, sex-coherent and standard-coherent forecasts in order
to determine how these three methods rank for female and male mortality.
8.2.2 Data
Data are obtained from the Human Mortality Database (“Human Mortality
Database,” 2019) (HMD) for the period 1950–2014; this period was chosen to
maximise as far as practicable the number of countries with available data. This
resulted in a total of 21 countries (Table 8.1) being included in the analysis. The
data comprise annual age-sex-specific central death rates, or mortality rates, and
corresponding populations exposed to the risk of death.
The available data are for single years of age 0–109 and for the open-ended
interval 110+. Initial evaluation of the mortality rates showed that, for all countries,
observed rates at the oldest ages were lower in the earlier years of observation than
in more recent years; it is assumed that this is the result of improved age at death
Table 8.1 Ranking of
countries by sex-specific life
expectancy in 2014
Female Male
Country e(0) Rank e(0) Rank
Japan 86.81 1 80.51 5
Spain 85.60 2 80.08 7
France 85.43 3 79.27 11
Italy 85.15 4 80.55 4
Switzerland 85.11 5 80.93 2
Australia 84.56 6 80.59 3
Iceland 84.12 7 81.12 1
Portugal 84.12 7 77.92 18
Norway 84.10 9 80.03 8
Sweden 84.05 10 80.36 6
Canada 83.98 11 79.81 10
Finland 83.85 12 78.13 17
Austria 83.73 13 78.92 14
Belgium 83.51 14 78.57 15
Netherlands 83.29 15 79.88 9
Ireland 83.21 16 79.16 13
UK 82.99 17 79.25 12
Denmark 82.67 18 78.57 15
Czechia 81.73 19 75.72 20
USA 81.45 20 76.64 19
Hungary 79.24 21 72.26 21
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reporting over time and selection effects rather than a real increase in mortality. In
order to avoid erroneously modelling increasing mortality at the oldest ages, the
data for ages 95 and older were combined into a revised open-ended interval. In
other circumstances, it would be desirable to model mortality rates at the oldest
ages (Buettner 2002). Here, however, there is little, if any, gain in doing so because
the objective is to compare the performance of forecasting methods and because
modelled rates would follow the same pattern in the standard as in the population of
interest.
8.2.3 Choice of Standard
The evaluation of standard-coherent forecasting will obviously depend on the choice
of standard. In line with the hypothesised role of a low-mortality standard, four
leaders of the global mortality decline, measured in terms of life expectancy in 2014,
were identified for use as standards. Table 8.1 shows 2014 life expectancy by sex
for the 21 countries in the study. Countries with a total population size of less than
one million were discounted in this process in order to avoid excessive fluctuation in
the standard; this size criterion applies only to Iceland which, in fact, recorded the
highest ranking male life expectancy in 2014 (Table 8.1). The sex-specific standards
employed are Japan and Spain (1st and 2nd respectively for female life expectancy),
and Switzerland and Australia (2nd and 3rd respectively for male life expectancy).
These four countries were excluded from the analytical group of 17 countries on
which the comparative analysis is based so as to maintain comparability of results.
8.2.4 Rolling Fitting Period
Any forecast is dependent on the particular fitting period used. Forecast error also
depends on the particular year in the forecast period combined with forecast horizon.
For evaluative purposes, it is important to take these influences into account as far
as possible. This is done by appropriate averaging over forecasts. A rolling forecast
origin is commonly used in the calculation of average error, so as to reduce the
effect of fluctuations and abrupt changes in annual mortality rates in relation to the
fitting period and the forecast period. In previous work, the rolling aspect has been
restricted to the last year of the fitting period, or jump-off year, on the basis that time
series methods give little weight to earlier data (Hyndman et al. 2013).
In this analysis, rather than fixing the first year of the fitting period, the length
of the fitting period is fixed; the first and last years of the fitting period are
simultaneously rolling. This is considered more robust, as a fixed first year of the
fitting period could in some circumstances lead to systematic bias. Given 65 years of
data and setting the maximum forecast horizon at 23 years (to obtain reliable results
for up to 20 years), the fitting period length is fixed at 42 years. As the fitting period
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 …. 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65
Fitting period 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 23 x 1
Fitting period 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 22 x 2
Fitting period 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 21 x 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 20 x 4
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 19 x 5
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 18 x 6
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 17 x 7
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 16 x 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 15 x 9
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 14 x 10
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 13 x 11
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 12 x 12
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 11 x 13
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 10 x 14
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 9 x 15
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 8 x 16
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 7 x 17
1 2 3 4 5 6 6 x 18
1 2 3 4 5 5 x 19
1 2 3 4 4 x 20 
1 2 3 3 x 21
1 2 2 x 22
Fitting period 23    1 1 x 23
Note: Horizons 21 to 23 are not used because of low frequencies.
Horizon x 
frequency
Year of data:   rolling fitting period  and  horizon within diminishing forecast period
Fitting period 22    
Fitting period 21    
Fig. 8.1 Rolling fitting period of length 42 years, calendar years in forecast period (years 43–65)
and forecast horizons (1–23 years)
is rolled forward in time, the forecast horizon is correspondingly reduced. Figure 8.1
illustrates how this procedure produces forecasts for horizons, h, of 1–23 years with
diminishing frequency, there being 23 forecasts of h=1, 22 forecasts of h=2, . . . ., 2
forecasts of h =22 and 1 forecast of h =23. Forecasts based on three or fewer values
are excluded from the evaluation; these are for horizons 21–23. Thus, the reported
mean results cover horizons of 1–20 years, with greater confidence in means for
shorter horizons deriving from larger numbers of observations.
8.2.5 Measures Used in Evaluation
The forecasts are evaluated using several measures, based on forecast error in the
mortality rates at age x and time t for country c, m(x, t, c). First, the accuracy of
the point forecast is measured by the mean absolute relative error, MARE, in age-
specific mortality rates, averaged over age and fitting period. For country c, the
MARE for horizon h is defined as
MARE (h, c) = 1





∣∣m (x, t + h, c) − m̂ (x, t + h, c)∣∣
m (x, t + h, c)
where m̂ (x, t + h, c) is the forecast rate for country c at age x and t is an index
of year. For all horizons, the fitting period is 42 years of data starting in year t=1,
2, . . . ,23 and, correspondingly, the forecast period starts in year t=43, 44, . . . , 65
and ends in year t=65.
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Second, the mean relative error, MRE, is used to assess bias. In demographic
forecasting, it is often of primary interest to know whether the point forecast is
biased and in which direction. For country c, the MRE for horizon h is defined as
MRE (h, c) = 1





m (x, t + h, c) − m̂ (x, t + h, c)
m (x, t + h, c)
The use of relative errors gives equal weight across ages, regardless of the size
of the rate, thus removing the effect of different levels and different age patterns
of mortality in the comparative assessments. (Note that relative weights are con-
ceptually independent of size of rate). Country comparisons are thus valid, and
each country has equal weight in overall averages. Sex comparisons are similarly
valid (all results are sex-specific). The use of relative errors also permits direct
comparison of errors across horizons, and facilitates interpretation of averages and
variability over horizons.
The units of analysis for evaluation and comparison are MARE(h, c) and
MRE(h, c). Horizon-specific mean accuracy and bias, MARE(h) and MRE(h), are
averages over countries; these describe the average ‘horizon effect’ in accuracy and
bias, or degree to which forecast performance declines over time. Country-specific
mean accuracy and bias, MARE(c) and MRE(c), are averages over horizons; these
measure the degree of difficulty in forecasting mortality for each population. Overall































It should be noted that MRE is a measure of net bias. The values of MRE(h, c)
are net across ages and across fitting periods. Additionally, MRE(c) is net across
horizons, MRE(h) is net across countries, and the overall mean is net across horizons
and countries. Absolute bias is used in some comparisons.
Third, the heterogeneity or standard deviations of accuracy and bias are used to
assess method robustness. (Note these are not based on forecast variance as used in
the estimation of the interval forecast; the interval forecast is not within the scope
of the study.) Two measures of heterogeneity are used in parallel with the average






(MARE (h, c) − MARE(h))2
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and similarly for SDh(MRE). This measure shows the degree of country variation in
the horizon effect. A low value is preferable as it indicates that the method is robust
to different mortality conditions.







(MARE (h, c) − MARE(c))2
and similarly for SDc(MRE). This shows the degree of variability over horizon
in accuracy and bias for country c, due to the horizon effect, and a low value is
preferable. The average of SDc(MARE) and SDc(MRE) over countries provides an
overall measure of the degree of heterogeneity across horizons, which is used in
comparing methods.
The study includes discussion of the sex-differences in accuracy and bias
averaged over countries, MAREM(h) − MAREF(h) and MREM(h) − MREF(h),
and of sex-differences in accuracy and bias averaged over horizons, MAREM(c)
− MAREF(c) and MREM(c) − MREF(c). Note that these are not the accuracy and
bias of the sex-difference in mortality.
8.3 Forecasting Methods
8.3.1 Functional Data Forecasting
The forecasting methods employed in this research draw on the functional forecast-
ing approach of Hyndman and Ullah (2007). The Hyndman-Ullah functional data
method (FDM) is a generalisation of the well-known Lee-Carter method (Lee and
Carter 1992), and models and forecasts the natural logarithm of period age-specific
mortality rates for a particular population or country (in this section, c is dropped
from formulae). The functional data model is
ln (m (x, t)) = a(x) +
∑
j
bj (x)kj (t) + e (x, t) + σ (x, t) ε (x, t)
where a(x) is the temporal average pattern of the logarithm of mortality by age and,
for j = 1, . . . ,J components, bj(x) is a ‘basis function’ and kj(t) is a time series
coefficient. Broadly, the kj(t) represent annual rates of mortality decline averaged
over age, while the bj(x) describe the age pattern of decline averaged over time. The
parameters of the model are estimated after smoothing the data over age. Thus, the
a(x) and bj(x) are smooth functions of age. The pairs (bj(x), kj(t)) for j = 1, . . . ,J are
estimated using principal component decomposition. The error term σ (x, t) ε(x, t)
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accounts for age-varying observational error; this is the difference between the
observed rates and the smoothed rates. The error term e(x, t) is modelling error,
or the difference between the smoothed rates and the fitted rates from the model.
The FDM differs from the Lee-Carter method in several ways. First, as already
noted, the ln(m(x, t)) are smoothed over age prior to modelling. This is done using
nonparametric smoothing methods and assuming monotonic increase at ages 65 and
older. Each year of data is smoothed by applying weighted penalized regression
splines where the weights are equal to the approximate inverse variance of the
rate, i.e., m(x, t) E(x, t), where E(x, t) is population exposed to risk, and deaths are
assumed to follow a Poisson distribution (Booth et al. 2014).
Second, the FDM uses functional principal components and, unlike Lee-Carter,
employs more than one component of the decomposition. Following previous
research (Hyndman and Booth 2008; Hyndman et al. 2013), six components are
used for all data sets in this study. The remaining J–6 components form the error
term, e(x, t). Third, there is no adjustment of the time coefficients (as was the case in
the original Lee-Carter method). Fourth, rather than routinely employing the random
walk with drift model for forecasting the time coefficients; the most appropriate
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models are selected based on
statistical criteria (Shumway and Stoffer 2006).
8.3.2 Coherent Forecasting
Coherent forecasting takes the experience of two or more populations into account
and ensures that the resulting forecasts for each population are ‘non-divergent’,
which encompasses the conditions that they do not converge (and cross over) in
the short term nor diverge in the long term (Li and Lee 2005). The product-ratio
method for coherent forecasting (Hyndman et al. 2013) uses the FDM in jointly
forecasting mortality for two or more populations.
For sex-coherent forecasting, the product function is the geometric mean of sex-
specific rates, p (x, t) = √mF (x, t) mM (x, t), where F denotes female and M
denotes male. The ratio function is the square root of the ratio of sex-specific rates,
r (x, t) = √mM (x, t) /mF (x, t). Because of the symmetry in the two-population
case, the inverse ratio is not needed. These two functions are independently forecast
using the FDM. Coherence is achieved by restricting the forecast of the ratio to
converge very slowly to its temporal average; in other words, the forecast of each
time coefficient converges to stationarity. For further details, including the case of
three or more populations, see Hyndman et al. (2013).
The forecasts of the product and ratio functions are combined to produce forecast
mortality rates. Forecast male mortality at future t is:
̂
√
mF(x, t) mM(x, t) .
̂
√
mM(x, t) /mF(x, t) =
̂
√
mM(x, t)2 = m̂M(x, t) (8.1)
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and forecast female mortality at future t is:
̂
√




mM(x, t) /mM(x, t) =
̂
√
mF(x, t)2 = m̂F(x, t) (8.2)
The product-ratio coherent method makes use of the fact that the product and
ratio will behave roughly independently of each other, as long as the two populations
have approximately equal mortality variances (Hyndman et al. 2013). The method is
directly applicable to the mortality of any two populations for which the coherence
of their future mortality is postulated. Thus, the method is appropriate for standard-
coherent forecasting where standard mortality is taken into account in forecasting
the mortality of the population of interest. In the above equations, this is achieved by
replacing F by S to denote standard (for example Japan), and by replacing M by the
country of interest (for example, France). The forecast for the country of interest is
then obtained by Eq. 8.1. Note that Eq. 8.2 is not used as, under the hypothesis that
a low-mortality standard will serve as a better guide to future mortality, the forecast
for the standard should not be obtained by reference to a population with higher
mortality. In applying the standard-coherent method, sex-specific mortality rates are
used.
8.4 Evidence: A Comparison of Methods
In line with the objectives of this research, sex-coherent and standard-coherent
forecasts are evaluated in terms of accuracy, bias and robustness, against inde-
pendent forecasts and against each other. The basic units of analysis, sex-specific
accuracy and bias measures by horizon and country, MARE(h, c) and MRE(h, c),
are illustrated in Fig. 8.2 for independent forecasts of female mortality, each graph
representing 340 data points. Typical of forecasts in general, accuracy declines
(MARE(h, c) increases) and absolute bias increases with forecast horizon. Given rel-
ative measures of accuracy and bias, the increases observed are entirely attributable
to the horizon effect. While forecasts for most countries exhibit relatively modest
increases in forecast error with horizon, a handful exhibit substantial increases.
Similar patterns are found in the basic units of analysis for all three methods, for
accuracy and bias, and for each sex (Fig. 8.8).
8.4.1 Sex-Coherent Forecasts
The comparison of sex-coherent forecasts with independent forecasts is summarised
in Fig. 8.3 using ratios of sex-coherent to independent measures, or relative
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Fig. 8.2 Accuracy and bias by horizon and country, independent forecasts for female mortality
performance; see also Figs. 8.5 and 8.6, to be discussed later. The upper quadrants
show country-specific relative accuracy and relative absolute bias, or ratios of
averages over horizons, MARE(c) and |MRE(c)|, for female and male mortality
forecasts. These results show that the sex-coherent method is advantageous for
forecasting male mortality but disadvantageous for forecasting female mortality. For
male mortality, taking account of female mortality improved forecast accuracy and
bias for 13–14 of the 17 countries, with an overall improvement across countries
of 11% in accuracy and 12% in bias. However, taking account of male mortality
in forecasting female mortality improved accuracy and bias for only 3–4 of the
17 countries, resulting in an overall reduction of 11% in accuracy and an overall
increase of 32% in bias.
Similar patterns occur in relative heterogeneity across horizons, seen in the lower
quadrants of Fig. 8.3. For male mortality, sex-coherent forecasting reduced the
standard deviations of accuracy and bias, SDc(MARE) and SDc(MRE), for 15 of
the 17 countries, with an overall reduction of 21% for both measures compared
with independent forecasts. For female mortality, however, sex-coherent forecasting
produced increased standard deviations for all but 3–4 countries, with overall
increases of 24% for accuracy and 43% for bias.
Together, these findings generally confirm that forecast performance is improved
for male mortality but reduced for female mortality when comparing the sex-
coherent forecasts with independent forecasts. The hypothesis that low mortality
serves as a good guide to future mortality is therefore supported in the context of
sex-coherent forecasting.
















































































































































































The second objective of the study involves evaluation of the efficacy of several
low-mortality standards in improving the performance of mortality forecasts. The
third objective is to rank forecasts produced by the three methods (independent,
sex-coherent and standard-coherent). These objectives are addressed in this section.
Results are presented for the standard-coherent method using the four low-mortality
standards described earlier, with comparable results for independent and sex-
coherent forecasts. The case of Japan as standard, chosen for its leadership in life
expectancy, is considered in detail; the results presented in Figs. 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6
are accuracy and bias means and standard deviations. For the remaining three low-
mortality standards, only summary results are shown.
8.4.2.1 Japan as Standard
The evaluation focusses first on the horizon effect. Forecast accuracy and bias
are averaged across countries. The upper quadrants of Fig. 8.4 show horizon-
specific average accuracy and bias, MARE(h) and MRE(h), for the three methods
by sex. Comparing methods, the standard-coherent forecast is the most accurate
at all horizons for both sexes. For male mortality, the sex-coherent forecast is more
accurate than the independent forecast, but for female mortality the reverse is found,
as previously noted. Similar patterns among methods occur for bias, revealing a
systematic tendency in the forecasts (except standard-coherent forecasts for female
mortality) to underestimate the extent of future mortality decline (see also Fig. 8.8).
These findings also show that the horizon effect is stable on average: mean accuracy
and bias worsen steadily over forecast horizon, with an increasing advantage of
standard-coherent forecasting.
The corresponding standard deviations, SDh(MARE) and SDh(MRE), are com-
pared in the lower quadrants of Fig. 8.4. Heterogeneity among countries is relatively
low at shorter horizons, particularly for accuracy, but increases rapidly at longer
horizons, a result of substantial increases for some countries but not others (Fig. 8.8).
This heterogeneity is significantly reduced by standard-coherent forecasting, while
being selectively modified by sex-coherent forecasting as previously noted.
Focussing now on countries, forecast accuracy and bias are averaged across
horizons. Figures 8.5 and 8.6 (upper quadrants) show, for females and males
respectively, country-specific average accuracy and bias, MARE(c) and MRE(c), by
method. For many countries (17 for male mortality and 9–10 for female mortality),
the standard-coherent forecast is the best among the three methods in terms of both
accuracy and bias, and this is reflected in the overall means (shown top right) which
are averages across countries. Again, the sex-coherent method performs less well
than the independent method for female mortality (Fig. 8.5) but performs better for
male mortality (Fig. 8.6). These rankings among methods are also found for the




























































































































































































standard deviations, SDc(MARE) and SDc(MRE), shown in the lower quadrants of
Figs. 8.5 and 8.6.
This analysis identifies three countries, namely Czechia, Denmark and Hungary,
for which forecasting errors are systematically largest when using the independent
method, possibly due to their irregular patterns of mortality decline. Both female and
male mortality in these countries gain substantially in performance from standard-
coherent forecasting (Figs. 8.5 and 8.6). For Portugal, large gains also occur for male
mortality, but losses in performance occur for female mortality. Small losses also
occur for female mortality in populations for which forecast errors are low when
using the independent method (Fig. 8.5). Overall, standard-coherent forecasting
improves accuracy by 17% for female mortality and 41% for male mortality, while
bias is reduced by 99% and 63% respectively. These results are generally consistent
with the hypothesis that a low-mortality standard serves as a good guide to future
mortality decline.
8.4.2.2 Other Standards
The efficacy of standard-coherent forecasting in improving forecast accuracy and
bias clearly depends on the choice of standard. In this section, the three additional
standards are considered; these are Spain, Switzerland and Australia. Summary
results are shown in Table 8.2, comprising overall means and standard deviations,
relative to independent forecasts, of accuracy and bias for the three methods and the
four standards. (Note that as mean bias is a net measure, its size depends partly
on the degree of counterbalancing of positive and negative biases; this explains
the very low value for overall mean bias for female mortality when using Japan as
standard, and also influences other values for bias.) For female mortality, the results
obtained when using Spain, Switzerland and Australia as standard are similar to
those for Japan as standard: the standard-coherent method improves accuracy and
bias, and reduces across-country average heterogeneity across horizons. For male
mortality, however, the effects are less consistent; when using Spain or Switzerland
as standard, performance is reduced or only marginally improved.
8.5 Discussion
This analysis has evaluated the performance of two methods of coherent mortality
forecasting in terms of the means and standard deviations of forecast accuracy and
bias in female and male mortality in 17 low-mortality countries. The purpose of
the evaluation was to test the hypothesis that low mortality serves as a good guide to
future mortality when used in coherent forecasting, and high mortality does not. The
findings support this hypothesis to a large extent but, for male mortality in particular,
exceptions occur.



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































8.5.1 Support for the Low-Mortality Hypothesis
The results show that sex-coherent forecasting improves forecast performance,
relative to independent forecasting, for male mortality but not for female mortality.
Average gains in performance for male mortality forecasting range from 11% to
21%, while average losses in performance for female mortality forecasting amount
to 11–43% (Table 8.2). Given lower female mortality than male mortality in all
countries in the study (Table 8.1), both results support the hypothesis.
At the same time, standard-coherent forecasting with each of the four low-
mortality standards improves performance for female mortality, with gains of
8–99%. Again, these results support the hypothesis that low mortality serves as
a good guide to future mortality, given that all four countries used as standards
have low mortality relative to almost all other countries in the study (Table 8.1).
For male mortality, however, standard-coherent forecasting with these low-mortality
standards is not always advantageous. While using Japan or Australia as standard
improves performance by 24–63%, using Switzerland or Spain as standard produces
small gains or losses in performance. (The results for Spain as standard (not shown)
indicate that poor performance cannot be attributable to high or similar male
mortality in Spain compared with six of the populations considered (Table 8.1).)
Thus, in the case of male mortality, the hypothesis is only partially supported by
standard-coherent forecasting.
Further, for both female and male mortality, the lowest-mortality standard of the
same sex does not produce the greatest gains in performance. The best performing
standard for female mortality is Australia, chosen on the basis of male mortality,
while the best performing standard for male mortality is Japan, chosen on the basis
of female mortality. However, Japan and Australia serve as the two best guides
for both female and male future mortality. These findings point to choice of low-
mortality standard as an important consideration (Kjærgaard et al. 2016; Stoeldraijer
2019).
8.5.2 Ranking of Methods
Considering only Japan or Australia as standard, the ranking of methods by
performance varies as a result of the differential effect of sex-coherent forecasting.
For female mortality, the best method is standard-coherent forecasting, followed
by independent forecasting, with sex-coherent forecasting in third place. For male
mortality, standard-coherent forecasting is again best, followed by sex-coherent
forecasting and then independent forecasting. These rankings hold for accuracy and
bias, and for means and standard deviations. In most cases, these rankings also hold
over forecast horizons.
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8.5.3 Benefits of a Low-Mortality Standard
In the case of Japan as standard, the average trajectories of mean accuracy and bias
change steadily over horizon (Fig. 8.4) and similar patterns are found for most
individual countries. The horizon effects for accuracy and bias are considerably
reduced by standard-coherent forecasting and heterogeneity across countries is also
reduced. Thus confidence in standard-coherent forecasts is considerably greater
than in independent forecasts which systematically overestimate future mortality
rates and underestimate future life expectancy. Standard-coherent forecasting is
also advantageous in reducing forecast error due to particular mortality conditions.
The latter may be partially manifest in jump-off error indicated by error at
h = 1. Jump-off error is greater on average for male mortality than for female
mortality and, like the horizon effect, is reduced by standard-coherent forecasting
(Fig. 8.4). Additionally, heterogeneity among countries with respect to forecast
accuracy and bias is substantially reduced by standard-coherent forecasting; this
is seen by horizon in the lower quadrants of Fig. 8.4, and is also evident in the upper
quadrants of Figs. 8.5 and 8.6.
8.5.4 Homogenisation of Accuracy and Bias by Sex
One of the features of sex-coherent forecasting noted by Hyndman et al. (2013) is
the homogenisation of forecast accuracy and bias for female and male mortality by
horizon. Because forecast errors are generally smaller for female mortality than for
male mortality, the opposing effects of sex-coherent forecasting result in smaller
sex-differences in accuracy and bias. Figure 8.7 (upper quadrants) shows that sex-
coherent forecasting substantially reduces the sex-difference in forecast accuracy
and bias at longer horizons, compared with independent forecasting. This is the
case for 14 of the 17 countries (Fig. 8.7 lower quadrants) and on average the sex-
difference is reduced by 50% for accuracy and 48% for bias (Table 8.2).
Homogenisation by sex of forecast accuracy and bias is also an outcome of
standard-coherent forecasting with Japan as standard, as also seen in Fig. 8.7.
Compared with independent forecasting, Fig. 8.7 shows that standard-coherent
forecasting substantially reduces the sex-difference in both forecast accuracy and
bias, and in 16 of the 17 countries, resulting in overall reductions of 85% for
accuracy and 33% for bias. Thus for accuracy, homogeneity by sex is greatest for the
standard-coherent method (with Japan as standard) while for bias, homogeneity is
greatest for the sex-coherent method. In both cases, independent forecasts are least
homogeneous.
Greater homogeneity by sex of accuracy and bias is a significant advantage for
forecasting practice, as it reduces the likelihood of unbalanced forecasts of female
and male mortality. Increased confidence in the internal consistency of mortality
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Ratios of sex-differences in the overall means and standard deviations of accu-
racy and bias are shown for all methods and standards in Table 8.2. Sex-coherent
forecasting reduces the sex-difference in the standard deviations of accuracy and
bias by two-thirds. For standard-coherent forecasting, using Japan as standard
very substantially reduces the sex-difference in performance while using Australia
as standard reduces it by about one third. However, using Spain as standard is
consistently disadvantageous for male mortality and hence for sex-differences,
while using Switzerland as standard has little effect.
8.5.5 Strengths of the Study
An important and purposeful feature of this study is the use of relative measures
of accuracy and bias: MARE and MRE. These measures aggregate and average the
proportional forecast errors in age-specific mortality rates, with equal weight to each
age, and are thus comparable across mortality levels and age pattern. This means that
they are also comparable across horizons, countries and sex; differences and ratios
are also comparable. This is a major strength of the study. Non-proportional errors,
which are typically larger for higher rates, are influenced by decreasing mortality
and portray a conservative horizon effect. In this study, increases in MARE and MRE
with increasing horizon are not influenced by level of mortality.
A second strength is the use of a rolling fitting period, designed to avoid
systematic effects in forecast errors arising from random temporal variation in the
data in the fitting or forecast periods. By averaging over fitting periods, the effects of
jump-off year (jump-off error), calendar year in the forecast period and horizon are
averaged (Fig. 8.1). The fixed length of the rolling fitting period has little effect on
forecast error, relative to a fixed first year. Indeed, the first year of the fitting period
advances from 1950 to 1972, the latter completely omitting the period of mortality
stagnation in the 1960s experienced in many low-mortality countries. By using a
rolling start year of fixed length, the study takes into account as broad a range of
mortality situations as possible.
The comparison of the three methods is further validated by their common use
of FDM with identical parameters. Thus the comparison reveals the effects of
taking other mortality into account through coherent forecasting. The two coherent
methods are also directly comparable: the sex-coherent method is in fact a special
case of the standard-coherent method where the standard is the other sex.
It is also of note that the study has a theoretical basis. Most studies intro-
ducing new methods have focussed on technical aspects and have been largely
experimental.
8.5.6 Limitations
A common criticism of forecasting with the aid of a standard is that the standard
itself is not forecast. In this study, the standard represents low mortality. As has been
shown, it would be inappropriate to use coherent methods to forecast the standard
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because the other mortality would by definition be higher. In using standard-
coherent forecasting, the forecast of the standard is not of interest. Rather, the
standard should be forecast using the independent method, bearing in mind that such
forecasts tend to overestimate future mortality (Fig. 8.8). The gains in accuracy for
mortality forecasts for all other countries far outweigh this limitation. Further, it
should be noted that the method does not require that the standard be forecast.
It should be borne in mind that the means and standard deviations of accuracy
and bias are derived from the same forecasting errors in age-specific mortality rates.
Given the nature of mortality data, large errors tend to be associated with less regular
age and time patterns of change, which also produce large standard deviations across
horizons and countries. Patterns across horizons and countries can therefore be
expected to be similar. It should also be noted that the study uses heterogeneity
in average error (the units of analysis) by horizon and country to assess robustness
of methods. Given averaging over rolling fitting period, the study does not assess
the accuracy of forecasts for individual calendar years in the forecast period.
The equal weight allocated to each age in the relative measures of accuracy
and bias may be regarded as a limitation in situations where emphasis is required
on ages where mortality rates are high. Weighting of MARE and MRE by age
would address this requirement while still retaining the advantage of comparability
across populations. In other circumstances, the mean absolute error and mean
error may be used, but comparability across horizons, countries and sexes would
be lost.
A further limitation of this study is that interval forecasts (Shang et al. 2011)
are not considered. Conceptually, this follows from analysing accuracy and bias
based on errors in the point forecast of age-sex-specific mortality rates, rather
than on errors in the forecast distribution of these rates. Further, the rates used in
calculation of these measures are net of random observational error by virtue of
the smoothing procedure integral to functional data modelling, and the measures
are further stabilised by averaging over age and fitting period. Thus, a significant
component of the error contributing to the prediction interval of the forecast is
excluded from consideration. Further research is needed to address the accuracy
of prediction intervals in the framework of this analysis.
8.6 Conclusion
Coherent forecasting offers one approach to the reduction of error in mortality
forecasts. Using the product-ratio method of coherent forecasting with functional
data models, this study has shown that coherent forecasting with an empirical low-
mortality standard can be highly advantageous in terms of forecast performance.
Low-mortality-coherent forecasting has the ability to increase accuracy, reduce
bias and limit the heterogeneity in these measures. Additionally, sex-differences
in forecast performance are reduced, producing greater homogeneity by sex of
accuracy and bias, thereby increasing confidence in forecasts by sex. These are
important advantages in real world forecasting.
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This study has provided clear guidance for female and male mortality forecast-
ing. In both cases, a same-sex low-mortality-standard is optimal. For male mortality,
sex-coherent forecasting is also advantageous, on average, but for female mortality
sex-coherent forecasting is counterproductive. This study has identified Japan and
Australia as the two standards producing the best forecast performance for both
female and male mortality in the recent past, while Spain and Switzerland are much
less useful as standards. Why this is so remains unclear. The hypothesis that low-
mortality is a good guide to future mortality is largely supported, but the role of
other features of the standard need further investigation.
Appendix
Fig. 8.8 Units of analysis: accuracy and bias by horizon and country for female and male mortality
by method (Japan as standard). Note: Country average shown in black
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Fig. 8.8 (continued)
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Chapter 9
European Mortality Forecasts: Are
the Targets Still Moving?
Nico Keilman and Sigve Kristoffersen
9.1 Introduction and Problem Formulation
Many statistical agencies routinely produce population forecasts, and revise these
forecasts when new data become available, or when current demographic trends
indicate that an update is necessary. When the forecaster strongly revises, from one
forecast round to the next one, a forecast for a certain target year (for instance the
life expectancy in 2050), this indicates large uncertainty connected to mortality
predictions. The aim of this chapter is to shed more light on the uncertainty in
mortality forecasts, by analysing the extent to which life expectancy predictions for
2030 and 2050 were revised in subsequent rounds of population forecasts published
by statistical agencies in selected countries. It updates and extends earlier work that
focused on United Nations and Eurostat forecasts published between 1994 and 2004
(Keilman et al. 2008). There the conclusion was that life expectancy forecasts for 18
European countries for the year 2050 had been revised upwards systematically, by
around 2 years on average during the 10-year publication period. A recent analysis
based on official population forecasts for Norway published in the period 1999–
2018 led to the same conclusion (Keilman 2018). Here we will show that the period
of upward revisions seems to have ended for some European countries.
To predict the life expectancy for some future year appears to be similar to aiming
at a moving target (Lee 1980). The forecaster tries to hit the value as well as she can,
but we cannot expect that the first attempt will be successful. Next, there is a new
attempt, but while the rifle was reloaded, the target appears to have moved upwards.
This may go on for some forecast rounds. However, sometimes we notice hardly
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any revision from one forecast round to the next – in some cases, we even see a
downward revision.
First, we illustrate this process with life expectancy assumptions for 2030 and
2050 included in official population forecasts of Austria, Denmark, the Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. These countries were selected because
the statistical agencies revise their population forecasts every 2 or 3 years. In addi-
tion, we show life expectancy assumptions for Japan, which is leading international
trends in longevity. Next, we try to explain the systematic revisions by theories of
anchoring (Tversky and Kahneman 1974; Kahneman 2011) and assumption drag
(Ascher 1978).
9.2 Findings
Many methods have been used in the recent past to forecast mortality. Booth and
Tickle (2008) give an extensive review. Most methods use some form of extrapo-
lation: one assumes that the future trends in key parameters are a continuation of
trends from the past. The key parameters could be age-specific mortality rates or the
parameters in an underlying model. Some scholars have developed formal models
for analysing current mortality trends in which risk factors and behavioural variables
are linked to mortality at various ages, but such explanatory models are very rare in
official demographic forecasts (the model employed by Statistics Netherlands is an
exception; see below), for a number of reasons. These include the poor predictive
performance of the models and the fact that future trends in explanatory variables
(smoking, food habits, health care etc.) are as difficult to assess as future trends in
mortality itself. See Bengtsson and Keilman (2019) for a recent overview.
Concerning the mortality forecasts presented here, the statistical agencies of
Denmark, Japan, Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden use the Lee-Carter model
(Lee and Carter 1992), or variations of it. The model variant used by Statistics
Netherlands has two distinctive features: the role of smoking is explicitly modelled,
and current trends in other countries than the Netherlands are included. The latter
feature reduces the risk of extrapolating national idiosyncratic mortality trends.
Mortality forecasts for Austria and the United Kingdom are based on assumed rates
of decline in age-specific mortality rates in the future.
The Lee-Carter model assumes that a set of age-specific mortality rates observed
for a number of years can be summarized in three sets of parameters. The first is
a general age pattern of age-specific mortality, with one parameter value for each
age. The second is a period index, with one parameter value for each year. The
period index reflects falling mortality over time. However, the decrease is not the
same for each age, and therefore the model contains an additional set of age-specific
parameters, which modify the period index for each age. When used for projecting
future mortality, one extrapolates the period index to future years, while keeping the
two sets of age-specific parameters constant. Predicted age-specific mortality rates
for a certain year can be summarized into a prediction for the life expectancy at birth
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(LE) for that year. The model has been criticized for under-projecting long-term life
expectancies (and even short-term life expectancies when using long time series
with historical mortality rates); see Stoeldraijer et al. (2018), and the references
therein. During some years, the LE increased faster than in other years. Therefore,
it is difficult to select a certain period that can be thought to be representative for
the future. Moreover, the non-linear nature of the model tends to slow down the
increase in predicted LE. The result is a concave curve that eventually shows a
tendency towards “flattening out” in the longer term.
Extrapolation of mortality based on constant rates of decline in age-specific mor-
tality also leads to a concave curve for the LE as a function of time. A proportional
improvement in mortality makes less and less difference in the expectation of life
(Keyfitz and Caswell 2005, 81).
In what follows, we will focus on LE-values for men and women for 2030 and
for 2050. We would like to stress that the LE is not the primary mortality indicator
deliberately set to some value by the statistical agencies. Rather, it summarizes
extrapolated age-specific mortality rates that were set either directly (Austria, the
UK) or indirectly (through the Lee-Carter model and its parameters; see above).
We acknowledge that many different age patterns of mortality can lead to the same
value of the LE – yet we focus on the latter measure because it is a simple and
straightforward indicator for checking the plausibility of assumptions on future
mortality.
9.2.1 Descriptive Findings
Figure 9.1 plots assumed values for the LE in 2049/2050 for men and women
in a series of forecasts for the populations in Denmark, Japan, and Norway. The
assumptions refer to official forecasts made by statistical agencies in the three
countries during the period 2000–2018. The data come from various sources, as
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Fig. 9.1 Life expectancy predictions for Denmark, Norway, and Japan around 2050, forecasts
prepared between 2000 and 2018. Left panel: men. Right panel: women. (Source: See Appendix)
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Fig. 9.2 Life expectancy predictions for Denmark, Norway, and Japan for the year 2030, forecasts
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Fig. 9.3 Life expectancy predictions for Austria, the Netherlands, Sweden, and the United
Kingdom around 2050, forecasts prepared between 2000 and 2018. Left panel: men. Right panel:
women. (Source: See Appendix)
The graphs show a more or less systematic upward revision of LE-values from
one forecast round to the next. For the case of Denmark, the upward trend appears
to have ended around 2013. In the forecasts computed from 2013 onwards, there
seems to be agreement about an LE for 2050 around 86 years for men and 88 years
for women. For the other two countries, the forecasters show increased optimism in
the sense that assumed LE-values were adjusted upwards in subsequent forecasts,
although the revisions are not as strong as those for Denmark are during the period
before 2013. One has to be a bit cautious concerning the LE of Japanese women,
because we have only a few data points, and the upward revision from the 2010-
forecast to the 2015-forecast is very modest.
The patterns that emerge for 2049/2050 in Fig. 9.1 are very similar to those for
the year 2030 in the three countries; see Fig. 9.2. However, there is one exception:
the 2030 predictions for Danish men computed between 2015 and 2018 show
minor downward corrections. The “target” appears to move in opposite direction,
compared to forecasts published before 2015.
Figures 9.3 and 9.4 show downward revisions in predicted LEs for 2030 and
2050 in four other countries: Austria, the Netherlands, Sweden, and the United
Kingdom. The predictions for Austria appear to be the first ones for which upward
revisions came to a halt: for both target years 2030 and 2050, this is visible starting
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Fig. 9.4 Life expectancy predictions for Austria, the Netherlands, Sweden, and the United
Kingdom for the year 2030, forecasts prepared between 2000 and 2018. Left panel: men. Right
panel: women. (Source: See Appendix)
Fig. 9.5 Life expectancy at


















in 2007. Other countries followed a few years later. The cases of Sweden and the
UK stand out with strong downward revisions in the last forecast, compared to the
previous one. In the forecast of 2018, the 2050 LE-prediction for Swedish women
was 0.55 years lower than the corresponding value in the forecast of 2017. For men
and women in the UK, the 2050 predictions for LE fell by a whole year between
2014 and 2016, which makes a downward slope of half a year of life per calendar
year. These revisions are of similar magnitude as those for Austria between 2015
and 2016 (−0.58 years). Also, note that LE-assumptions in Figs. 9.1, 9.2, 9.3 and
9.4 seem to converge over time, with much larger differences between countries for
forecasts computed in the first decade of the century than in later forecasts.
An obvious question is whether the patterns shown in Figs. 9.3 and 9.4 are related
to trends in actually observed LEs for recent years. Figure 9.5 may shed some led on
this. We note that the upward trend in LE has weakened in all four countries in recent
years, perhaps with the exception of men in Sweden. Thus, a possible explanation
of the flat or even decreasing trends in predicted LE in Figs. 9.3 and 9.4 might be the
fact that increases in actual LE tend to slow down, at least for Austria, Netherlands,
and the United Kingdom. In other words, forecasters are possibly strongly guided
by trends in the current value of the LE, when they predict the LE for future years.
In Sect. 9.3, we will suggest psychological explanations for these findings.
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Some evidence for an association between observed and predicted trends can be
found in the justifications that statistical agencies give for the downward revisions.
ONS (2017) writes, for the case of the United Kingdom, “ . . . actual life expectancy
has increased less than projected since mid-2014; this means that the life expectancy
values for 2016 are lower, and also reduces the rate of increase in subsequent
years.” Statistics Netherlands justifies the downward revision by referring to the
unfavourable mortality development in the last months of 2016 and the limited
decrease in mortality in the first 8 months of 2017. At the same time, relatively low
mortality in 2014 (and a rather high LE that year) led to high values for predicted
LEs in 2030 and 2050 in the 2015-based forecast, in particular for women. This
effect disappeared in later forecasts (Stoeldraijer et al. 2017).
9.2.2 A Simple Model
The process can be formalized as follows. For simplicity, we assume linearity both
for observed and for extrapolated life expectancy trajectories, but with different
slopes. Consider a time interval [t0,T], where t0 is a certain year in the past,
and T is some future year (“target year”). A forecaster has data on actual life
expectancy values LE(t) for the time interval [t0, t1] and is faced with the task of
predicting the life expectancy LE(t) to year T, starting from the jump-off year t1.
Assume that actual life expectancy LE(t) follows a straight line with slope b > 0
on [t0, T]. Assume further that the extrapolated trajectory is a straight line on
[t1, T] with slope be > 0. Then the predicted life expectancy in year T, resulting
from the prediction with jump-off year t1, is LE1 (T) = LE (t1) + (T − t1) .be.
An updated forecast is made in year t2 > t1. The new extrapolation starts from
LE (t2) = LE (t1) + (t2 − t1) .b. The revised prediction for year T is now
LE2 (T) = LE (t2) + (T − t2) . be = LE (t1) + (t2 − t1) . b + (T − t2) . be
The revised forecast LE2(T) differs from the previous forecast LE1(T) by an
amount of
LE2 (T) −LE1 (T) = (t2 − t1) . b + (T − t2) . be − (T − t1) . be= (t2−t1) . (b−be) .
First, assume that be < b. The extrapolated life expectancy falls short compared to
the actual life expectancy by an amount of (b- be) annually. When the inter-forecast
period is (t2 − t1) years, the new life expectancy forecast for year T is higher than
the previous one by (t2 − t1).(b − be) years. This is the situation in Figs. 9.1 and
9.2.
Next, assume that life expectancy is extrapolated with the correct slope (be = b).
Then the new forecast for year T is the same as the previous one: LE2 (T)−LE1 (T).
Much of the data in Figs. 9.3 and 9.4 reflect this pattern.
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Finally, assume that the increase in actual life expectance slows down, or even
stagnates, whereas the extrapolations still follow a straight line with slope be. Then
the difference (b − be) may become negative, which implies a lower life expectancy
forecast for year T compared to the previous forecast.
Note that the straight-line assumptions formulated above are not crucial for the
qualitative results. As long as average annual increases over relevant time intervals
are b and be for actual and extrapolated trends, respectively, we will see upward
revisions for the predicted life expectancy in year T whenever the actual life
expectancy improves faster than the extrapolated one (b > be).
9.3 Possible Explanations: Assumption Drag and Anchoring
Why did population forecasters in the countries analysed here so often revise their
views on people’s length of life in an upwards direction? Or, to put it in terms of the
simple model of Sect. 9.2.2: why did mortality forecasters under-predict so often the
pace of annual LE-improvement? According to Pison (2018), French forecasters did
not anticipate the sharp drop, after the Second World War, in adult mortality, old-age
mortality in particular. There is no reason to assume that the situation was different
in the seven countries analysed here until the beginning of this century. The decline
in cardiovascular mortality explains much of the drop in adult mortality during
the past 50 years. Falling numbers of cancer deaths contribute also. Forecasters
did not foresee this decline, and relied heavily upon observed trends. Longevity
improved only slowly during the 1950s and early 1960s, in particular for men. In
some countries, there was even a stagnation or a decline. Examples are Denmark,
the Netherlands, Norway, and Sweden. Therefore, forecasters assumed that the LE
would increase very little in the immediate future, and that it would soon reach
a maximum value (“ceiling”, or “limit”; see Oeppen and Vaupel 2001). Indeed,
statistical agencies in five of our countries used such a ceiling: Austria (until the
1990-based forecast, in which mortality was kept constant after 2015), Denmark
(forecast of 1997, constant after 2012), Norway (forecast of 1990, constant after
2010), Netherlands (forecast of 1995, constant after 2010), and Sweden (forecast
of 1994, constant after 2025). During the 1990s, however, the forecasters in these
countries dropped the idea of a ceiling, and started to extrapolate a much longer
increase in future LE, although the slope was not steep enough. French forecasters
used an LE-ceiling up to the forecast published in 1986, but gave up this idea starting
with the forecast published in 1995 (Pison 2018).
9.3.1 Assumption Drag
Forty years ago, Ascher (1978) analysed fertility forecasts in developed countries
and noted that forecasters tend to rely strongly on recently observed data; they give
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less weight to the long-term trend. Figure 9.5 suggests that this “assumption drag”
might hold for mortality, too: forecasters in Austria, the Netherlands, Sweden, and
the UK revised assumed LE-values for 2030 and 2050 downwards, because they
relied strongly on a weak upward trend of observed LEs in recent years. Here,
“assumption drag” is to be understood as the maintenance of incorrect assumptions
after their validity has been contradicted by the data. Why this practice? First,
there might be a tendency among demographers to agree on incorrect assumptions
because of socially validated beliefs, for example that there must be an upper
limit to longevity, or a lower limit to fertility. Such a consensus makes it easier to
reject conflicting evidence, such as new research results or data errors. Second, the
complexity of advanced methods can mean that the results achieved are outdated,
because all data are collected and processed and the high costs of advanced methods
can mean that the forecasts simply tend to copy the underlying assumptions from a
previous round.
Let us assume Ascher’s assumption drag applies to mortality, too. The simple
model of Sect. 9.2.2 states that it is primarily the slope in the LE between the
jump-off year of the forecast and the year 2030/2050 that is under-predicted, not so
much the level. Following this line of thought, Ascher’s theory of assumption drag
applies to improvements in the LE, rather than LE levels. The consequence may
very well be that in future population forecasts, the downward revisions in Figs.
9.3 and 9.4 will come to a halt and that more or less stable patterns will emerge.
This is more likely for 2030 than for 2050. After all, the closer we get to a certain
target year, the easier it becomes to predict the LE for that year. Obviously, there
is one additional important assumption underlying these speculations, namely that
the long-term trend in LE expectancy is definitely upward, and that any periods of
stagnation are only temporary.
9.3.2 Anchoring
The anchoring effect is one of the most solid tested phenomena in the world
of experimental psychology. Tversky and Kahneman (1974; see also Kahneman
2011) discovered a cognitive bias, which takes place when we consider a particular
value of an unknown quantity before estimating such quantity. The value we have
considered or that has been shown to us before, strongly determines the estimate we
are going to make, which will always be relatively close to that previous value,
which is called the anchor. Once the anchor has been established, we evaluate
whether it is high or low and then we adjust our estimate to that amount. This mental
process finishes early, because we are not sure of the real amount. Therefore, our
estimation is not usually far from the anchor. Thus, the idea of an adjust-and-anchor
heuristic as a strategy for estimating uncertain quantities is as follows. Start from
an anchoring number, assess whether it is too high or too low, and gradually adjust
your estimate by mentally “moving” from the anchor. The adjustment typically ends
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prematurely, because people stop when they are no longer certain that they should
move farther.
We can use the theory of anchoring to explain the patterns that we see in Figs.
9.1, 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4. To fix ideas, consider a forecast made every 3 years; let us
say in 2012, 2015, and 2018. A forecaster confronted with the task of extrapolating
LE between 2012 and 2030 uses recently observed values as an anchor. In spite of
the fact that historical values have increased more or less linearly at a certain pace, a
simple straight-line extrapolation with the same slope would move the prediction for
2030 too far away from the anchor value, and the forecaster decides to extrapolate
with smaller annual improvements than historically. This may be a straight line,
or, a decelerating (concave) curve. The next forecast round starts from the LE
observed for 2015, and moves the complete extrapolated line or curve upwards.
This is in essence the process described by the model in Sect. 9.2.2. Because the
extrapolations do not increase fast enough, the new prediction for 2030 is higher
than the old one for the same year. The whole procedure is repeated for 2018, and
the result is an even higher LE-prediction for 2030. Figure 9.6 illustrates this process
for the case of the United Kingdom.
Fig. 9.6 Actual and projected period expectation of life at birth (EOLB), males, United Kingdom,
1966 to 2030, selected projections.
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Between 1985 and 2012, the Office for National Statistics (ONS) did not
extrapolate the LE according to a straight line, but used a concave curve. As
argued in Sect. 9.2, not only extrapolations based on proportionate changes in
age-specific mortality, but also those based on the Lee-Carter model will result in
LE-improvements that diminish over time. In Sect. 9.2.2, we demonstrated that even
with straight-line extrapolations, we would observe systematic upward revisions of
predicted LEs for a certain target year if the slope of the extrapolation were less
steep than that of actual values. This was the case for ONS-forecasts between 1971
and 1981 in Fig. 9.6.
The discussion so far attempts to explain the patterns in Figs. 9.1 and 9.2, where
LE-predictions are systematically revised upwards. However, we can also use the
theory of anchoring behaviour to explain downward revisions as in Figs. 9.3 and
9.4. When actual LE stagnates, the anchoring effect becomes stronger, and the
extrapolations in the previous round of forecasts are considered too steep. As a
result, the revised extrapolation curve is flatter than the original one, leading to a
revised 2030-prediction that is close to the value in the previous round. This may
explain the patterns we see for Danish men and women after 2011 in Figs. 9.1 and
9.2, and for Austrian men and women for forecasts with jump-off years between
2009 and 2015. Very strong anchoring may even lead to a downward revision; cf.
the cases of Sweden and the UK in particular.
Kahneman (2011) notes that there are situations in which anchoring appears
reasonable. People who are asked difficult questions clutch at straws, and the anchor
is a plausible straw. To predict long-term trends in mortality is clearly difficult.
Therefore, it is reasonable to use actual mortality trends as anchors. Yet one may
wonder if forecasters, once being aware of the anchoring effect when formulating
forecast assumptions, will learn from the errors they made in the past?
9.4 Conclusions
Life expectancy predictions for a certain target year (for instance, 2030, or 2050)
computed by statistical agencies in some countries during the past decade have been
revised upwards frequently. We noticed this in official LE-predictions for Denmark,
Japan, and Norway. However, for a number of other countries (viz. Austria, the
Netherlands, Sweden, the United Kingdom), such upward revisions are no longer
visible. The LE-adjustments for 2030 and 2050 appear to be very small – they
are even negative in the most recent forecasts for these countries. This means that
in the current forecast, the forecaster is less optimistic about the LE in the target
year than she was in the previous forecast. One possible explanation is that actual
LE did not improve much, perhaps even stagnated, during the period between two
forecasts. The patterns described here, illustrated by Figs. 9.1, 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4, are
compatible with a situation in which the real (but unknown) LE until 2030 or 2050
improves faster than the predicted LE. We referred to two psychological factors that
can be used to explain these patterns. The first one is an assumption drag, a term
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first coined by Ascher in 1978 in connection with fertility forecasts in developed
countries in the 1960s, which tended to be far too high. The assumption drag
involves a psychological mechanism according to which forecasters rely heavily
on recently observed data, whereas they give less weight to long-term trends.
The second psychological mechanism that one may use to explain upward and
downward revisions of the LE in a series of population forecasts is an anchoring
effect, discovered by Tversky and Kahneman. When a forecaster has to predict an
unknown and uncertain quantity, he will start from a known value (the anchor), and
predict a value that is close to that value.
The process with upward or downward revisions of predicted LE for a certain
year in the future resembles the behaviour of a hunter, who aims at a moving
target. Sometimes the target moves up (upward revision of the LE), sometimes down
(downward revision). However, a simple model based on linear extrapolations of the
LE suggests that upward revisions result simply from the fact that extrapolated LE
does not improve as fast as actual LE. Downward revisions may be the result of a
temporary stagnation of LE-improvement.
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Internal Migration in Iceland
Junni L. Zhang and John Bryant
10.1 Introduction
Ministries of Finance want national-level population forecasts. Almost all other
users of population forecasts, from local councils, to market analysts, to planners
of roads, supermarkets, and hospitals, want local-level forecasts.
Constructing local-level population forecasts is not easy. The most difficult part
is estimating historical trends for demographic rates that can be extrapolated into the
future. Fertility, mortality, and migration rates vary across subnational areas in ways
that can be difficult to model. The age profiles of migrants coming to university
towns, for instance, are dramatically different from the age profiles of migrants
coming to rural areas (Wilson 2010). Moreover, the more finely a population is
disaggregated, the smaller the number of observations that are available for each
combination of classifying variables such as age, sex, and region. Random variation
starts to dominate, and the underlying propensities become lost in the noise.
Traditional demographic techniques, which were designed for national-level
datasets, are poorly suited to estimation and forecasting with sparse data. The most
traditional demographic approach to estimating rates is to simply divide the number
of observed events by the population at risk, and to do so separately for each
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combination of the classifying variables. When most cells have small numbers of
events, however, estimates obtained by considering each cell separately are erratic
and unreliable.
In response to these problems, demographers turn to some form of smoothing
or modelling. Estimates for each cell are informed by data for neighbouring cells,
and perhaps also by information about overall patterns. The classic method for
smoothing migration rates, for instance, is model migration schedules (Rogers
and Castro 1981). These allow demographers to construct typical age profiles for
migration by specifying only a handful of parameters. More recent alternatives
include splines, or other types of general-purpose statistical smoothing techniques.
A second general approach is to use log-linear models, which provide parsimonious
ways of representing the main patterns in the data (van Imhoff et al. 1997; Raymer
and Rogers 2007; Rogers et al. 2010).
Demographic estimation and forecasting models based on model life tables,
splines, or log-linear models have had many successes. But even these start to break
down when cell counts become very small (Bernard and Bell 2015; Baffour and
Raymer 2019). Standard log-linear models, for instance, cannot handle cell counts
of zero.
As statisticians have long recognized, the ability to extract complex patterns from
sparse datasets is a particular strength of Bayesian statistical methods (Gelman et al.
2014). Bayesian methods are, accordingly, becoming increasingly popular among
demographers carrying out subnational estimates and forecasts (Lynch and Brown
2010; Schmertmann et al. 2013; Bijak and Bryant 2016; Alexander et al. 2017;
Bryant and Zhang 2018). There are, of course, limits to how much can be inferred
from any given dataset, even with the best available methods. However, Bayesian
analyses also yield detailed measures of uncertainty, which can be used to inform
users about these limits.
In this chapter, we present Bayesian forecasts for one particular component
of local-level population change: internal migration, i.e., changes of residence
within national boundaries. Getting internal migration right is essential to local-
level forecasting, as internal migration is typically the biggest source of population
change for small geographical units.
To illustrate the ability of Bayesian methods to cope with sparse data, we have
chosen an extreme case: Iceland. The population of Iceland in 2018 was 348,450.
Once the internal migration data for Iceland are disaggregated by sex, single-year-
of-age, 8 regions of origin, 8 regions of destination, and calendar year, 66% of
cells have values of zero. Using single years of age and calendar years, rather than,
say, aggregating to 5-year units, increases sparsity. However, it reflects user needs.
Consumers of population forecasts often want forecasts for particular years, or for
age groups such as school ages that cannot be constructed from 5-year age-time
blocks.
We begin the chapter with a review of the Icelandic data and migration trends.
We then present a baseline model that tries to capture these trends in a parsimonious
way. We subject the baseline model to some model checking, using ‘replicate
data’ techniques. Based on these checks, we construct a revised, slightly more
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complicated model. We use held-back data to choose between the baseline and
revised models. We then present forecasts from the best-performing of the two
models.
Our recent book Bayesian Demographic Estimation and Forecasting (BDEF)
(Bryant and Zhang 2018) also includes a chapter on internal migration in Iceland.
However, the BDEF model uses confidentialised data, and has a component to
account for the confidentialisation process, which is the main focus of that chapter.
The BDEF component dealing with demographic rates is also simpler than the one
presented here, and is not subjected to model testing or model comparison.
10.2 Data
Our first dataset is counts of internal migrations by region of origin, region of
destination, single year of age (up to age 80+), sex, and calendar year. The data
were obtained from the Statistics Iceland website.1 The Statistics Iceland website
states that the data come from the Register of Migration Data, and that a person
is considered to have moved between regions if the person has stayed in the new
region for at least one month. Altogether, the migration dataset has 181,440 cells.
These 181,440 cells do not include ‘structural zeros’, that is, cells where the
count is zero by definition. In our case, since our definition of migration requires a
change of region, a cell is a structural zero if the region of origin for the cell equals
the region of destination. The figure of 66% of cells equalling zero cited above also
does not include structural zeros. Among the non-zero cells, the median value is 2,
and the maximum is 34.
To provide a feel for the sparsity of the data, Fig. 10.1 shows migration counts
for three selected regions for a single year. The age profiles are jagged, and flows
not involving the Capital Region are tiny, with most age groups having counts of
zero.
In addition to migration counts, we also use a dataset giving resident population
counts at 1 January of each year. These counts are disaggregated by region, age,
sex, and year. The data were also obtained from the Statistics Iceland website.2 The
largest region in Iceland, Capital, had a population in 2018 of 222,484, and the
smallest, Westfjords, had a population of 6,994.
We divide the data into a training set and a test set. The training set covers
the years 1999–2008 and the test set covers the years 2009–2018. As we discuss
below, we build our models using the training set, and choose the best model based
on performance in the test set, before using the combined training and test sets to
construct our final forecasts.
1Table Internal migration between regions by sex and age 1986–2017—Division into municipali-
ties as of 1 January 2018, downloaded on 19 March 2019.
2Table Population by municipality, age and sex 1998–2018—Division into municipalites as of
1 January 2018, downloaded on 19 March 2019.























Fig. 10.1 Number of migrations of females in 2008, for three selected regions. Each row shows
an origin region and each column shows a destination region: for example, row 2, column 1 shows
migration from Southwest to Capital
10.3 Empirical Patterns
We begin by looking a little more closely at the data, starting with regional
populations. Figure 10.2 shows regional population counts by age in 2008. Although
the age profiles are broadly similar across regions, there are some important
differences at the young adult ages. From about age 20, age profiles in most regions
bend downwards. In Capital Region, however, the profile bends upwards. Even
without seeing the migration data, we might suspect that young people are migrating
from other regions into Capital Region.
Figure 10.3 shows direct estimates of migration rates by age, for each combina-
tion of origin and destination. We use the term ‘direct estimate’ to mean estimates
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Fig. 10.2 Population aged 0–79, by single year of age and region in 2008. The regions are
arranged by population size, from top left to bottom right. Each panel has a different vertical scale.
The white vertical strips show ages 20–29
obtained by dividing the number of events in a given cell by the population at risk
for that cell, as opposed estimates obtained from a statistical technique that pools
information across cells. The estimated rates vary by two orders of magnitude across
age and region, so, for clarity, we display them on a log scale. Comparing across
columns, we can see that age-specific migration rates for migration into Capital
Region have a more pronounced peak at the young adult ages than age-specific
rates for migration into other regions. This is consistent with the observation that
Capital region has proportionally more young people than other regions.
One sort of difference not readily apparent in Fig. 10.3, however, is sex differ-
ences. Females and males in Iceland seem to have very similar migration patterns.
Figure 10.4 displays a different aspect of the data, showing trends in migration
between regions, for all age-sex groups combined. Once again, the rates are shown
on a log scale. Migration rates into Capital Region, in the first column, are much
higher than migration rates into any other region. There are hints of upward or
downward trends, most notably for migration between Northwest and East regions,
though in many cases it is difficult to be sure because of random variation in the
rates.
Finally, Fig. 10.5 gives the age profiles for migration in 1999 and 2008. There
appears to have been a slight shift in the age profile between these two years,
particularly in the young adult ages.
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Fig. 10.3 Direct estimates of migration rates, by region of origin, region of destination, age, and
sex, 1999–2008. Each row represents one origin region and each column represents one destination
region. The rates are shown on a log scale. To reduce variability, the figure uses 5-year age groups,
and uses average migration rates over the entire period 1999–2008
10.4 Baseline Model
10.4.1 Counts and Rates
Our baseline model tries to capture the main patterns in the migration data as simply
as possible. Let yijast denote migrations between regions i and j by people in age
group a and sex s during period t . As noted above, we define yijast ≡ 0 whenever
i = j . Let piast denote the number of people at the start of period t in the population
of region i, age group a and sex s. Let wiast denote the number of person-years lived
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Fig. 10.4 Direct estimates of migration rates, by region of origin, region of destination, and time,
1999–2008. Each row represents one origin region and each column represents one destination
region. The rates are shown on a log scale
during period t for the population of region i, age group a and sex s. Demographers
commonly approximate the number of person-years lived using
initial population + final population
2
× length of period,
which gives wiast = (piast + pi,a,s,t+1)/2. We assume that, within each cell,
migration counts follow a Poisson distribution,
yijast ∼ Poisson(γijastwiast ), (10.1)
where γijast is the underlying migration rate.
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Fig. 10.5 Direct estimates of
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(Intercept) Exchangeable with known variance
region_orig Exchangeable with covariates
region_dest Exchangeable with covariates
age Local trend
sex Exchangeable with known variance
time Local level
region_orig:region_dest Exchangeable
region_dest:age Exchangeable with covariates
age:time Local level
Equation (10.1) allows for the fact that, for a given migration rate and exposure,
the actual number of migrations is a random quantity. Standard log-linear models
have no equivalent to Equation (10.1). This omission does not matter when cell
counts are large, and variation due to the randomness of individual events is
minor relative to variation due to differences in rates and exposures. However,
ignoring random variation becomes problematic when cell counts are small. One
consequence is the inability of such models to deal with cell counts of zero.
The migration rates γijast are modelled using
log γijast ∼ N(xijastβ, σ 2). (10.2)
Vector β contains a combination of main effects and interactions, which are listed
in Table 10.1. Vector xijast , which is composed of 0s and 1s, assigns the appropriate
elements of β to each value for γijast .
A main effect is a predicted difference for one variable that remains constant
across values for all the remaining variables. In our model, for instance, a sex
main effect is a female-male difference that remains constant across all possible
combinations of region, age, and time. An interaction is a predicted difference that
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varies across values for one or more other variables. The age-destination interaction
in our model, for instance, measures the way that migration age profiles vary across
regions of destination.
An important feature of Equation (10.2) is that xijastβ, the value for cell ijast
assembled from the various elements of β, is the expected value for log γijast , not
the actual value. The fact that Equation (10.2) uses a probability distribution implies
that actual values differ in general from expected values. The typical size of the
difference between actual and expected values is governed by the parameter σ . The
smaller the value of σ , the tighter the fit. The parameter σ is estimated as part of the
overall model-fitting process.
In models like that of Equations (10.1)–(10.2), the final estimate for each γijast
is a compromise between the predicted value calculated from xijastβ and the direct
estimate calculated from yijast and wiast . All else equal, the more observations there
are for cell ijast , that is, the higher the values of yijast and wiast , the closer the
final value will be to the direct estimate. Models like that of Equations (10.1)–
(10.2) perform a sort of local smoothing. Estimates are pulled towards the model
predictions in cells where counts are small, but are left more-or-less unchanged in
cells where counts are large. This is a sensible and effective way to smooth.
Effective smoothing is essential to demographic forecasting. A good forecast
is one that carries forward into the future genuine, long-lasting features of the
demographic series, and leaves out transient features or random noise.
10.4.2 Priors
Each main effect and interaction in β is given a prior distribution. In a Bayesian
analysis, a prior distribution is a way of representing information about the system
being modelled, beyond what is contained in the main datasets (Bryant and Zhang
2018, pp. 88–92). In our case, prior distributions allow us to encode some qualitative
features of migration rates, beyond what is contained in the yijast and wiast .
The prior for the sex effect βsexs , for instance, is
βsexs ∼ N(0, 1). (10.3)
This prior implies that, on a log scale, we expect female-male differences to be
values like 0.1, −0.5, or 1.1, but not values like −18 or 400. This prior understates
our actual knowledge. A differences of 0.1 on a log scale corresponds to a difference
of about 10% on the original scale, which is about as large as we would expect to
see for sex differences in Icelandic migration rates. In Bayesian terminology, our
prior for the sex effect is ‘weakly informative’. It places a constraint on the range
of values that a parameter can take, but only a soft constraint. However, even a
soft constraint can greatly speed up computations, and help the model distinguish
between random noise and genuine differences.
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The priors for the region-of-origin effect, region-of-destination effect, and origin-
destination interaction all have the same basic form as the prior for sex. In the
case of the region priors, however, the standard deviation parameter is estimated
from the data rather than specified in advance. Values for two sexes do not provide
enough information to estimate a standard deviation, but values for eight regions
do. In addition, the priors for origin and destination include two covariates. The
first covariate takes a value of 1 if the region is Capital, and 0 otherwise. The second
covariate equals the log of population counts in 2008. By including these covariates,
we are allowing for the fact that the Capital region is not like the other regions of
Iceland, and that, as emphasised by gravity models of migration (Anderson 2011),
migration rates tend to vary systematically with the population size of the origin
and destination regions. In principle, we could refine the predictions by allowing
the covariate to change over time, as regional population changed. However, this
would greatly complicate the forecasting process, and regional population sizes are
in any case relatively stable.
The time effect has a local level model (Prado and West 2010, ch. 4),
βtimet ∼ N(αtimet , τ 2time) (10.4)
αtimet ∼ N(αtimet−1 , ω2time). (10.5)
A local level model is a generalisation of a random walk. Like a random walk, it
allows for random shifts in the long-term mean of the series, but unlike a random
walk, it also allows for one-off departures from this mean. The size of the long-term
shifts is governed by ωtime, and the size of the one-off departures is governed by
τtime. The ωtime and τtime parameters are both estimated from the data.
By using a local level model, we are ruling out the possibility of a long-term
upward or downward trend in overall migration rates. This assumption is based on
inspection of the Iceland data, as shown, for instance, in Fig. 10.4.
Age effects are modelled using a local trend model (Prado and West 2010, ch. 4),
β
age
a ∼ N(αagea , τ 2age) (10.6)
α
age
t ∼ N(αaget−1 + δaget−1 , ω2age) (10.7)
δ
age
t ∼ N(δaget−1 , ς2age). (10.8)
A local trend model, through the parameter δ, allows for a persistent upward or
downward trend. However, because the δ can vary, the size and direction of the
trend can change. A local trend model thus allows for the fact that migration age
profiles bend upwards through the teens and early twenties, and downwards after
that.
Applying time-series models to age effects is an long-standing practice in
statistical demography (e.g. Alho and Spencer (2005, pp. 281–282) or Congdon
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(2008)). Time series models are based on the principle that neighbouring units are
more highly correlated than distant units, an idea which is just as valid for age
groups as it is for time periods.
The prior for the age-destination interaction has the same structure as the origin-
destination interaction, in that it uses a normal distribution with a standard deviation
that is estimated from the data. The prior also includes a covariate, the log of the
2008 population in each combination of age and destination. The prior for the age-
time interaction uses a separate local level model for each age group, sharing the
same τage:time and ωage:time across age groups.
All standard deviation parameters that are not specified in advance are given
priors constructed from half-t distributions. Half-t distributions are restricted to non-
negative values, and favour values near 0. In all cases, we use distributions with 7
degrees of freedom. In our experience, results are generally insensitive to the exact
choice of degrees of freedom, but a value of 7 provides a good tradeoff between
robustness and speed of convergence. (See Sect. 10.4.4 for a discussion of model
convergence.) We use scale parameters of 1 for σ and the main effects, and 0.5 for
interactions. In doing so, we are implying that we expect interactions to be smaller
than main effects (Gelman et al. 2008). All the priors for the standard deviations
are, nevertheless, relatively weak. The Prior Choice Recommendations page3 on
the website for the Bayesian modelling language Stan discusses the advantages and
disadvantages of the half-t prior and other priors.
10.4.3 Model Output
As with most Bayesian analyses, the output from the modelling is a sample from
the posterior distribution for the unknown quantities. In our case, the unknown
quantities are the γijast , the standard deviation σ , the main effects and interactions,
that is, βtime, βage:time, and so on, and the parameters for each of the priors
distributions.
We can use summaries of the posterior sample to describe the posterior distribu-
tion, in much the same way that a survey statistician uses summaries of a sample
survey to describe the population. Thus if sample values for a particular rate are
0.0021, 0.0032, . . . , 0.0019, and if the 50%, 2.5%, and 97.5% quantiles for these
values are 0.0025, 0.0018, and 0.0030, then we can use 0.0025 as a point estimate
for the rate and (0.0018, 0.0030) as a 95% ‘credible interval’. Under the assumptions
of the model, a 95% credible interval for a parameter has a 95% probability of
containing the true value for that parameter.
3https://github.com/stan-dev/stan/wiki/Prior-Choice-Recommendations
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10.4.4 Calculations
Estimates for the parameters in the model are obtained using computational methods
known as Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) (Gelman et al. 2014). Essentially,
we start with an approximate answer, and then use a Gibbs sampler (Gelman et al.
2014, ch. 11) to cycle through the following steps:
• Draw values for the migration rates γijast , conditional on yijast , wiast , and the
current values for all parameters other than the γijast .
• Draw the main effects and interactions β, conditional on the γijast , and all other
parameters.
• Draw values for the remaining parameters, conditional on the γijast and β.
The output from this process is a series of draws from the posterior distribution.
The techniques used to draw values for each set of parameters vary according
to the conditional distribution of those parameters. Values for β, for instance, are
drawn straight from normal distributions. Values for the γijast , in contrast, are
obtained through a Metropolis-Hastings step, in which new values are proposed
and then accepted with probabilities that depend on the proposal distribution and on
the posterior probabilities of the current and proposed values (Gelman et al. 2014,
ch. 11). Values for standard deviation terms are drawn using a technique called slice
sampling (Neal 2003).
We use multiple sets of starting values, and construct an independent chain
starting from each set. Using multiple chains in this way can allow generation of
more draws for the same amount of time, since the chains can be run in parallel
on a multicore computer. It also provides a way of seeing whether the calculations
are working as intended. If all is well, the chains should all converge to the same
distribution of values. Depending on the quality of the initial approximate answers,
it may take some time before this convergence occurs. Values generated during
this initial burn-in period are discarded. Non-convergence across the chains can be
detected using a statistic generally referred to as ‘R-hat’ (Gelman et al. 2014, p.
285). A value for an R-hat much above 1 indicates non-convergence.
In a model with as many parameters as ours, it is not feasible to calculate R-hats
for all parameters. Instead, when a vector of parameters has more than 25 elements,
we sample 25 elements and calculate R-hats only for those. We consider the model
to have converged when the maximum of all observed R-hats is less than 1.1. By this
point, R-hats for most of the cells we are monitoring are usually indistinguishable
from 1.
For each model, we use 4 independent chains, each with a burnin of 15,000
iterations, and production of 15,000. We retain 1 out of every 60 iterations, yielding
a sample of 4 × 15,000 ÷ 60 = 1,000 draws from the posterior distribution.
The calculations are all carried out using our own open source R packages
dembase and demest. The R packages make use of C code for the most
computationally-intensive part of the estimation. The packages can be downloaded
from github.com/statisticsnz/R. All code for the Iceland migration example is
available at: github.com/bayesiandemography/iceland_migration.
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10.5 Model Checking Using Replicate Data
While building a model, we inevitably make many simplifications. Before we can
trust the output from the model, we need to verify that, despite these simplifications,
the model is still able to capture the substantively important features of the data. One
effective way to check for important omissions in a model is to generate replicate
data (Gelman et al. 2014, ch. 6). We illustrate with the example of regional time
trends.
Our baseline model has a single, shared time trend. In other words, all region-to-
region flows are assumed to shift upwards or downwards by the same percentage
from year to year. If this assumption is too strong, it could materially affect
forecasted values for future migration flows, which is an outcome of central
importance to users of the migration forecasts.
Some region-to-region variation in time trends is indeed visible in Fig. 10.4. But,
given the small numbers of observations, it is possible that these variations are
random noise, and that the data are in fact compatible with the assumption of a
single time trend.
To assess the compatibility of the data and the assumption of single time trend,
we generate 19 synthetic or ‘replicate’ datasets, using our baseline model. We then
compare the one actual dataset with the 19 replicate ones, to see if the actual dataset
looks distinctive or out-of-place. If it does, we conclude that the single time trend
assumption is too strong.
We generate a replicate dataset by randomly selecting a draw from the posterior
sample, plugging the γijast from that draw into Equation (10.1), and obtaining a
set of simulated yijast . Repeating this process 19 times yields 19 replicate datasets.
We could then, in principle, make 19 new versions of Fig. 10.4 and compare these
with the original Fig. 10.4. Instead, we work with summary values. We fit a straight
line to each of the 8 × 7 = 56 time series of origin-destination migration rates—
in other words, to time series like those shown in each panel of Fig. 10.4. We then
see whether the distribution of these slopes is similar across the actual and replicate
datasets.
Figure 10.6 shows the results from these calculations. The actual dataset is clearly
different from the replicate datasets. The baseline model fails to reproduce the
observed variability in regional time trends.
10.6 Revised Model
In response to the results from the replicate data test, we construct a revised version
of our model that, in addition to all the terms in the baseline model, includes an
interaction between origin and time, and an interaction between destination and
time. The priors for these interactions have the same structure as the age-time
interaction in the baseline model. Each region has its own local level model, but
standard deviation terms are shared across regions.












































































Fig. 10.6 Results of model checking for the baseline model. Using replicate data to test the ability
of the baseline model to describe regional time series. Each point shows the slope from a straight
line fitted to a time series for migration between a particular origin and destination. There are 56
points in each set. The first set of slopes are obtained from the actual dataset, and the remaining 19












































































Fig. 10.7 Results of model checking for the revised model. An updated version of Fig. 10.6, using
replicate data generated from the revised model rather than the baseline model
Figure 10.7 shows the results from applying the replicate data test to the revised
model. The revised model performs much better than the baseline model. The
distribution of slopes from the actual data is indistinguishable from the distributions
generated under the replicate datasets.
In a full-scale analysis, we would repeat the test-and-revise process a few more
times. For instance, we might use replicate data to test whether the data were
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consistent with the assumption of no overall trend upwards or downwards. If it
turned out that the assumption was clearly violated, then we would extend the model
accordingly.
10.7 Forecasts
Our forecasts use exactly the same set of assumptions as our estimates. Indeed,
from a Bayesian point of view, there is no sharp distinction between forecasting
and estimation. Forecasting is just estimation with missing data (Bryant and Zhang
2018).
We construct the forecasts by extending forward in time each draw from the
posterior sample. With the baseline model, the process for extending the sth draw is
as follows.
1. Plug values τ (s)time and ω
(s)
time into Equations (10.4) and (10.5), and then apply the
equations iteratively to the end of the forecast period. This yields a forecasted set
of time effects.
2. Plug values τ (s)age:time and ω
(s)
age:time into the prior model for age-time interac-
tions, and iterate to obtain forecasted series of age-time interactions.
3. Plug the forecasted time effects, the forecasted age-time interactions, the non-
time-varying elements of β(s), and σ (s) into Equation (10.2). Use Equation (10.2)
to generate future values for the γijast .
Carrying out these steps for s = 1, . . . , S yields a posterior distribution for
migration rates for future years, which can be summarised and manipulated just
like any other posterior distribution. Because the forecasts use the same sample of
paramater values as the estimates, all the parameter uncertainty in the estimates
propagates through into the forecasts.
10.8 Model Choice Using Held-Back Data
We have two models: a baseline model that does not include region-time inter-
actions, and a revised model that does. At first sight, it might seem obvious
that we should use our revised model for forecasting, since the replicate data
checks imply that region-time interactions are needed to accurately reproduce the
historical data. However, while replicate data checks can suggest directions for
model improvement, they cannot provide definitive answers on which models will
yield the best forecasts. Complex models that do a better job of explaining historical
trends do not necessarily do a better job of predicting future values (Shmueli 2010).
We use tests based on held-back data to make the final decision on which model to
use.
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Model choice using held-back data proceeds as follows:
1. Split the data into a training set and a test set.
2. Use the training set to make forecasts about values in the test set—one forecast
for each model.
3. By comparing the forecasted values for the test set with the actual values,
evaluate the performance of the models.
4. Based on the comparisons, choose a best model.
As noted above, our training data set consists of data for the years 1999–2008, and
the test set consists of data for the years 2009–2018.
As well as providing a way of choosing a model, held-back data tests also give a
sense of how the models will perform in practice. For instance, if, when measured
against the test dataset, 80% credible intervals from a model only contain the true
values only 50% of the time, then we would expect that the model to be overly
optimistic in other settings as well.
The test data yields direct estimates of migration rates. We must be careful that
the forecasted rates from our model are comparable to the direct estimates, in that
they also reflect the randomness of the individual events. To do this, we take the
forecasted γijast , plug them into Equation (10.1), and use Poisson draws to obtain
forecasted migration counts. Dividing the forecasted migration counts by exposures
gives us the rates that we need.
Our first performance measure is median absolute error. This measure is con-
structed from the absolute differences between point forecasts and actual value from
the test dataset. We obtain point forecasts by taking the medians of the posterior
samples of the rates. The second measure is the proportion of values from the test
dataset that lie within the credible intervals. We use 80% credible intervals for
performance measurement, so ideally 80% or more of the test values should lie
within our intervals. The third measure is the median width of the credible intervals:
for the same coverage level, the narrower the intervals the better. We take medians
of the absolute errors and of the intervals widths, rather than means, because both
measures are highly skewed, with many small values and a few large values.
Ideally, we would like to make our comparisons at the lowest level of aggre-
gation, that is, to compare forecasted rates classified by origin, destination, age,
sex, and time with test-set rates classified in the same way. Unfortunately, with
such sparse data, it is difficult to form credible intervals with the required degree
of coverage, since a difference in migration counts of 1 or 2 can imply very
large differences in coverage. We instead work with rates classified only by origin,
destination, and time, which are considerably less lumpy.
When assessing the performance of the models, we do, however, distinguish
between flows out of Capital Region and flows out of other regions. The population
at risk of migration is so much larger for Capital Region than for other regions that
the job of estimating and predicting migration is much easier. We would therefore
expect model performance to differ between Capital Region and elsewhere.
Table 10.2 summarises the performance of the two models. The baseline and
revised models have similar levels of accuracy, as measured by median absolute
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Table 10.2 Comparison of performance of baseline and revised models, using 80 percent credible
intervals
Median abs. error Median width Coverage
Baseline: Capital 0.00044 0.00069 0.23
Baseline: Other 0.00075 0.00133 0.47
Revised: Capital 0.00056 0.00186 0.71
Revised: Other 0.00083 0.00238 0.73
error. Credible intervals from the baseline model are much narrower than credible
intervals from the revised model. However, as can be seen in the third column of
Table 10.2, the credible intervals from the baseline model are too narrow: they
contain the true value far less than 80% of the time. The credible intervals from
the revised model are much better calibrated, though not perfectly so.
Both models give more accurate predictions for flows from the Capital Region
than for flows from other regions. This is not surprising: predictions for the Capital
Region are based on more observations than the predictions for the other regions.
Forecasts from the revised model are less accurate than forecasts from the
baseline model. However, the revised model is much better calibrated than the
baseline model in that its actual coverage rate comes much closer to the nominal
rate. We therefore base our forecasts on the revised model.
10.9 Estimates and Forecasts from the Revised Model
We look now at estimates and forecasts from the revised model. The estimates
and forecasts are all based on data for the entire period 1999–2018. Figure 10.8
shows estimates of migration rates γijast for females in 2018. As well as the
modelled estimates, the figure also shows direct estimates, though, unlike the
modelled estimates, the direct estimates are aggregated to 5-year age groups, to
reduce variability.
Showing the direct estimates alongside the modelled estimates in Fig. 10.8 is a
form of reality check on the modelled estimates. If the direct estimates departed in
some systematic way from the modelled estimates, then we would suspect that the
model had missed out an important feature of the data.
We should not, however, expect 95% of the direct estimates to lie within the
95% credible intervals for the γijast . The direct estimates contain all of the original
random variability in yijast . The model tries, as much as possible, to strip away this
random variability.
Figure 10.8 illustrates the effects of the smoothing process discussed in
Sect. 10.4.1, whereby the modelled estimates stay close to the direct estimates
for flows involving Capital Region, where data are plentiful, and rely on predicted
values from Equation 10.2 for other flows where data are scarce. This is typical
behaviour for Bayesian hierarchical models. To obtain a sensible estimate of
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Fig. 10.8 Modelled and direct estimates of migration rates γijast , by region of origin (rows),
region of destination (columns), and age, for females in 2018. The modelled estimates come
from the revised model, using data from the combined training and test datasets. The estimates
are shown on a log scale. The grey bands represent 95% credible intervals and the white lines
represent posterior medians, for single years of age. The dots represent direct estimates for 5-year
age groups. The black dots represent estimates greater than 0, and the grey dots at the bottom of
each panel represent estimates equal to 0, which are undefined on a log scale. As discussed in the
text, we would not expect 95% of the direct estimates to lie within the 95% credible intervals for
the γijast
γijast for each cell, the model not only uses information coming from the direct
estimate for that cell, but also borrows information from all other cells. When data
are plentiful such that the direct estimate is reliable, information from the direct
estimate outweighs information from other cells. When data are scarce such that
the direct estimate is unreliable, information from other cells receives a larger
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weight. For instance, in the panel for flows from East to Northwest, the direct
estimate is nonzero for age group 25–29, and is zero for all other age groups. It is
highly unlikely that the true underlying migration rates follow such an extreme age
profile. The rates estimated by combining the East-Northwest data with information
borrowed from other cells are much more plausible.
As can be seen by comparing across columns, the age profiles for modelled
migration rates differ across destinations. The profile for Capital Region has a
sharper peak at the young adult ages than the profile for East Region, for instance,
which in turn has sharper peak than South Region. These differences would be
difficult to see using direct estimates alone.
The overall level of migration also differs substantially from flow to flow, though
this is partly obscured by the use of a log scale.
Figure 10.9 shows estimates and forecasts of migration rates into Capital region
for females in selected single-year age groups. As is apparent in the figure, there is
substantial uncertainty about underlying migration rates for young adults, even for
years where data are available. Uncertainty does, nevertheless, grow further out into
the forecast period.
Although, within each age group, migration rates are similar across regions, there
are nevertheless differences. Migration rates appear to be higher for young adults
from Westfjords, for instance, than they are for young adults from the Northeast.
With Fig. 10.10 we shift from the largest region of Iceland to the smallest. The
vertical scale for Fig. 10.10 covers a much smaller range than the vertical scale for
Fig. 10.9. People are much less likely to migrate to Westfjords Region than they are
to Capital Region.
The data available for directly measuring migration into Westfjords are accord-
ingly very limited. Between 1999 and 2018, for instance, there was not a single
case of a 10-year-old migrating from Northwest Region to Westfjords. The model,
nevertheless, yields estimates and forecasts that are intuitively reasonable. It implies,
for instance, that underlying propensity for 10-year-olds in Northwest Region to
migrate to Westfjords has been low, and will continue to be low, but is not zero. The
model also virtually ignores the apparent spikes in migration rates suggested by the
direct estimates. The model’s behaviour in such cases is sensible, given the small
counts that give rise to these spikes.
Switching from the training dataset for 1999–2008 to the full dataset for 1999–
2018 produces only small differences in estimates for the same years. Figure 10.11
shows some representative examples. There do not appear to have been any major
shifts in migration trends between the training period and the test period.
10.10 Discussion
It is still common in demography departments and statistics agencies to encounter
rules of thumb stating that demographic rates cannot be calculated unless every
cell in a table has, say, at least 5 observations, or at least 30 observations. In this
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Fig. 10.9 Migration rates to Capital Region from other regions, for females in selected single-year
age groups. The grey bands represent 95% credible intervals and the white lines represent posterior
medians. The black lines represent direct estimates
chapter, we have broken all such rules. Of the 181,440 cells in our migration dataset,
only 11,298 have 5 or more observations, and only 9 have 30 or more. And yet,
while there is scope for further checking and refinement, the held-back data tests
suggest that our revised model is already attaining respectable levels of accuracy
and coverage. Moreover, using credible intervals or other uncertainty measures,
consumers of the forecasts can be given guidance on how much trust to place in
the rates, including rates calculated from small counts.
The availability of new methods for estimating and forecasting with sparse,
complicated datasets, such as the methods we present in this paper, should prompt
demographers and statisticians to rethink conventional rules of thumb about what
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Fig. 10.10 Migration rates to Westfjords from other regions, for females in selected single-year
age groups. The grey bands represent 95% credible intervals and the white lines represent posterior
medians. The black lines represent direct estimates
is achievable in demographic forecasting. Users of demographer forecasts are
demanding ever-more detail. Demographers and statisticians increasingly have the
tools to meet these demands.
Of the remaining obstacles to the use of methods like the ones in this chapter,
perhaps the most important is computation. Running all of the calculations in this
chapter currently takes around 18 hours on a desktop computer. With these sorts of
computation times, scaling up from 8 regions to 80 or 800 is difficult.
Speeding up computations is, however, a solvable problem. Our experience over
several years is that improving algorithms and code yields steady improvements in
speed, and we still have a long list of additional modifications to try. Moreover, the
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Fig. 10.11 Estimates based on the full dataset vs estimates based only on the training set. The
dark grey lines show 95% credible intervals from fitting the revised model to the training set, and
the light grey lines show 95% credible intervals from fitting the revised model to the full dataset.
The black dots are direct estimates. Each panel shows a randomly-selected combination of origin,
destination, age, and sex
rapid rise in distributing computing gives new options for attaining speed through
brute force. We suspect that, before long, 80 or 800 regions will be well within
reach.
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11.1 Introduction
Estimates of future internal migration are required for making accurate popula-
tion projections, and for policy development and planning. However, migration
forecasting is complicated from a demographic modelling perspective in that it
represents a transition from an origin population to a destination population. Andrei
Rogers, Frans Willekens, Alan Wilson, and Phil Rees developed the multiregional
population projection framework for including such transitions starting in the 1960s
(Rogers 1966, 1968, 1975; Wilson and Rees, 1974a, b, 1975; Rogers and Willekens
1976; Willekens and Rogers 1978). However, methods for producing dynamic
forecasts of interregional migration flows with measures of uncertainty are still
relatively few.
In this chapter, we build from a range of earlier efforts that used multiplicative
or log-linear models to forecast counts of migration flows by origin, destination,
age and sex (Stillwell 1986; Willekens and Baydar 1986; Van Imhoff et al.
1997; Van der Gaag et al. 2000; Sweeney and Konty 2002; Van Wissen et al.
2008). In particular, this research extends the multiplicative component approach
developed by Raymer et al. (2006) for projecting interregional migration in Italy and
Raymer et al. (2017) for projecting Indigenous migration in Australia. We illustrate
the forecast methodology by using origin-destination-age-sex tables representing
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internal migration flows amongst Australia’s state and territory populations. Our
research extends the earlier efforts cited above by forecasting each multiplicative
component separately and by integrating them together to provide forecasts of
interregional migration by age and sex with measures of uncertainty. Modelling each
component separately allows the forecaster more control by being able to specify
different models for each component.
The forecasting model for internal migration advocated in this chapter is different
from the current approach used by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS),
which projects gross flows of in-migration and out-migration to/from each state
or territory separately from each other. While simpler to include in demographic
accounting models, projections of in-migration and out-migration (or even worse,
net migration) totals are not as reliable and are known to result in biased projections
(Rogers 1990) and inaccurate uncertainty measures (Raymer et al. 2012). Here,
biases refer primarily to projected measures that are systematically above (below)
the observed values. Most often, biases in regional projections occur when net
migration or in-migration rates are used. They are caused by the use of populations
not ‘at risk’ of migration in the denominators. Thus, by focusing on the underlying
structures of migration flows, we argue that more reliable projection models may be
produced for both internal migration and the subsequent population totals and age-
sex compositions. Moreover, when the internal migration projections inevitably fail
to predict perfectly the future, we have more detailed information about the potential
sources of error.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. We first explore how the internal
migration patterns in Australia have changed since 1981. We then explore the
stability in the underlying structures of migration flows over time, and identify the
most important migration structures required for both estimation and projection.
Finally, we illustrate the approach by predicting the observed flows with measures of
uncertainty for the 2006–2011 and 2011–2016 periods based on historical migration
flow data going back to the 1981–1986 period. We also produce and illustrate the
results of forecasts for two time periods beyond the observed data, i.e., 2016–2021
and 2021–2026.
11.2 Multiplicative Component Calculations
Analysing and predicting the counts of migration flows may be considered from a
categorical data analysis perspective. The basic categories are origin (O), destination
(D), age (A) and sex (S). Migration flow tables typically include two or more of these
categories. These tables can be decomposed into various hierarchical structures, not
all of which are necessary for understanding or for producing accurate predictions.
If certain (important) structures are unavailable, they can be imputed or ‘borrowed’
from auxiliary data sources. This general modelling framework comes from a
sequence of papers on the age and spatial structures of internal migration (Willekens
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Region of origin 1 2 3 4 Total
1 0 n12 n13 n14 n1+
2 n21 0 n23 n24 n2+
3 n31 n32 0 n34 n3+
4 n41 n42 n43 0 n4+
Total n+1 n+2 n+3 n+4 n++
1983; Stillwell 1986; Van Imhoff et al. 1997; Rogers et al. 2002, 2003; Sweeney and
Konty 2002; Raymer et al. 2006, 2017; Raymer and Rogers 2007; Van Wissen et al.
2008).
To begin, consider migration from origin i to destination j, denoted by nij. These
counts may be organised in a two-way table, such as in Table 11.1 for migration
between four hypothetical regions. Here, it is important to make a distinction
between cell counts (nij) and marginal totals, i.e., the total number of out-migrants
from each region (ni+), the total number of in-migrants to each region (n+j) and the
overall level of migration (n++). Note, within area movements (i = j) are excluded
from the analyses.
For describing, analysing and projecting migration flow patterns over time,
consider the following multiplicative decomposition of an origin-destination table:







where T is the total number of migrants (i.e., n++), Oi is the proportion of all
migrants leaving from area i (i.e., ni+/n++) and Dj is the proportion of all migrants
moving to area j (i.e., n+j/n++). The interaction component ODij is defined as
nij/[(T)(Oi)(Dj)] or the ratio of observed migration to expected migration (for
the case of no interaction). This general type of model is called a multiplicative
component model and may be extended to include other categories, such as age or
sex.
The data for this research were obtained from the Australian quinquennial
censuses from 1981 to 2016 and include following characteristics:
– state or territory of current residence by state or territory of residence 5 years
ago,
– five-year age groups (0–4, 5–9, . . . , 80+ years), and
– sex.
We focus on the migration transitions between the eight states or territories of
Australia: New South Wales (NSW), Victoria (VIC), Queensland (QLD), South
Australia (SA), Western Australia (WA), Tasmania (TAS), Northern Territory (NT)
and Australian Capital Territory (ACT). Note, in this study, we apply the forecast
methodology described in the next section to a particular type of migration flows,
namely, transitions between the place of residence 5-years ago and place of
residence at the time of the census. However, the methodology may be applied
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to any type or category of migration flows so long as they are arranged in a
categorical fashion. Other common types of migration flows include population or
administrative register data on the number of moves (events) within a 1-year time
interval and census or survey data on transitions based on current residence by place
of birth, place of residence prior to last move, or place of residence 1 year ago (Bell
et al. 2015).
For illustration of the multiplicative component calculations and their inter-
pretations, the Australian interstate migration flow table and the corresponding
multiplicative components for the 2011–2016 period are presented in Tables 11.2
and 11.3, respectively. For example, the number of persons who migrated from
Australian Capital Territory (ACT) to New South Wales (NSW) (nACT, NSW ) was
23,609 persons. The multiplicative components for this migration flow are equal to:






Table 11.2 Interstate migration in Australia, 2011–2016
Region of destination
Region
of origin NSW VIC QLD SA WA TAS NT ACT Total
NSW 0 61,484 105,703 12,748 19,921 6590 6369 27,567 240,382
VIC 47,925 0 47,070 13,284 18,721 6932 5932 6725 146,589
QLD 77,163 46,585 0 10,611 21,071 7906 9710 7108 180,154
SA 12,904 19,813 15,507 0 7581 1800 3896 2250 63,751
WA 17,863 22,364 20,636 5741 0 4219 4733 2116 77,672
TAS 5356 9816 8944 1660 3645 0 725 794 30,940
NT 6629 6648 14,002 5610 5239 947 0 1253 40,328
ACT 23,609 8035 8295 1541 1818 600 678 0 44,576
Total 191,449 174,745 220,157 51,195 77,996 28,994 32,043 47,813 824,392
Table 11.3 Multiplicative components of interstate migration in Australia, 2011–2016
Oi Dj ODi,NSW ODi,VIC ODi,QLD ODi,SA ODi,WA ODi,TAS ODi,NT ODi,ACT
T = 824,392
NSW 0.292 0.232 0.000 1.207 1.647 0.854 0.876 0.779 0.682 1.977
VIC 0.178 0.212 1.408 0.000 1.202 1.459 1.350 1.345 1.041 0.791
QLD 0.219 0.267 1.844 1.220 0.000 0.948 1.236 1.248 1.387 0.680
SA 0.077 0.062 0.872 1.466 0.911 0.000 1.257 0.803 1.572 0.609
WA 0.094 0.095 0.990 1.358 0.995 1.190 0.000 1.544 1.568 0.470
TAS 0.038 0.035 0.745 1.497 1.082 0.864 1.245 0.000 0.603 0.442
NT 0.049 0.039 0.708 0.778 1.300 2.240 1.373 0.668 0.000 0.536
ACT 0.054 0.058 2.281 0.850 0.697 0.557 0.431 0.383 0.391 0.000
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From these calculations, we see that the overall level of interstate migration was
824,392 persons, the share of all migration from the ACT was 5.4% (i.e., 44,576 /
824,392 * 100), the share of all migration to NSW was 23.2% (i.e., 191,449 /
824,392 * 100), and that there was more than twice the expected value of migration
between these two areas (i.e., 23,609 / (824,392 * 0.054071 * 0.232231) = 23,609 /
10,352). In Table 11.2, the largest flows are between the largest population states of
NSW, Victoria (VIC) and Queensland (QLD). The smallest flows are between the
smallest states or territories (Tasmania (TAS), Northern Territory (NT), and ACT).
In Table 11.3, we see that the largest ODij ratios are between neighbouring states
or territories, e.g., ACT and NSW, and the smallest are between states or territories
that are far apart, e.g., TAS and NT.
Next, consider the multiplicative components for a four-way table of migration
by origin, destination, age and sex. The multiplicative component model that fully
explains this table is specified as:






























where Ax is the proportion of all migrants in age group x and Sy is the proportion
of all migrants in sex group y. This model is a lot more complicated because there
are now four main effects, six two-way interaction components, three three-way
interaction components and one four-way interaction component between the origin,
destination, age and sex variables. However, for the main effects and two-way
interaction components, the interpretations of the parameters remain relatively sim-
ple. For example, the destination-age interaction (DAjx) component is calculated as
n+jx+/[(T)(Dj)(Ax)] and represents the ratio of observed age patterns of in-migration
to each region divided by the expected age pattern of in-migration. Fortunately, the
three-way and four-way interaction terms do not add much additional information
and are rarely needed for estimation or projection (see, e.g., Van Imhoff et al. 1997;
Smith et al. 2010). The same is true for the two-way interactions between origin and
sex (OSiy) and destination and sex (DSjy). Thus, for most analyses, estimations and






















To illustrate the effectiveness of this model, consider the migration flows presented
in Fig. 11.1. Here, we compare the observed and estimated age patterns of female
internal migration between NSW and QLD for the 2006–2011 and 2011–2016
periods using the model specified in Eq. 11.3. Clearly, there are not much differences
between the estimated and observed flows of migration in this case.
To assess the goodness-of-fit (g) between the observed and estimated migration
flow tables, we focus on the following formula:
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Fig. 11.1 Observed and estimated age patterns of female migration between New South Wales







where N denotes the total number of cells in the origin-destination-sex-age table in
a single period, which for our tables is equal to 1904, i.e., 8 origins × 8 destinations
× 2 sexes × 17 age groups, not including the diagonal elements where i = j. The
observed number of interstate migrants by age and sex is denoted by nijxy and
the corresponding estimated flows is denoted by n̂ijxy . The test-statistics for the
unsaturated model (Eq. 11.3) applied to the 2006–2011 and 2011–2016 data are
16.3% and 16.1%, respectively. For migration flows, we find this simple goodness-
of-fit measure works well due to high likelihood of zeros in the observed data when
broken down by origin, destination, age and sex. By placing the estimated values in
the denominator, this allows us to provide measures for all predicted cell values.
In summary, multiplicative components are useful for analysing the key struc-
tures driving migration patterns. These can then be used for the purpose of
estimating migration. Moreover, when particular interaction effects cannot be
derived from available data, they may be obtained or calculated using other
comparable data sets (e.g., interaction data from historical periods or from other
populations). Since Snickars and Weibull (1977) found that historical migration
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tables provide much better estimates of current accessibility than any distance
measure, historical data are often used to capture the spatial patterns of migration
(see also Tobler 1995). For projection of internal migration patterns, this means we
can effectively utilise trends exhibited by previous migration data sets.
11.3 Trends Over Time
In this section, we calculate and present each of the multiplicative components
specified in Eq. 11.3 for the periods 1981–1986 to 2011–2016. The purpose of
presenting these patterns is primarily to highlight the consistencies and/or any major
deviations found in the trends over time, particularly since extrapolations of these
components are combined and then used to predict future counts of migration by
origin, destination, age, and sex.
The overall level components (T) and proportions of interstate migration in
Australia are presented in Fig. 11.2 for the periods 1981–1986 to 2011–2016.
During this time, total interstate migration increased from 717 thousand persons
in 1981–1986 to 792 thousand persons in 1991–1996, followed by a decline to
774 thousand persons in 2006–2011 and then a sharp increase to 824 thousand
persons in 2011–2016. While the total level of interstate migration demonstrated
certain amount of fluctuation, its proportion in the total Australian population kept
decreasing from around 5.5% in 1981–1986 to 4.4% in 2011–2016. The general





























Total interstate migration Proportion of total population
Fig. 11.2 Total level and proportion of interstate migration in Australian, 1981–1986 to 2011–
2016
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Bell et al. (2018), as well as in other developed countries (Cooke 2013; Champion et
al. 2018). The underlying causes are thought to be population ageing and changing
economic structures (i.e., manufacturing to service-based).
For the origin and destination main effect components (Oi and Dj, respectively)
presented in Fig. 11.3, we see that the largest states of NSW, VIC and QLD
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Fig. 11.3 Relative shares of out-migration (Oi) and in-migration (Dj) by state and territory in
Australia, 1981–1986 to 2011–2016
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consistently sent out the largest shares of interstate migrants from 1981–1986 to
2011–2016, it never received the largest share of in-migration – the largest share of
in-migration was received by Queensland. Indeed, one of the distinctive features
of internal migration in Australia over the past several decades is persistent net
migration loss from New South Wales to other states in the country. Over 20 years
ago, Burnley (1996) attributed this to high levels of immigration to and housing
costs in Sydney.
The age and sex main effect components (Ax and Sy, respectively) of interstate
migration are presented for the seven time periods in Fig. 11.4. For the age main
effects, we find relative increases in shares of migration amongst 30–65 year olds
and corresponding declines in the child age groups. These changes are likely caused
by the ageing of the population. As for the main effect component for sex, there was
a steady (albeit small) decrease in the share of male migrants from 52% in 1981–
1986 to 49% in 2001–2006, which then held constant until the most recent period.
This shift towards more female migration is likely caused by the increasing numbers
of women seeking tertiary education and employment in Australia.
The values of the origin-destination (ODij), origin-age (OAix), destination-age
(DAjx) and age-sex (ASxy) interaction components, presented in Figs. 11.5, 11.6,
11.7 and 11.8, respectively, represent ratios of observed to expected values. The
expected values are calculated based on the multiplication of the overall level
component (T) by the main effect components (Oi, Dj, Ax or Sy) corresponding to
the two variables being interacted. Note, a value of 1.0 implies no difference from
the expected value.
For the origin-destination components in Fig. 11.5, there are a couple of things
to highlight. First, most of the values are above or below 1.0, which signifies the
importance of this component in understanding the migration patterns. Second,
there is relative stability in the ratios exhibited over time with all interactions, more
or less, remaining the same in terms of being ‘higher than expected’ or ‘lower
than expected.’ Third, the patterns exhibit clear trends over time, for example,
the interaction between SA and NT has been steadily declining since the 1986–
1991 period. Fourth, each origin has its own distinct destination patterns with, for
example, ACT having more than twice the expected flows to NSW, and nearly half
the expected flows to all other states and territories (except VIC which exhibits
ratios of around 0.75). The interaction components for migration from VIC, on
the other hand, are above 1.0 for state destinations but below 1.0 for territory
destinations.
For the origin-age and destination-age components presented in Figs. 11.6 and
11.7, most of the ratios are near the value of 1.0 implying the state /territory
age profiles of out-migration and in-migration resemble the overall age profile of
migration (Ax). Notable differences in the out-migration age profiles (Fig. 11.5)
include higher levels amongst retired age groups for VIC (before 2001) and QLD,
relatively low levels of out-migration amongst older persons from WA, TAS (before
2001), NT, and ACT, and a sharp and consistent peak of 15–19 year olds leaving
TAS. Notable differences in the in-migration age profiles (Fig. 11.6) include VIC
receiving relatively more young adults (in recent periods) and fewer older migrants,






































Fig. 11.4 Age (Ax) and sex (Sy) main effect components of interstate migration in Australia,
1981–1986 to 2011–2016
with the opposite occurring for QLD. WA, NT and ACT received considerably fewer
older migrants, whereas it was the opposite for TAS. Finally, TAS appears to be
growing as a retirement destination while at the same time becoming less attractive
to young adults.
Finally, for the female age-sex interaction components (ASxy) presented in Fig.
11.8, we find, for ages above 65 years, there has been a decreasing trend in the
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Fig. 11.5 Origin-destination (ODij) interaction components of interstate migration in Australia,
1981–1986 to 2011–2016
ratios towards 1.0. In general, it can be said that males and females have similar age
profiles of migration, except in older age groups where there are more females in
the population due to their lower mortality rates.
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Fig. 11.6 Origin-age (OAix) interaction components of interstate migration in Australia, 1981–
1986 to 2011–2016
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Fig. 11.7 Destination-age (DAjx) interaction components of interstate migration in Australia,
1981–1986 to 2011–2016
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Fig. 11.8 Age-sex (ASxy) interaction components for female interstate migration in Australia,
1981–1986 to 2011–2016
11.4 Forecasts
In this section, we show how the multiplicative component model can be used to
produce predictions of internal migration by origin, destination, age and sex. The
emphasis is on extrapolating each of the multiplicative components separately and
then combining them to derive the forecasts of internal migration. For illustration,
we first apply simple linear and log-linear trend extrapolations to each of the
components specified in Eq. 11.3 to produce predictions of the 2006–2011 and
2011–2016 flows. For instance, the formulas of the linear and log-linear trend
models for ODij components, respectively, are:




] = α + βY (t)t + ε(t) (11.5)
where ODij(t) denotes the ODij component at time t, Y(t) denotes the corresponding
year, and α and β denote the intercept and slope parameters estimated using ordinary
least squares regression applied to the training sample data. The extrapolations are
based on the 1981–1986 to 2001–2006 multiplicative components. Note, as part
of the modelling process, the predicted main effect components are rescaled so
that they sum to 1.0 and, when two-way interaction components are included, all
predicted values are rescaled to match the estimated overall level (T) component.
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In comparing the goodness-of-fit statistics for the linear and log-linear trend
models, we find little difference between the two approaches. The linear model
produced slightly lower g values of 24.1% and 30.7% for the 2006–2011 period
and 2011–2016 period, respectively, compared to 24.4% and 31.2%, respectively
for the log-linear model. Note, calculations of the mean squared error (MSE), mean
absolute error (MAE) and symmetric mean absolute percentage error (SMAPE)



















∣∣n̂ijxy − nijxy∣∣(∣∣nijxy∣∣ + ∣∣n̂ijxy∣∣)/
2
,
where N denotes the total number of cells (i.e., 1904) in the origin [i] by destination
[j] by sex [y] by age [x] table [i = j], n denotes the observed number of interstate
migrants, and n̂ denotes the corresponding estimated flows. In the end, because the
difference was so small (see also Fig. 11.9), we decided to use the log-linear trend
model because it ensured positive predicted values.
11.4.1 Model Selection
To identify the best multiplicative model for forecasting origin-destination-age-sex
tables of migration, we predicted a range of unsaturated models starting with the
model specified in Eq. 11.3 and used the g measure as a basis for comparison.
All models used log-linear trend extrapolation to predict the component values
for 2006–2011 and 2011–2016 based on the observed values from 1981–1986 to
2001–2006.
We tested and compared four models. Model 1 includes extrapolations of all
components specified in Eq. 11.3. Model 2 replaces the extrapolations for the OA,
DA and AS components with the most recent observed component values (i.e.,
2001–2006) and held them constant for the holdout sample forecasts. Model 3
only includes extrapolations for the overall level and main effect components and
held all two-way interaction components constant at the 2001–2006 values. Finally,
Model 4 only extrapolated the overall level component. The remaining components
represented the observed 2001–2006 values. These four models are specified as
follows:
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Fig. 11.9 Observed and predicted female flows of migration between Victoria and South Aus-
tralia, 2006–2011 and 2011–2016
Model 1 nijxy= (T̂ )(Ô i)(D̂j)(Âx)(Ŝy)(ÔDij)(ÔAix)(D̂Ajx)(ÂSxy),
Model 2 nijxy= (T̂ )(Ô i)(D̂j)(Âx)(Ŝy)(ÔDij)(OAix)(DAjx)(ASxy),
Model 3 nijxy= (T̂ )(Ô i)(D̂j)(Âx)(Ŝy)(ODij)(OAix)(DAjx)(ASxy),
Model 4 nijxy= (T̂ )(Oi)(Dj)(Ax)(Sy)(ODij)(OAix)(DAjx)(ASxy),
where the ‘hat’ symbol denotes log-linear extrapolation. The goodness-of-fit values,
including g, MSE, MAE and SMAPE, for these four models are presented in
Table 11.4. Surprisingly, there was very little difference between the overall
goodness-of-fit tests. The ‘best’ performing model for both holdout sample pre-
diction periods was the simplest model, Model 4, that only extrapolated the
overall level component and held the remaining components fixed at the observed
2001–2006 values. We did not expect Model 4 to perform as well as the other
models. Presumably, it did so because the historical trend data used to predict
the multiplicative components forced the predicted values further away from the
holdout sample than was observed in the most recent period used in the training
sample.
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Table 11.4 Goodness-of-fit statistics of different forecast models for internal migration
Measure Model 2006–2011 2011–2016
















11.4.2 Forecasting Internal Migration by Age and Sex
with Measures of Uncertainty
In this section, we introduce uncertainty measures to Model 4, which turned out
to be both the most effective and simplest model. As stated above, we predict the
overall level component for the two most recent periods based on a simple log-
linear extrapolation. The estimated total levels of interstate migration are 814,176
persons for the 2006–2011 period and 829,022 persons for the 2011–2016 period.
The corresponding observed values were 774,013 persons and 824,392 persons,
respectively.
In addition to the point predictions, we include 80% and 95% prediction intervals.
These are calculated by simulating predictions of each of the components in
the model specified in Eq. 11.3, assuming normal distributions for the logged
components. For the components held constant over time, we use a random walk
model where the variance of the errors is equal to the observed variance in each of




] = ln [ODij (t − 1)] + ε(t).
The overall level component is predicted using a linear regression model on the log
scale, Eq. 11.5. Here, the variance is equal to the prediction error variance under
the model. We used random walk models because they were relatively simple and
resulted in good fits for our tests. Note, had the results been less satisfactory, we
could have considered other time series models (e.g., AR(1)). Finally, the simulated
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Table 11.5 Calibration (%)
of holdout sample predictions
of Australian internal
migration by age and sex,
2006–2011 and 2011–2016
2006–2011 2011–2016
Model 80% 95% 80% 95%
Log-linear 85% 96% 88% 98%
Random walk 85% 95% 85% 97%
components were combined by multiplying them together to provide realisations for
the predicted migration flows by origin, destination, age and sex and for each time
period. The presented prediction intervals set out below are the empirical quantiles
of 1000 simulated predicted flows.
We introduce two models to forecast the inter-state migration flows: (1) log-linear
forecasting of the total levels and random walk of the other components around
the observed values in the last period (2001–2006), and (2) random walk of both
the overall level (T) and the other components around the last observed values.
To evaluate the forecasting models, we calculate the coverage of the nominal 80%
and 95% prediction intervals as the percentage of the observed origin-destination-
sex-age flows that lie within the intervals. These calibration statistics are presented
in Table 11.5 as the percentage of the total number of observations, excluding the
diagonals, where i = j, in the origin-destination-age-sex tables. While they may
not provide accurate estimates of the coverage of the nominal intervals, if there
is correlation between the migration flows within and/or between years, they can
indicate failures in the measures of uncertainty. However, in general, we find that
the calibration statistics for both intervals for both models are reassuringly close to
the nominal values.
The predicted and observed levels of out-migration, in-migration and net migra-
tion for the 2006–2011 and 2011–2016 periods are presented in Fig. 11.10 for the
eight states and territories in Australia. The results were obtained from Model 4 that
included log-linear forecasts for the total levels and random walk forecasts for the
other components. In general, we find the predicted means are close to the observed
values in both periods and that the prediction intervals cover the observed values.
There were, however, two notable differences between observed and estimated
totals. The first is the results for NSW, where the mean level of out-migration was
much higher for both the 2006–2011 and 2011–2016 periods. The other is QLD,
where the predicted means of in-migration were higher than the observed values. In
both cases, however, the 95% prediction interval covered the observed values. These
differences can largely be explained by the unanticipated changes to the Oi and Dj
components in the model observed during the 2006–2011 and 2011–2016 periods
(see Fig. 11.3).
The observed and estimated female age-specific patterns of in-migration and
out-migration are presented in Figs. 11.11 and 11.12, respectively, for the 2011–
2016 period. During this time period, the mean number of female migrants were
overestimated by around 0.7%, while the corresponding number of male migrants
were overestimated by around 0.4%. We also find that the interstate migration of
younger age groups, especially the 20–24 year old age group, are underestimated,
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Fig. 11.10 Observed and forecasted in-migration, out-migration and net migration by state and
territory in Australia, 2006–2011 and 2011–2016
Note: Values shown on the y-axis represent the counts of interstate migration measured in
thousands. Error bars represent the 95% prediction intervals for the forecasted flows.
while the middle age groups are overestimated. These differences can be partially
attributed to unanticipated increases in the proportions of migrants aged 20–25 years
in 2006–2011 and 2011–2016 (see Fig. 11.4).
In summary, we found the multiplicative component model did well in predicting
the observed patterns of migration by origin, destination, age and sex, particularly
when the uncertainty in the predictions is taken into account. If this model were to
be put into practice, more attention could be placed on the extrapolation of the age-
specific components, especially if the aim was to reduce uncertainty in the forecasts.
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Fig. 11.11 Observed and estimated age-specific female in-migration with 80% and 95% predic-
tion intervals (in thousands) by state and territory in Australia, 2011–2016
In our illustration, we found some of the predicted age patterns differed considerably
from the observed values.
In addition to the holdout sample forecasts, we applied the method described
above to the whole time series of data from 1981–1986 to 2011–2016 and forecasted
the internal migration tables forward for the periods 2016–2021 and 2021–2026.
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Fig. 11.12 Observed and predicted age-specific female out-migration with 80% and 95% predic-
tion intervals (in thousands) by state and territory in Australia, 2011–2016
The forecasted total number of interstate migrants is 825,915 persons in 2016–2021
with 95% prediction interval ranging between 757,295 and 894,984 persons. For
the 2021–2026 period, the forecasted total number of interstate migrants increased
to 835,248 persons with the 95% prediction interval ranging between 762,748
and 916,675 persons. In Fig. 11.13, we present the forecasted in-migration, out-
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migration and net internal migration for each state and territory for the two periods
with comparisons to the observed levels in 2011–2016. In general, we find the
levels of internal migration very stable over time. NSW and QLD are forecasted to
keep contributing the largest amounts of out-migration and in-migration. Finally, to
illustrate the performance of the model on forecasting age-sex-specific migration
flows between pairs of origins and destinations, we present the age profiles for
female migrants moving between NSW and QLD, representing a major internal
migration flow in the system, and SA and TAS, representing a relatively small flow,
in Fig. 11.14.
Fig. 11.14 Age-specific female migration flows (in thousands) between selected states in Aus-
tralia for the observed 2011–2016 flows and forecasted 2016–2021 and 2021–2026 flows
Note: The areas with dark and light grey colours represent the 95% prediction intervals for the
forecasted flows in 2016–2021 and 2021–2026 respectively.
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11.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have shown how the multiplicative component projection
model may be used to provide future estimates of internal migration by origin,
destination, age and sex with measures of uncertainty. It extends earlier research
using multiplicative or log-linear models to forecast internal migration (Stillwell
1986; Willekens and Baydar 1986; Van Imhoff et al. 1997; Van der Gaag et al. 2000;
Sweeney and Konty 2002; Raymer et al. 2006; Van Wissen et al. 2008; Raymer et
al. 2017) by modelling each component separately and integrating uncertainty. The
methodology is relatively simple and robust. It directly provides the forecasted sizes
of migration flows that can be used to construct transition probabilities for use in
multiregional cohort component projection models, assuming one could also infer
the probability of staying or not migrating, or aggregate them for use in standard
‘single region’ cohort component projection models.
Further research is needed to examine the appropriateness of the simple extrap-
olation method for each multiplicative component before being used in practice. In
particular, it would be useful to assess the forward forecasted results with future
measured values as good holdout sample results do not always ensure good out-
of-sample predictions. The underlying assumptions presented in this chapter are
admittedly simple but our aim was to illustrate the method. Further research should
investigate differently forecasting assumptions and experimentations with different
data and longer time series.
In conclusion, we hope that the methodology presented in this chapter will
inspire improving methods for forecasting internal migration. Internal migration
has become increasingly important as a component of population change, in both
developing and developed societies (White 2016). Also, many countries have
internal migration flow data by origin, destination, age and sex – our research
has shown how one can make better use of these data to make future predictions
of internal migration. The basic argument is that migration processes evolve over
time in predictable ways. By modelling the underlying structures of migration flow
tables, we are able to both simplify the process of estimation as well as improve the
accuracy of the forecasts.
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and Measurement of Age and Ageing
Sergei Scherbov and Warren C. Sanderson
12.1 Introduction
People’s views on population ageing are influenced by the statistics that they
read about it. The statistical measures in common use today were first developed
around a century ago, in a very different demographic environment. For around
two decades, we have been studying population ageing and have been arguing that
its conventional portrayal is misleading. In this chapter, we summarize some of
that research, which provides an alternative picture of population ageing, one that
is more appropriate for twenty-first century. More details about our new view of
population ageing can be found in. (Sanderson and Scherbov 2019). Population
ageing can be measured in different ways. An example of this can found in the
UN’s Profiles in Ageing, 2017. One way is to report on the forecasted increase in
the number of people 60+ years old in the world.
According to data from World Population Prospects: the 2017 Revision, the number of
older persons—those aged 60 years or over—is expected to more than double by 2050 and
to more than triple by 2100, rising from 962 million globally in 2017 to 2.1 billion in 2050
and 3.1 billion in 2100. Globally, population aged 60 or over is growing faster than all
younger age groups. (United Nations n.d.)
A second way, also discussed in that report, is based on our research.
In this chapter we discuss the two ways of measuring population ageing. Conven-
tional measures of population ageing consider people old at a fixed chronological
age without regarding how healthy they are and how they function. Our measures
of population ageing (Sanderson and Scherbov 2005, 2007, 2008, 2010, 2013,
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2014) consider people old based on their characteristics, which can differ over time,
space, and across subgroups. We will show that the choice of measures to assess
population ageing makes a substantial difference, one that could potentially affect
the assessment of policies with respect to population ageing.
Before we begin a discussion of population ageing, we must first define what
population ageing is. There are several definitions of ageing at the population level.
In the UN report on World Population Ageing: 1950–2050 (United Nations 2002)
population ageing is defined as “the process by which older individuals become a
proportionally larger share of the total population”. The Encyclopedia of Population
(Demeny and McNicoll 2003) defines ageing of population as “a summary term for
shifts in the age distribution (i.e., age structure) of a population toward older ages”.
Population ageing is often measured “by increases in the percentage of elderly
people of retirement ages” and “The median age – the age at which exactly half
the population is older and another half is younger – is perhaps the most widely
used indicator” (Demeny and McNicoll 2003). Since the study of population ageing
is often driven by a concern over the sustainability of pension systems, the old age
dependency ratio (the number of individuals of retirement ages compared to the
number of those of working ages) is also frequently used as a measure of population
ageing.
Our view of population ageing is broader than this. It is based not only the
chronological ages of people, but on their characteristics as well. So the first step in
specifying our new measures of population ageing is to define who is elderly based
on population-level characteristics.
Conventionally, the elderly are defined as those above age 60- or 65-years-
old. This boundary or old-age threshold is, then, kept fixed. In 1916 an American
sociologist Isaac Rubinow (1913, 14) defined age 65 as an old age threshold
Age 65 is generally set as the threshold of old age since it is at this period of life that the
rates for sickness and death begin to show a marked increase over those of the earlier years.
More than 100 years have passed since this definition of old-age threshold was
introduced. People live much longer now and in many developed countries life
expectancy at age 65 increased by around 10 years since Rubinow suggested his
old-age threshold. Not only people live longer, but they are also healthier, stronger
physically and cognitively perform better. However, in the conventional statistics of
population ageing, people as old as age 65 and sometimes even 60 are classified as
being old.
12.2 Characteristic Approach to the Measurement
of Population Ageing
Conventional measures of ageing consider people being old at a fixed chronological
age, usually at age 65. They do not distinguish where or when people lived. When
conventional measures of ageing are applied, the old age threshold for a person
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living in a region with low life expectancy, say Burkina Faso, is the same as for a
person living in Japan or other places with high life expectancy. Moreover, a 65-
year-old person living today will be considered as old as a person of the same
age who was living 100 years ago or who will be living 100 years from now.
Conventional measures of ageing recognize only one characteristic of people –
chronological age. But ageing is a multidimensional phenomenon and chronological
age is only one of its relevant dimensions. Other characteristics of people such as
physical and mental health are ignored in conventional measures of ageing.
Sanderson and Scherbov (2013) developed what they called the characteristics
approach to the measurement of population ageing. This approach considers people
old depending not only on their chronological age, but on other characteristics,
such as health, physical strength, and cognitive abilities. When those characteristics
change in time and space, the threshold of old-age becomes dynamic.
Using the terminology in Sanderson and Scherbov (2014), we call the ages
that correspond to different characteristics of people “α-ages.” To define α-ages,
we begin with Ct(α), a schedule of some characteristic relevant to the study of
population ageing (such as mortality hazard or remaining life expectancy), that
defines the values of the characteristic at each chronological age α at a time or
place denoted by t. We call these relationships “characteristic schedules”. Generally,
characteristic schedules change over time and are different from place to place. If
Ct(α) is continuous and monotonic in α, it can be inverted to obtain the schedule of
chronological ages associated with each value of the characteristic at time or place t.
α-ages can be calculated from the inverse of the characteristic schedules. For
example, ακ, t = Ct−1(κt) is the α-age associated with the characteristic level κt in
situation t.
In the simplest case the level of the characteristic does not change over time,
so that κ has no t subscript. For example, if the time-invariant characteristic was a
remaining life expectancy of 15 years, the α-age, the age at which that remaining life
expectancy was attained for Germans (average of both sexes) in 2017 was 71 years.
We call the α-ages based on invariant characteristics constant characteristic ages.
Different characteristics may be used to define thresholds reflecting different
features of population ageing. To our knowledge, (Ryder 1975) was the first to
do this. Ryder’s old-age threshold was based on remaining life expectancy. A
health-based characteristic could be also used to mark the entrance to old age.
Health is a complex quality, but a rough and readily accessible measure of it is
the corresponding age-specific mortality rate. In this case, α-ages based on the life-
table mortality rate mx would provide ages of comparable population health across
space and time (Cutler et al. 2007; Vaupel 2010; Fuchs 1984) and could also be used
to define an old-age threshold.
When the characteristic under consideration is remaining life expectancy, we
have a special term for α-ages. We call them prospective ages and measures derived
from prospective ages are called prospective measures of ageing. For example, if
we derive the old age threshold based on a constant remaining life expectancy, we
call this the prospective old age threshold (POAT). Based on the prospective old age
threshold, we have produced several prospective measures of population ageing.
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Usually we define the prospective old age threshold as age that corresponds to
a remaining life expectancy of 15 years (Sanderson and Scherbov 2010, 2013). In
the 1970–1980s that was the level of the remaining life expectancy at age 65 in
many countries with high life expectancies. Once the prospective old age threshold
is defined, the prospective old age dependency ratio (POADR) and prospective
proportion old (PPO) could be derived as well:
POADR = Number of people older than the POAT
Number of people ages 20 to the POAT
PPO = Number of people older than the POAT
Total number of people
The POADR appears on the UN website, Profiles in Ageing, 2017, for all UN
countries and for the years 1980, 2015, 2030, and 2050. (https://population.un.org/
ProfilesOfAgeing2017/index.html). The comparison between the conventional old-
age dependency ratio and the prospective one on that website provides a simple
way to assess the quantitative implications of the different approaches to the
measurement of population ageing.
The prospective measure analogous to the median age is the prospective median
age. In this case the population characteristic – remaining life expectancy – is
not constant. To calculate prospective median age, we select a standard year.
The prospective median age is the age in the standard year when the level of
characteristic – remaining life expectancy at the median age– is the same as it is
in the year of interest. Put differently, the prospective median age can be derived
as pmat, s = Cs−1(κt), where pmat,s is the prospective median age in year t, using
the characteristic schedule of year s as a standard and κt is the median age of the
population in year t.
We illustrate the notions introduced above with a country specific example.
Figure 12.1 illustrates the concept of prospective age with data for Spanish females.
Each line in this graph corresponds to constant remaining life expectancy and,
therefore, a constant prospective age. For example, the line marked as 70, shows
the age (y axis) when remaining life expectancy was the same as for a 70-year-old
female in the year 2010. We read from this chart, that a 70-year-old person in 2010
had the same remaining life expectancy and prospective age as a 63-year-old woman
in 1970. Or if we take a line that corresponds to the prospective age 40 in 2010, we
can see that a woman at age 40 in 2010 had the same prospective age as a 30-year-
old woman had around 1960. This provides a justification for the famous saying that
40 is the new 30.
Three features of Fig. 12.1 stand out. First, in 2010, the vertical distance between
the lines is constant. This occurs because of the way in which the Figure is
constructed. In 2010, the value along each line is assumed to be at the age indicated
for that line. The second noteworthy feature is that the lines are roughly parallel.
If no one died at ages below 80, then the lines would be perfectly parallel. The
lines are roughly parallel because after age 30 most deaths do occur at advanced
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Fig. 12.1 Prospective ages
for Spanish females. Each
line indicates prospective age
that corresponds to remaining
life expectancy in 2000 for a
particular age. Remaining life
expectancy is constant along
each line. (Source: United
Nations 2017)
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ages. Finally, the lines are also roughly linear. This arises because improvements in
mortality conditions in Spain were quite regular. Had there been a morality crisis in
the period covered by the Figure, the lines would not have been so linear.
Prospective ages have an analog in economics. They are like the use of constant
dollars to compare values from one period to another by taking inflation into
account, Prospective age serves an analogous purpose by comparing ages taking
the increase in life expectancy into account. Any kind of financial data that can
be represented in dollar terms can be converted into constant dollars by using
an appropriate price index. Similarly, chronological ages can be converted into
prospective ages using appropriate life tables.
Figure 12.2 illustrates the dynamics of the prospective old age threshold for
several selected Western European countries. The same selection of countries is
applied for Figs. 12.3, 12.4, 12.5, 12.6, 12.7, 12.8 and 12.9. The countries that we
have chosen are the Western European countries with the largest population, plus
Sweden, which represents the Scandinavian countries. Later in the chapter (see Fig.
12.10), we present data for Western Europe as a whole.
As we can observe from this figure, the prospective old age threshold has
increased by about 6–8 years. In 1955 it was around age 63–64 while in 2015 it
reached the level of 71–73 years. The increase in the prospective old age threshold
is about 0.13 years per calendar year. This is similar to increases in remaining life
expectancy around the same ages. This is a relatively recent phenomenon that occurs
because most of the increase in life expectancy in low mortality countries comes at
the older ages.
In the left panels of Figs. 12.3 and 12.4, we present conventional measures of
ageing applying the old age threshold fixed at age 65 for the same countries. In
the right pane we present prospective measures that use the prospective old age
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Fig. 12.2 Prospective old-age threshold (age when remaining life expectancy = 15 years) for
several selected countries of Western Europe for both genders combined, 1955–2015. (Source:
authors’ calculations based on United Nations 2017)






























Fig. 12.3 Proportion of people 65+ and proportion of people with the remaining life expectancy
15 years or less (selected European countries), 1955–2015. (Source: authors’ calculations based
on United Nations 2017)
threshold presented in Fig. 12.2. While conventional measures indicate that there
was a considerable population ageing in the past 60 years, prospective measures, in
contrast, show that there was little or none.
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Fig. 12.4 Old-age dependency ratio and prospective old-age dependency ratio (selected European
countries), 1955–2015. (Source: authors’ calculations based on United Nations 2017)




















Fig. 12.5 Median age and prospective median age (selected European countries), 1955–2015.
(Source: authors’ calculations based on United Nations 2017)
In Fig. 12.5 we observe that while traditional median age increased by about
10 years in the recent 60 years in our group of Western European countries, its
prospective analog virtually stayed constant.
As we have shown above it makes a substantial difference what type of measure
we use to assess past population ageing. If we use conventional measures of
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ageing where only fixed chronological age defines the old age threshold then we
observe that in the recent 60 years considerable population ageing occurred. Using
examples of several Western European countries we showed that the proportion of
old people and old age dependency ratios almost doubled during that time. Also,
during the same period the median ages increased by almost 10 years. However,
using measures of ageing that incorporate characteristics of people a very different
picture of ageing is observed. According to all three prospective measures there
was virtually no population ageing in our selected Western European countries.
Moreover, in some cases we can even observe that populations as a whole became
somewhat younger.
12.3 Future Ageing
Using forecasts in the 2017 Revision of World Population Prospects (UN 2017)
it is possible to study how population ageing may develop in the future. Here we
again consider two types of ageing measures – conventional and prospective ones.
As was described above, to calculate prospective measures of ageing we need first
to compute the POAT, the age at which forecasted remaining life expectancy is
15 years.
Figure 12.6 shows the dynamic of the POAT for the 6 selected Western European
countries. By the end of the century the POAT in the 6 Western European approaches
age 80.















Fig. 12.6 Prospective old age threshold (age when remaining life expectancy = 15 years) for
several selected countries of Western Europe for both genders combined, 2015–2100. (Source:
authors’ calculations based on United Nations 2017)
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Fig. 12.7 Proportion of people 65+ and proportion of people with the remaining life expectancy
15 years or less (selected European countries), projections, 2015–2100. (Source: authors’ calcula-
tions based on United Nations 2017)






























Fig. 12.8 Old-age dependency ratio and prospective old-age dependency ratio (selected European
countries), projections, 2015–2100. (Source: authors’ calculations based on United Nations 2017)
In Figs. 12.7 and 12.8 we present conventional and prospective measures of
ageing projected up to 2100. We see there that both conventional and prospective
measures are forecast to increase through the remainder of the century with a bump
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Fig. 12.9 Median age and prospective median age ratio (selected European countries), projec-
tions, 2015–2100. (Source: authors’ calculations based on United Nations 2017)
around the middle of the century for Italy and Spain that reflects specifics of the age
composition caused by a rapid fertility decline in the 1980s. However, the share of
people above age 65 by the end of the century is forecasted to be about 30%. The
prospective proportion old, though reaches only around half that.
The dynamics of the old age dependency ratio is very similar to the dynamics
of the proportion old except that by the end of the century the prospective old- age
dependency ratios are only around a third of the conventional ones.
Forecasts of conventional and prospective median ages shown in Fig. 12.10.
The two measures of population ageing exhibit opposite trends. While the median
age increases by the end of the century by about 5–7 years its prospective analog
decreases by 3–5 years. These observations indicate that although median-aged
people in the 6 populations will be older in 2100 than today, they will also have
longer remaining life expectancies than today’s median-age people.
12.4 Probabilistic Ageing
In this section we employ probabilistic population projections, that were developed
by the UN using Bayesian hierarchical models (Raftery et al. 2012; Sevcikova et al.
2015). There are several different approaches to probabilistic population projections
that were developed in recent decades. However, we will not discuss this issue here
since there is a substantial literature on the subject (Alho 1990; Lee 1998; Lutz et
al. 1999, 2001; Keilman et al. 2002; Booth 2006).
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Fig. 12.10 Probabilistic forecasts for three measures of population ageing based on chronological
ages and three based on prospective ages, Western Europe 2015–2100. (Source: authors’ calcula-
tions based on United Nations 2015)
In this section we follow Sanderson et al. (2017, 2019) and merge two method-
ologies, prospective measures of population ageing and probabilistic population
forecasts. Using this we compare the speed of change and variability in forecasts
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of the conventional proportion old and prospective proportion old, the old age
dependency ratio and the prospective old age dependency ratio, and the median
age and the prospective median age.
Future distributions of conventional and prospective measures of ageing were
computed from 1000 stochastic trajectories of population age structures and asso-
ciated life tables over the 2015–2100 period for Western Europe. These trajectories
were provided by the UN’s Population Division (UN 2015).
Results of this analysis are presented in Fig. 12.10 which has 3 panels, upper,
middle and bottom. The left side of each panel presents conventional measure and
the right side prospective measures.
The upper panel of Fig. 12.10 shows the change over time of the probability
distributions of the proportion of the population who are 65+ years old and its
prospective analog.
In 2015, the proportion of the population 65+ years-old in Western European
countries was 19.7%. The median forecast of this proportion rises to 29.0% in
2050, with a 90% prediction interval of 27.8–30.4%. The forecasts indicate that
the increase in the conventional proportion of old people in the population will slow
down between 2040 and 2080 and will then speed up again. By 2100, the median
forecast of the proportion of the population categorized 65+ years-old is 31.7%,
with a 90% prediction interval of 28.5–35.4. The median forecast of the prospective
proportion of the population counted as old (those with remaining life expectancy
of 15 years or less) is around 12.7% in 2015. This proportion increases to around
17.2% in 2045 where it reaches the maximum, with a 90% prediction interval of
16.5–18.0, and gradually decreases in the following decades. The median forecast
of this proportion is 14.1 in 2100, with a 90% prediction interval of 12.9–16.8%.
The middle panel, which compares the forecasted distributions of conventional
and prospective old-age dependency ratios looks similar to the upper panel except
for the levels of the measures. In the bottom pane we show the probability
distributions of the conventional and the prospective median ages. We compute the
prospective median ages as the ages in the life table of 2015, in which people have
the same remaining life expectancy as at the median age in specific years. Since the
UN publishes life tables for 5 year age intervals, the 2015 life table was interpolated
on the basis of the UN life tables for 2010–15 and 2015–20.
In Western Europe in 2015, the conventional and the prospective median ages
were both 43.5 years. The median forecast of the conventional median age is 47.3
for 2050, with a 90% prediction interval of 45.9–48.7, and is 48.6 in 2100, with
a 90% prediction interval of 45.1–52.0. The median probabilistic forecast of the
conventional median age increases rapidly from 2015 to 2040, and there is virtually
no chance that it will be ever lower than its 2015 value at any time during this
century. The median forecast of the prospective median age is also expected to
increase between 2015 and 2040. In 2040, the median forecast of the prospective
median age is 42.0, and the 90% prediction interval between 40.5 and 43.7. By 2100,
the median forecast of the prospective median age is 37.9, and the 90% prediction
interval is between 33.8 and 41.4. Based on the UN’s probabilistic forecasts, it is
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highly unlikely that the prospective median age of the population in Western Europe
region will be higher in 2100 than it was in 2015.
As we see the use of prospective measures not only produces different levels of
ageing compared to their conventional analogs, but it may also produce different
trends.
It is also important to note that the standard deviations of the forecasts of the
prospective proportion of the population who are old and the prospective old age
dependency ratios are less than their counterparts that do not use prospective ages.
As was discussed in detail in Sanderson and Scherbov (2015b), the major reason
for that is that in conventional measures the trajectories with higher life expectancy
will have more people above age 65. In case of prospective measures, higher life
expectancy leads to a higher old age threshold. Higher old age thresholds decrease
both the prospective proportion old and the prospective old age dependency ratio.
Thus, higher life expectancies produce two offsetting effects on the prospective
measures. However, in case of median age and its prospective analog the situation
is different because prospective median age uses the median age as an input, while
the prospective old age dependency ratio does not use the conventional old age
dependency ratio as an input. Thus, the distribution of median ages affects the
distribution of prospective median ages.
12.5 Discussion
Population ageing is a multidimensional phenomenon, but chronological age is
the only dimension that is traditionally used in its measurement. Assuming the
people are old at a fixed chronological age, say 65, means that we consider people’s
characteristics invariant at this age. But this is very far from reality. Consider Italian
men. In 1910, their life expectancy at birth was 46.32 year and 100 years later in
2010 it was 79.56 or more than 30 years higher. Of course, a very strong impact on
the changes to life expectancy at birth occurred due to a drop in mortality at younger
ages. Still, their life expectancy at age 65 in 1910 was 11.16 years and 100 years
later it was18.35 years, or more than 7 years higher. The age when the remaining
life expectancy reached 15 years or less in 1910 was about 59. In 2010 it was above
69. If we select another characteristic that might serve as a proxy for morbidity,
which is mortality rate, then the mortality rate of Italian males at age, 65 in 2010
was the same as the mortality rate of a male at age 49 in 1910. On the other hand,
the mortality rate at age 65 in 1910 corresponds to the mortality rate at age 76 in
2010.
People’s characteristics are very different, but conventional methods ignore them
and do not distinguish people living today and 100 years ago. But this is not the end
of the story. Country or regional differences in longevity are also enormous. Russian
men in 2010 at age 65 had the same mortality rates as Italian men had at age 77 in the
same year. In measuring ageing conventional methods ignore regional differences
in characteristics of people of the same age as well.
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As we learned in this chapter accounting for characteristics of people makes a
very big difference regarding conclusions that are made with respect to the past
and the future of ageing. Prospective measures paint a much less gloomy picture.
In this chapter, we touched only prospective measures, which uses remaining life
expectancy as a characteristic of choice. If instead of life expectancy we would have
selected mortality rates as a characteristic of interest, the picture of future ageing
would be painted even more optimistic.
The use of the characteristic approach has an additional advantage; it converts
characteristics of people to the metric of age. This is very useful because it allows
us to construct aggregate indicators of ageing based simultaneously on different
characteristics of people.
Population ageing will certainly be the source of many challenges in twenty-
first century. But there is no reason to exaggerate those challenges through
mismeasurement. The approach presented in this chapter reconceptualizes age based
on the characteristics of people and allows the construction of new multidimensional
measures of ageing.
The discussion of our approach to the study of population ageing has been based
on period life table measures. This was necessary to present our core concepts
simply, but it is far to limiting. First, cohort life table could also be used, but much
more importantly, many characteristics of people can be used to study population
ageing using the methods described above. More detailed descriptions of how our
methods can be applied can be found in (Sanderson and Scherbov 2017, 2019). An
analytic discussion of the differences between results based on period and cohort
life tables can be found in (Sanderson and Scherbov 2007).
We have not discussed the connections between health and ageing in this chapter.
This is a complex and controversial topic (Christensen et al. 2008; Angel et al.
2015). We address it in (Sanderson and Scherbov 2019) where we investigate
years of healthy life expectancy following the prospective old-age threshold using
data from the SHARE survey (Munich Center for the Economics of Aging 2013).
We show there that in the European countries for which data were available,
years of healthy life expectancy from the prospective old-age threshold onward
have been roughly constant from 2004 to 2012. In other words, we did not find
evidence to suggest that health during the period of old-age was either improving or
deteriorating.
We have used the methodology described in this chapter in a number of related
contexts. In (Sanderson and Scherbov 2015b; Ediev et al. 2019), we showed
that faster increases in life expectancy lead to slower population ageing when
prospective measures are used. In (Sanderson and Scherbov 2015a, 2019), we
showed how our methodology can be used to compute an intergenerationally
equitable public pension age.
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